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ABSTRACT
Library Service in German Teacher Training Institutions:
Case Studies of Erlangen,

FRG,

and Erfurt,

GDR

(1984)
Richard L. Morrill,

B.A., University of Maryland

M.S., University of Southern California
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts/Amherst
Directed by: William G. Kornegay

The purpose of this study was to investigate the policies and pro¬
cedures of selected education libraries in the two German states and
to describe collection development,

instruction in library use,

and

reference and information service in libraries serving German teacher
training institutions.
The education libraries studied were the library of the teachers
college in Erfurt,

German Democratic Republic

(GDR),

the central

library of the Friedrich-Alexander University in Erlangen, Federal
Republic of Germany
Niirnberg,

(FRG),

and the education branch library in

FRG.

In the area of collection development,

German education librarians

decide how they will divide acquisitions funds for scholarly and
practical school literature,
scriptions,

for monographic titles and serial sub¬

for German-language and foreign language materials, and

for single copies of many titles or multiple copies of fewer titles.
Neither the teachers college library in Erfurt nor the education

v

branch library in Niirnberg has a written collection development
policy.

The central university library in Erlangen is the national

subject specialty library for educational research materials and
follows a detailed collection development plan which is a model
for library networks.
Instruction in library use is mandated by a Ministry-level regulation
in the GDR,

and the objectives,

content,

and methods employed in

Erfurt provide exemplars from which much can be learned

Library edu¬

cation in Erlangen and Niirnberg is accorded a somewhat lower priority
than in Erfurt but is regarded as a multi-faceted undertaking which
involves the use of detailed library guides,

elaborate sign systems,

and library tours as well as formal classroom instruction.
Reference and information service in Erfurt is provided primarily
by subject specialists, members of academic departments, whose work
is coordinated and supervised by a professional librarian.
Erlangen and Niirnberg,

In

reference and information service is the

responsibility of professionally trained librarians.

Computer litera¬

ture searching as a component of reference service has commenced in
the libraries in Erlangen and Niirnberg but not in the Erfurt library.
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Preface

In the year 1983,

the cyclical phenomenon of American dissatis¬

faction with indigenous teacher education and public school programs
reached another peak with the publication of numerous reports pre¬
pared by professional and lay investigatory committees.

These re¬

ports received considerable news coverage and were subjected to much
analysis and editorializing.

To note that the 1983 expressions of

concern are but the latest manifestations of a recurring American
inclination toward self-doubt is not to deny that real problems do
exist in the manner in which American teachers are trained and perform
in public school classrooms.
Surprisingly,

the analysts and commentators generally restricted

their search for improvements to an examination of the American ex¬
perience.

Conspicuous by its absence was any attempt to learn from

comparative studies of the education and teacher education programs
of other nations even though comparative data on student achievement
was often cited as evidence that all is not well in American institu¬
tions.
Although it is historically accurate to assert that the American
system of university education,

and graduate education in particular,

was decisively influenced by the nineteenth century experiences of
American scholars in German universities and although the American
normal school,

the ancestor of today's teacher training institutions,

was a copy of the Prussian normal school, one seldom finds rererentes
to educational experiences in Germany (and in other non-English
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speaking nations)

cited as models for the reform of the contemporary

American system of teacher education.

Americans seem to have less

conviction that they can learn from and adapt the educational poli¬
cies and practices of other nations than they had in an earlier time.
literature to which American teachers and teacher educators have
access is with few exceptions bereft of critical examinations of the
educational practices and policies of either Germany and particularly
of the German Democratic Republic.
Equally neglected in today's frantic search for improvements in
teacher training and performance is the "library method" of instruc¬
tion,

a method which was known and valued at the turn of the century,

a method which was,

in fact, hailed as a possibly revolutionary and

certainly progressive innovation.
reasons which are no longer clear,

Perhaps unfortunately and for
the "library method" has never

been employed on a wide scale, has never been used to prepare teachers
who are capable of doing independent and creative reviews of relevant
literature.
One hypothetical consequence of the failure of the "library
method" of instruction to take root in American teacher education pro¬
grams has been the preparation of generations of teachers who are illprepared to deal with an ever-expanding body of research reports,
some of which might lead to improvements in teaching practices,

and

who are generally incapable of transmitting an appreciation for and
a knowledge of library skills to their students.
To many college and university librarians,

the American educa¬

tional system seems to be stuck in a vicious circle from which there

3
is no escape.

Every June teachers who are not "library literate"

send forth high school graduates who are unable to use effectively
the library resources which are available to inform their decisions
in their personal, work, and civic lives.

Some of these students

matriculate in teacher training institutions in which instruction in
library use is neglected by teacher educators who are equally de¬
ficient in library skills,

and,

after a four or five year program,

they enter the ranks of teachers who fail to prepare students to use
library resources effectively.

The circle is complete.

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
In the years leading up to 1984, American citizens, politicians,
and professional educators became increasingly preoccupied with the
role of schooling in the preservation of a democratic society.

There

were expressions of doubt that schooling can make a difference
(Jencks,

1973;

Hodgson,

1973),

effect of schooling (Coleman,
exists

reversals of opinion concerning the
1966,

1981),

charges that schooling

to reproduce the corporate capitalist social structure

and Gintis,

1976;

Spring,

1972; Karier,

1976;

Greer,

1972),

(Bowles

and

examinations of corporate capitalist influences upon schooling (Calla¬
han,

1962;

Karier,

1976;

Carnoy,

1974,

1975).

There was also a grow¬

ing public and professional dissatisfaction with the contributions of
professional teacher education programs to the effectiveness of
schooling in preparing citizens for life and employment in American
society.
The expressions of dissatisfaction with teacher education pro¬
grams ranged from the cynical analysis of other academics
1979;

Wilensky,

1964;

Glazer,

1974;

outraged attacks of laymen (Bell,
to

Bestor,

1949;

1953,

Smith,

1955)

(Collins,

through the

1949; Koerner,

1963)

the reform-filled proposals of professional teacher educators

(Cremin,
(Boyer,

1978;

Howsam,

1976;

Smith,

1980) and foundation presidents

1982).

The then president of the Carnegie Foundation,

former U.S.

Commissioner of Education Ernest Boyer stated in a lecture at Yale

4
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University in 1982 that teacher training programs were inadequate,
accreditation of the programs ineffective, and care in the selection
of

teachers practically nonexistent.

Boyer proposed a two-stage pro¬

cedure for teacher training in which academic training in both gen¬
eral and professional subjects would be followed by a period of
salaried apprenticeship in the classroom before the teacher license
would be granted to candidates.

(Boyer,

1982)

There were similar calls for the reform of teacher training in
the writings of Lawrence A.
Columbia University,

Cremin,

and Patricia A.

President of Teachers College,
Graham,

formerly Director of the

National Institute of Education and currently Dean of the Harvard
Graduate School of Education.

Cremin advocated a new and broader

understanding of teacher training albeit with a return to the com¬
ponents of
Russell.

teacher training proposed by his predecessor,

Cremin's education of the educating professionals—"day¬

care workers,
units,

James Earl

script writers in children's television production

learning consultants in libraries and museums,

cers in business and industry,

training offi¬

and gerontologists in senior citizens'

centers" as well as public school teachers—would consist of:
first,

"general culture" — a liberal education at the under¬
graduate level;

second,

"special scholarship" — expert knowledge of the con¬
tent, methodology,

sequence, and various levels of at

least one teaching field;
third,

"professional knowledge" -- interdisciplinary graduate
study of "policy studies,
pedagogical studies;"

developmental studies, and
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fourth,

"technical skill" — post-graduate expertise gained
through a "rotating internship through a variety of
educational situations."

The touchstones of Cremin’s reform are a common professional
preparation of all educating professionals and an awareness of the
relationships between the activities of the various educating pro¬
fessions.

Cremin would require the doctorate for all who would enter

the educating professions but would make the Doctor of Education
(Ed.D.)

program a six-year program similar to the combined B.S. - M.D.

programs currently offered at Northwestern University and Boston
University.
programs,

He would abolish the dissertation requirement in Ed.D.

preferring to see "one or two solid research papers, a

terse scholarly evaluation of an educational undertaking, and a firstrate demonstration of
thesis
pp.

teaching skill" instead of an "overly long .

that will sit unread in the library forever."

(Cremin,

.

.

1978,

18-20)
Graham’s analysis of the plight of teacher education implied that

many of the attacks on education and teacher education occur, because
it is easier and safer to find fault with an admittedly vulnerable
system of schooling than it is

to criticize the social structure and

institutional arrangements within the confines of which schools and
teacher training programs must survive and operate.

Graham stated

that teacher education programs carry "the additional burden of pro¬
ducing practitioners who
not]

.

.

.

.

.

.

[are]

.

.

.

not rich,

.

.

.

[and do

possess high occupational status" in addition to facing the

obstacle of being a "relative newcomer" in the academic world.
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It was unfortunate,

in Graham's view,

that teacher educators

have reacted—and overreacted—to attacks on their academic purity
by going "empirical with a vengeance."

The result has been

. . . few dissertations and few research articles . . . free
of elaborately designed empirical procedures, drawing upon
statistical models which are sometimes forced but always in
vogue . . . [This] . . . has led education researchers to
limit their choice of problems to ones suited to these re¬
search strategies and methodologies, . . . excluding those
problems which are not amenable to investigation by . . .
[other] . . . means." (Graham, 1978, p. 43)
Cremin's call for reform was echoed by B.

Othanel Smith whose

design for a school of pedagogy also emphasized a mixture of academic
study and clinical preparation.

Although his stress was on the need

for clinical experience in teacher training.

Smith stated that the

"student must be thoroughly steeped in research literature and its
significance for the practice of pedagogy
titioners is
the contrary,
would,

.

.

.

not

...

.

.

The program for prac¬

to ignore the results of research.

research knowledge is its very substance."

in accord with Cremin,

Doctor of Pedagogy
Graham,

.

(D.

Ped.)

On

Smith

abolish the thesis requirement for the
degree and would,

in agreement with

lessen the emphasis upon the doing of research,

particularly

complicated statistical research with limited applicability, by
candidates for the D.

Ped.

degree.

should be the research degree and,

The Ph. D.

degree,

in his opinion

as such, would not be the most use

ful degree for most prospective teachers.
Smith identified the crucial problem of teacher education pro¬
grams

in the United States when he noted that "they have no focus

and add up to no particular set of competencies."

.

The program en¬

visioned by Smith would expose the graduate teacher trainee, who has

.
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completed an undergraduate program of liberal studies,
tion of academic pedagogy

to a combina¬

(the principles of the behavioral sciences

and the social and intellectual bases of education), a field of
specialization (such as teaching, school psychology and counseling,
curriculum,

administration,

special education,

etc.), and clinical

experience in various training laboratories under the supervision
of master teachers.

(Smith,

1980)

The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education’s
(AACTE)

Bicentennial report on "educating a profession" also acknow¬

ledged the fourfold composition of the ideal programs articulated by
Cremin and Smith.

The report endorsed briefly but explicitly an

instructional mode which the work of Cremin and Smith recommended
only by implication:
The regular classroom most be enriched by close ties to
a learning resource center (LRC) and to both campus- and
field-based laboratory experiences.
The LRC can provide a
rich range of resources such as books, films, tapes, records,
protocol materials, databanks, computer-assisted-instruction,
educational games, curriculum guides, and instructional
materials.
The LRC also supports individual study, so
critical to the development of independent thinking and
learning associated with every teacher professional.
(Howsam,

1976,

p.

92)

The AACTE report noted that,
of

their instruction at

since colleges of education offer most

the upper-division and graduate levels,

reliance upon lecture and textbook should be less, and reliance upon
inquiry and library resources should be correspondingly greater.

An

appendix to the report lists the making of "resources and materials
accessible to students,
and resources,

.

.

.

and

.

.
.

.
.

[using]
.

.

.

.

instructional materials

individualiz[ing]

.

.

.

instruction"
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among the desirable teacher competencies to be stressed in teacher
education.
Typically,

though,

the studies of teacher education and the pro¬

posals for its reform contained no discussion of the "library method"
as an instructional mode and no mention of the role of the education
library in the preparation of teachers.

Perceptions of the potential

and the actual contributions of the "library method" to teacher
education were equally absent from historical studies
1956),

from contemporary surveys

(Joyce et al,

and from so-called "revolutionary proposals"

(Borrowman,

1977-8; Yarger,

(Gideonse,

1978)

1981).

This

omission from the study and practice of teacher education would be
less puzzling,

if one did not know that the "library method" as such

had already been recognized and strongly endorsed in the Cyclopedia of
Education edited by Paul Monroe at the beginning of the twentieth
century.
Indeed,

three-quarters of a century before 1984,

the library

method must have seemed to be the appropriate technique for a new and
forward-looking century.

It was thought to bear "somewhat the same

relation to the modern humanities as the laboratory method does to
the modern natural sciences;

it makes the

.

.

.

[student]

.

.

.

familiar with the materials and methods which would be used in the
more thorough-going field of research."

The library method was per¬

ceived as an "extreme reaction from the slavish use of a class text,
distinctly in the right direction."

Although admittedly and neces¬

sarily "slow in accumulating facts for the student,

the method

represented an attempt to teach the student "to know the probable
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sources of information,
guides,

.

.

.

to consult the proper bibliographies and

to make his own list of references,

materials found,

to estimate the

and finally to prepare his work in outline with

reference to good form."

All this was known before World War I and

was apparently seldom applied in teacher education thereafter.
(Monroe,

1910, v.

Nowhere was

3,

p.

23)

the neglect of the "library method" more apparent

than in the Standards of the National Council for the Accreditation of
Teacher Education (NCATE).
1980,

The 1980 Standards,

and effective on March 1,

1982,

adopted in October,

devoted approximately one page

of a total of thirty-two pages to a consideration of the role of the
library and the instructional materials center (IMC)
education.

in teacher

Standard 5.1 stated that

. . . the library quantitatively and qualitatively supports
the instruction, research, and services pertinent to the
needs of each teacher education program.
Standard 5.2 stated that
.

.

.

a materials and instructional media center for teacher

education is maintained either as a part of the library, or
as one or more separate units,
education program.

and supports the teacher

(Standards,

1982)

These statements did not differ significantly from earlier recommenda¬
tions in the 1977,

1970,

sponsored study of

teacher education program weaknesses had ranked

library and IMC services
cern as late as 1975.

and 1960 Standards,

even though an NCATE-

third among the five areas of greatest con¬

(Fritschel,

1975)

Various NCATE evaluation boards reported that "many institutions
had not gone beyond the sample textbook collection type of curriculum
library" and cited "the lack of supplemental teaching materials and
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guides.”

Education libraries which had been evaluated and passed

under the 1960 Standards were found,

relatively unchanged,

to be a

cause for concern a decade later; moreover, one investigator reported
that no teacher training institutions had ever been "denied accredi¬
tation solely because of inadequate library facilities.”
1964)

This was hardly surprising,

(MacVean,

since the same investigator con¬

sidered the 1960 Standards inadequate and "only remotely concerned
with the library."

(MacVean,

Sidney Forman,
Library,

175-176)

...

labelled the NCATE Standards "an instru-

our children—and our children's children—are

being robbed of their birthright:
his opinion,

pp.

formerly the director of the Teachers College

Columbia University,

by which

1964,

the Standards were

a first-rate basic education."

In

(and are)

... so vague, so general, and in fact, so deceptive as
to place a seal of approval on many grossly inadequate
teacher preparation programs.
The end results are hordes
of inadequately prepared teachers who innocently attend
these "accredited" institutions and millions of children
who are thereby deprived of an adequate education.
time to cry "Stop thief"!
Incensed,

(Forman,

1971,

p.

It is

519)

Forman recommended that NCATE terminate its "mal¬

feasance in office" by getting out of the accreditation business or
by rewriting its poorly formulated Standards.
two opportunities
That standards

By 1982, with at least

to do so, NCATE had failed to take Forman's advice.
for education library programs need not be so

vague and meaningless is readily evident from a comparison of the
above quoted NCATE Standards with the 1975 "Standards for College
Libraries" developed by the Association of College and Research
Libraries,

a division of the American Library Association.

The

12

college library standards,
them,

and the evaluative checklist derived from

contained specific formulae for the calculation of the number

of volumes to which a college library should provide prompt access,
the minimum number of librarians required on the college staff, and
the size of the college library building as well as explicit state¬
ments concerning the college library's objectives, collections,
organization of materials,
administration,

and budget.

staff, delivery of service,

facilities,

("Evaluative Checklist," 1979)
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Statement of the Problem
The basic assumption of this study was that the "library method"
and the education library have been neglected by teacher education
professionals who,

in the 1980s,

find themselves and their programs

under attack and who are searching for viable alternatives to con¬
ventional programs.

A corollary assumption was that the development

and implementation of rigorous and precise standards for education
libraries could,

and should,

specify the resources and methodology

for the combination of academic study
professional pedagogy)

(of both general education and

and clinical experience which most reformers

identify as essential to successful teacher education programs.
The library method is
through heuristic

(inquiry) means rather than through didactic

(inculcation) means,

it is learning by actively searching rather than

by passively receiving,
learn

the pursuit of academic knowledge primarily

and it is as concerned with learning how to

(and to continue to learn)

At its best,

as it is with learning what to learn.

the library method is a liberating method,

realizing

success only when it has freed the student from dependence upon the
teacher and the textbook and the unavoidable biases which both trans¬
mit.
The problem is

that no education library extant today or imagin¬

able in the foreseeable future,

not even the Teachers College Library

at Columbia University in New York or the Gutman Library of the Har¬
vard University Graduate School of Education,

can afford to provide

the range of resources and services necessary to satisfy completely
the needs of "educating professionals."

That which is most needed
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is most lacking:
of guidelines

a philosophy of education librarianship and a set

to improve and standardize education library practices,

a mechanism for greatly increased cooperation among education
librarians who must share methods as well as resources,

and greater

contact between education librarians and teacher educators.
The literature of education librarianship in the United States is
as inadequate as the Standards which fail to regulate its activities.
There have been no large-scale studies of library service to American
teacher
1931;

training institutions since the 1930s and 1940s.

AATC,

1943)

(Rosenlof,

The literature dealing with contemporary practice

is fragmentary and provides no base of knowledge from which to develop
adequate standards.

(Education Libraries,

passim)

Particularly troublesome for the education librarian are questions
concerning collection development,
information services.

user education,

and reference and

With limited funds for the acquisition and

processing of materials,

the education librarian must make selections

on the basis of content,

format,

extent should

the materials of

general education,

price,

Is

the professional education,

it feasible

To what

the education library support the

and the clinical experience aspects of
gram?

and anticipated use.

the subject specialty,

the ideal teacher training pro¬

to support all four aspects equally well?

Con¬

tent questions aside, which formats are best suited for the support of
the various aspects of

the teacher training program?

For example, how

much of the money normally spent on scholarly books and periodicals
should be spent on curriculum materials in print or non-print formats?
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The questions relating to user education are no easier to answer
by making reference to the available literature.

The assumption

behind a vigorous user education program is that teachers who don't
learn to appreciate and understand the library method in teacher
training institutions are not likely to use and promote the method in
the schools in which they will teach.

The predictable result, veri¬

fied every May and June, is the sending forth of high school graduates
who cannot begin to

make efficient use of the bibliographical appara¬

tus at their disposal in public and college libraries.

Can the educa¬

tion librarian take the time to teach so many teacher trainees to use
libraries properly?

The library method is a time-consuming method.

What assistance can the education librarian expect from teacher
education faculty members, many of whom are themselves not "library
literate"?
The answers to these and related questions are not to be found in
the NCATE Standards nor in the existing literature of education
librarianship and teacher education in the United States.

The

literature of education librarianship in Great Britain and the British
Commonwealth nations is also inadequate although it is seemingly
advanced when compared with the American literature.

Of education

library practices in other modern industrial nations, little or
nothing is known.

There is a shocking lack of comparative study in

the area of education librarianship.

16
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was

to observe and describe current

education library practices in selected teacher training institutions
in the Federal Republic of Germany and in the Democratic Republic of
Germany.

An attempt was made to describe and analyze the essence of

education librarianship in institutions which rank among the best in
the two Germanies.

Observation,

interview,

and questionnaire tech¬

niques were employed to collect information about
1)

selection and acquisition of materials—process,
type (form), language, and content

2)

user education—objectives,

3)

reference services—extent, nature,

content,

methods
priorities

The data collected and analyzed in this study provide previously
unknown details in the literature of education librarianship in nonEnglish-speaking nations.

Librarians whose work supports teacher

education in the United States know very little about the policies
and practices of their contemporaries in other nations.

They have no

basis of empirical data with which to compare American librarianship
with foreign librarianship.
some of the missing data.

The research presented here provides
While not,

itself,

a comparative study,

this dissertation presents information which will be useful in the
future comparisons of U.S.

and German librarianship.
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Significance of the Study
The significance of the study lies in the answer to the question
Why comparative librarianship?" provided by Louis Shores during his
tenure as Dean of the Library School at the Florida State University.
Shores saw three possible answers to the question:
1)

"Because in certain remote corners of the world
librarianship, some of our own professional
queries are being responded to more imaginatively,
if not more scientifically, than in our American
profession."

2)

"Through comparative librarianship, we can exchange
points of view.
We can test our assumption that
we have more . . . than they."

3)

"Comparative librarianship . . . can provide the
perspective for the next generation to get off
its tiptoes and stop whispering ... to change
that part of our professional image that most
misrepresented us."
(Shores, 1966, pp. 204-206)

In his discussion of the value of comparative study,
Danton,

J.

Perriam

former Dean of the Library School at the University of

California and a pioneer in the American study of German librarianship,
quoted Isaac L.

Kandel to the effect that the discovery of "differ¬

ences in the forces and causes that produce differences in educa¬
tional systems

.

.

.

[and discovery of]

.

.

.

underlying principles"

will lead to a better understanding of the parent institution or
system.
of

The description,

classification,

foreign library phenomena,

analysis,

and comparison

the search for common or dissimilar

origins and patterns of development underlie the identification and
formulation of principles which will explain differences and varia¬
tions

in our own work.

Studies of this sort are rarities in the

literature of education librarianship at the present time.
1973,

p.

22)

(Danton,
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Viewed in a more practical way, this study provides information
of interest to the Education and Behavioral Sciences section of the
Association of College and Research Libraries which has begun work
on the development of more precise American education library
standards for the 1980s.

(Bauner, 1981)
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Delimitation of the Study
Assumptions:
No attempt was made in this study to examine the assumptions that
1)

teacher training institutions will continue to
exist independently of the other academic
departments in American colleges and
universities

2)

professionally organized and managed library
service will prove to be a vital and necessary
component of reformed teacher training programs
in the United States

Definitions:
The terms education and training have been used interchangeably
in this study,

although it is acknowledged that a distinction is pre¬

ferred in much of

the educational literature.

Education librarianship has been defined as the planning and pro¬
vision of access
specialties,

to the literature of general education,

subject

and professional pedagogy as well as clinical experiences

in the use of library facilities in a central university or teachers
college library,

in an education branch library affiliated with the

central university or teachers college library system,

in a pedagog¬

ical seminar library independent of the university or teachers
college library system,

or in any combination of the aforementioned

library components.
A glossary of English and German library terminology has been
appended

to the body of

the dissertation.

(See Appendices C and D)

Exclusions:
Limitations of time and money necessarily precluded the observa¬
tion of education library services at all German teaching training
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institutions.

Consequently,

generalization from the practices of

exemplary German education libraries to the practices of all German
education libraries may not be valid,
West German libraries.

Furthermore,

particularly in the case of
the study focussed upon the

public services aspects of German education librarianship.

Technical

services and automation of library services were examined only to the
extent that they directly influence public services.

As a result,

it

is possible that some innovative and beneficial practices of German
education libraries remain unexamined and unreported in the present
study.
Observation Site Selection:
Dissatisfaction with the nature of American higher education in
general and with American teacher education in particular is not a
phenomenon unique to the latter half of the twentieth century.

Hof-

stadter and Smith reminded us that during the early nineteenth cen¬
tury,

"American educators were constantly rumbling with protests

about the inadequacy of the college system and searching for means to
improve it."

(Hofstadter,

1961,

p.

251)

Reformers of American higher

education "obtained inspiration from a newly specific source:
German university," and, by the end of the nineteenth century,

the
few

American scholars "failed to acknowledge an intellectual debt to an
explicitly German style of educational experience."
p.

(Veysey,

1965,

126)
The educational experiences of young American scholars in the

German universities "sharpened

.

.

.

[their]

.

.

.

conception of what

higher education could be, how lacking American colleges were in free
dom of spirit,

encouragement to scholars,

and even in library
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facilities."

(Hofstadter,

1961,

p.

251;

emphasis added)

During his

study of German language and literature in Gottingen from 1815 to
1817, George Ticknor noted and commented that
.

.

.

one very important and principal cause of the

difference between our University (i.e.. Harvard) and the
one here (i.e., Gottingen) is the different value we
affix to a good library, and the different ideas we have
of what a good library is. . . .We have not yet learnt
that the Library is not only the first convenience of a
University, but that it is the very first necessity,—that
it is the life and spirit,—and that all other considerations
must yield to the prevalent one of increasing and opening
it, and opening it on the most liberal terms to all who are
disposed to make use of it.
I cannot better explain to you
the difference between our University in Cambridge and the
one here than by telling you that here I hardly say too
much when I say that it consists in the Library, and that
at Cambridge the Library is one of the last things thought
and talked about . . . the thing of which I am disposed to
complain, that we give comparatively so little attention
and money to the Library, which is, after all, the Alpha
and Omega of the whole establishment.
(Ticknor, 1816)
Ticknor*s fellow student in Germany,

Edward Everett,

also

learned from his experiences at Gottingen that American libraries were
not being supported sufficiently well.

Many years later,

appeal to the Massachusetts state legislature for funds,

in his
Everett,

then president of Harvard, made a special plea for the library.
Another very important object of expenditure is the
library.
I would call it the most important, if I knew
degrees

in these matters,

and necessity.
Harvard had,

all of first-rate interest

(Everett,
at

1849)

the time,

a library of over 53,000 volumes,

in¬

cluding an ample supply of "the great standard works which are never
antiquated" but could not afford, with the meager funds available
("barely eight hundred dollars a year")

to acquire copies of "the

valuable new books which are constantly appearing in every department
of science and literature."

As a consequence,

Harvard scholars were
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"obliged to have private libraries of their own,
small incomes and

.

.

.

a steady drain on

obliged to endure at every turn the mortifica¬

tion and disadvantage of remaining in ignorance of the present con¬
ditions of the sciences."
Altogether,

(Everett,

1849)

perhaps as many as 10,000 young Americans studied in

German universities during the nineteenth century,
"the example of

and,

for many,

the German university significantly shaped their

vision" of reform.

German universities seemed to have a "salutory

effect on German industrialization and national unification

.

.

.

without—the American students felt—succumbing to the materialism,
corruption,

and social callousness

half of the nineteenth century.

they saw at home" in the second

Both Germany and the United States

were experiencing unprecedented economic growth, but "these students
credited the German university with creating .

.

.

[a]

.

.

. more

desirable society" by barring the unqualified from leadership posi¬
tions,

by applying research and new knowledge to social problems,

by conferring social prestige upon scholars.
Just as the German university served,

(Church,

and

1970)

to a considerable extent,

as the model for the new American university and for its graduate
school
as

(Bowles,

1970),

so too did the Prussian normal school serve

the instrument for the professionalization of the American teach¬

ing profession.
Stowe,

(Borrowman,

1970)

Horace Mann, Henry Barnard, Calvin

and other proponents of a professionally trained teacher corps

had been "inspired by Victor Cousin’s Report on Prussian Instruction
in 1833" and had been influenced by the enthusiasm of Charles Brooks
for the Prussian-model normal school following his return from a two
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year observation in Prussia in 1833-1834.
campaigning of Brooks,

Due,

in large part,

to the

the first state normal school was founded at

Lexington, Massachusetts,

in 1838, and this "basic Prussian-New

England model normal school persisted throughout the nineteenth
century" with some minor changes, namely those caused by the German
(and Swiss) movements of Pestalozzi and Herbart.
p.

(Borrowman,

1970,

74)
It is

the immense indebtedness of American higher education and

American teacher education to the nineteenth-century German univer¬
sity and the nineteenth-century Prussian normal school,
which makes

respectively,

the study of contemporary German academic and education

librarianship attractive to pursue.

In what ways,

one wonders, has

the passing of more than a century given rise to divergences from a
common model?
from,

Can American teacher educators and librarians learn

and adopt or adapt,

policies and practices of contemporary Ger¬

man institutions in the way that their forbears did?

Will we find,

Ticknor did,

that the German library is the heart of the program

while it is,

in American teacher education,

thought and talked about?"

often the thing

Will we find, as Ticknor did,

'last

that we

do very little to support and use our libraries in comparison with
the support and use of German libraries?
The Prussia of the nineteenth century no longer exists in its
previous form, nor do its normal schools.

The German universities

favored by American scholars in the nineteenth century
Berlin,
tion,

Gottingen,

Heidelberg—are not the most appropriate sites for observa¬

given the objects of this study.

as
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The obvious
of Germany
Nurnberg,

first choice for observation in the Federal Republic

(FRG) was the library system of the University of Erlangenbecause it is the library system responsible for the col¬

lection of education materials under a nationwide scheme for subject
specialization in German academic libraries and because it offers for
observation a central university library,

an education branch library,

and a number of pedagogical seminar libraries.

Furthermore,

the

teacher training program at the University of Erlangen-Nurnberg is
part of the university rather than a separate teachers college.
situation is,

Its

then, more directly comparable to that of teacher train¬

ing programs in American state universities,

programs which exert a

degree of influence out of proportion to the number of teachers they
train.
Study in the German Democratic Republic

(GDR)

combined attendance

at an international summer course on the educational system of the
GDR with observation and interviews in the library of the teachers
college in Erfurt.
Neubauer,

This

teachers college,

named after Dr.

Theodor

a German teacher whose resistance to the Nazi regime led

to his persecution and death,

is one of several East German teacher

training institutions which operates independently from a university.
In the GDR,

a smaller country in terms of population and area,

teachers colleges are the normative institution and are,

therefore,

worthy of investigation.
The need,

due to a lack of staff,

time,

and money,

to limit the

study of German education librarianship to sites at Erlangen and at
Erfurt necessarily limited the extent to which generalizations can be
made from the data.

It is not possible to represent the practices
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of

the librarians at Erlangen as typical of the practices of German

education librarians in general.

At best, one may be permitted to

suppose that they are typical of the practices of Bavarian education
librarians.

The practices of the librarians at Erfurt may be some¬

what more typical of the practices of all education librarians in
East Germany,
theory,

since the German Democratic Republic has, at least in

a considerably more centralized and standardized form of

governance in the sphere of higher education.
lected and analyzed

Still,

the data col¬

in this study can only be represented as des¬

criptive of the education library practices of the institutions in
Erlangen and in Erfurt.
This delimitation of the present study cannot be regarded as a
serious deficiency.

The object of the study was not to present a

complete and comprehensive picture of the state of German education
librarianship.
the policies,

The object was to discover as much as possible about
priorities,

and practices of selected institutions in

the hope that the process of discovery will lead to a greater under¬
standing of the strengths and weaknesses of American education
librarianship.

The concurrent discovery of new and rational policies

and procedures which can be adapted for use in the United States was
a secondary, but important,

object of the study.

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This study presents an examination and comparison of public ser¬
vice practices in selected education libraries in the two Germanies.
It is appropriate,

therefore,

to consider this study in relation to

other studies of library service in teacher training institutions.
For the sake of convenience to the reader,

the review of related

literature is presented in the following subdivisions:
American education libraries
British education libraries
Education libraries in other English-speaking countries
West German education libraries
East German education libraries
Conclusions drawn from the review of literature
American education libraries
Studies of American education librarianship are exceedingly rare.
It is accurate to say that the best empirical study of the subject
was completed in 1929 by George Rosenlof and that we have not had
such a comprehensive study since that time.
Rosenlof’s dissertation,

entitled "Library facilities of teacher¬

training institutions," was subsequently published by Teachers Col¬
lege,

Columbia University,

Education series.

as number 347 of its Contributions

to

In it, Rosenlof presented the data gathered from

a national survey of 178 teachers colleges and normal schools in the
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United States and made detailed recommendations for library standards
based upon the findings of the study.

His purpose was to inform and

influence the accreditation standards committee of the American
Association of Teachers Colleges

(AATC).

Rosenlof recommended that each education library own at least
15,000 volumes

(of which no more than 15% should be duplicate titles)

and no fewer than 150 current periodical subscriptions,

employ two

full-time librarians for an enrollment of 1000 or fewer students and
an additional librarian for each additional 500 students, and receive
between five and seven percent of the total institutional budget.
(Rosenlof,

1931)

Rosenlof's survey and recommendations covered all

aspects of education library work and included percentage distributions
for the subject focus of the collections and the apportionment of the
budget.

Few,

if any,

institutions surveyed, met the standards recom¬

mended by Rosenlof in 1931.
The 1920s and 1930s,

Many may not meet them in 1984.

the period in which Rosenlof and others

searched for quantitative standards, was also the period in which the
education library's first cousin,
and achieved considerable growth.

the curriculum laboratory,

emerged

It was defined as a "place where

preservice and in-service teachers are exposed to an assortment of
materials for the purpose of experimentation,
ment of

teaching and learning."

(Ellis,

1969)

evaluation, and enrich¬
The co-existence of

the education library and the curriculum laboratory,

generally "com¬

plementary rather than competitive" in function, served to illustrate
the dual nature of many teacher education programs:

combining academic

study of pedagogy with clinical experience with curriculum materials.
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By 1945,

there were at least 145 education library—curriculum

laboratory combinations in the United States.
During World War II,

(Drag,

1948)

education librarians continued to seek their

professional identity through the use of questionnaire surveys and
began to plan for an anticipated post-war building boom.

A 1943 AATC

survey revealed the "average practice" in education libraries of the
time,

in the hope that "knowledge of present status

.

.

. will lead

to truer perspective and sounder evaluation than could be achieved
solely by subjective analyses and armchair logic."

(AATC,

1943)

It

is interesting to note in this survey that 71% of the 160 institutions
of teacher training reported a "separate training school library"
(i.e.,

for clinical experience)

as well as a central library (i.e.,

for academic study).
An AATC study conducted the following year revealed that one-half
of

the existing teachers college libraries were housed in buildings

not designed as libraries.
part of a building,
(Alexander,

1944)

Teachers College,

Fully 60% of these libraries used only

often not even a major part of the building.
Carter Alexander,

Emeritus Library Professor at

Columbia University,

urged his colleagues to be

ready with post-war building plans, because the shortage of teachers,
the promise of federal aid to returning veterans,

and the need to

create jobs by stimulating the construction industry all boded well,
in his opinion,
(Alexander,

for education librarians and education libraries.

1944)

After the war,

the emphasis in education library surveys shifted

from quantitative to qualitative measures.
AATC proclaims that

The 26th Yearbook of the
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...

no set of exact standards

.

.

. would be equally

desirable for all teachers college libraries.
Library
facilities must be adjusted to the specific purposes
and services of the institution and so will vary quan¬
titatively and qualitatively as the purposes vary . . .
If the programs of teachers colleges vary in any
significant way, then their library collections will vary
significantly in number and content . . . I_t i^s, there¬
fore* not desirable to set definite standards . . .
for size,

staff, services, budget,

etc.

(AATC,

1947,

p.

130)

The

AATC's 26th Yearbook report did not contain any serious discussion of
the variations in teacher training programs which contribute to
variations in library services but did make clear the need for a
"separate laboratory school library" to supplement the education li¬
brary.

(AATC,

1947)

Library service was deemed necessary to both

aspects of teacher education with the ratio of academic library ser¬
vice to clinical library experience varying according to the emphases
of the institution being served.
The history of the stages of development of library service to
American teacher training institutions can be summarized as follows:
1)

a gradual,

and by no means complete,

transition from

the textbook method to the library method beginning
in the last quarter of the 19th century (Bestor, 1953)
2)

a rapid development of education libraries, often selfevidently inadequate, in the first quarter of the 20th
century (242 normal school libraries containing an
aggregate 1,521,528 volumes by 1910)

3)

(Monroe,

1910)

the first national conference of education librarians
at the Hotel Kaaterskill in New York's Catskill
Mountains in June,

4)

1913

an obsession with efficiency and quantitative standards
("a scorecard by which any teacher-training library may
measure itself")

during the 1920s and 1930s.

(Kerr,

1923)
5)

the development of the curriculum laboratory as a prac¬
tical supplement to the academically oriented education
library in the 1920s (the curriculum laboratory at
Teachers College, Columbia University, was one of the
first to be founded,

in 1924)

(Drag,

1948)
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6)

a concern with qualitative rather than quantitative
standards for education library service during the
1940s and a shift of concern from method (textbook vs.
library) to content (academic vs. clinical) (AATC, 1943)

7)

an attempt to vary library services in correspondence
with variations in teacher education programs and a
reluctance to prescribe uniform and precise library
standards (AATC, 1947)

The education library literature of the contemporary period is
bereft of large-scale surveys of the type reviewed above,

and the

accreditation standards which regulate education library service tend
to be too imprecise to be of any value in the development of research
techniques,

as was noted in the introduction to this study.

The

questions raised in earlier periods remain to be answered today.
What is it that makes teacher education programs effective?

How and

to what extent does library service enhance the effective components
of teacher education programs?

The answers are even more important

now given the astounding proliferation of materials
materials)

(and types of

from which education librarians must select and with which

teacher trainees must become acquainted.
Illustrative of the change in the nature of education library
service and decision-making was the development of the Learning Re¬
source Center

(LRC)

to be a central
1)

during the 1960s and 1970s.

The LRC was intended

facility with the following three functions:

information function, fulfilled by an instructional
materials center housing books, periodicals, printed
curriculum materials,

films, video- and audiotapes,

etc.
2)

production function, requiring the provision of a
television and motion picture studio, an audio
production studio,

graphics and still photography

production facilities,

etc.
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3)

Instructional development function, in which faculty
members or teacher trainees with a subject expertise
consult with "instructional developers" with a design
and technology expertise in order to develop new and
improved instructional materials

("Learning .

.

.

,1977)

No studies exist to show the extent to which education libraries
have evolved into LRC’s—the Monroe C.

Gutman Library serving the

Harvard University Graduate School of Education was perhaps the first
to be designed and constructed as an LRC—but it seems clear that
limited budgets and the persisting perception of the library method
of instruction as a supplemental rather than a primary mode of
teacher education have thwarted this evolution.

British education libraries
The literature of British education librarianship is at once
similar to and more advanced than the literature of American education
librarianship.
standards,

It is similar in that the British education library

developed jointly by the Library Association and the

Association of Teachers in Colleges and Departments of Education in
1967, have also been labelled a "disappointing document" by one pro¬
fessional librarian.

Specifically,

the British standards required

three members of library staff to provide services for 500 students
and 50 academic staff members and suggested adding to existing col¬
lections

(for which no minimum base was specified)

books per student every ten years,
viewer termed "niggardly."

at a rate of 60

recommendations which one re¬

More generally,

the standards were seen

as offering "a passive interpretation of the library’s function
tend[ing]
criteria

.

.

to revert to housekeeping notions of librarianship as
.

.

.

[and]

.

.

.

little in the form of professional vision

.
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but a great deal of comfort for those administrators who insist
that we cut our coat according to our cloth."
On the more positive side,

(Roberts,

1967)

British education librarians can turn

for guidance to a substantial and comprehensive "bible" of library
service in colleges of education,

now available in a second edition

and so well done that it needs only to be updated periodically.
(Furlong,

1966;

Platt,

1972)

The section entitled "The essentials of

library practice in colleges of education" contains lengthy and de¬
tailed analyses of the planning,
selection,

and readers'

staffing,

financing, materials

advisory services of education librarianship

which should probably be required reading for American education
librarians as well as for their British counterparts.
The Education Libraries Bulletin,

(Platt,

1972)

published three times a year

by the University of London's Institute of Education Library,

supple¬

ments and updates Platt's Libraries in Colleges of Education by pre¬
senting articles about current and on-going education library prac¬
tices, both in Great Britain and in foreign countries, and,
sidered as a current awareness service,

con¬

deserves as much attention

from the American education librarian as does Platt's basic textbook.
At the present

time,

there is no comparable textbook or journal

extant on the American side of the Atlantic Ocean.
The remainder of this review draws heavily from the articles
published in the Education Libraries Bulletin.
example,

In its pages,

for

editor Norman Beswick developed a philosophical rationale

for education libraries which are "not warehouses
learning centers"

.

.

.

in which the selection, organization,

materials are regarded as "part of one continuum

[but]

.

.

and use of

which represents

•
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an "important teaching function."

(Beswick,

1982)

In an earlier number of the same journal,

J. H. Deas traced

the development of education libraries from the first,
1912 at Darlington College of Education,

founded in

through a "trail of cheap¬

ness" which led from elementary education to teacher training and
back to elementary education,

through the provision of education li¬

braries which "differed little from those in girls'
as late as 1946

("when they were different,

smaller or less good"),

grammar schools"

they were all too often

to "current educational practice,

reaction against mere instruction,

the strong

and the insistence on understanding

and discovery" which "highlight the importance of books and their use
in schools

.

.

.

[and]

.

.

.

the significance of the college library

and the central part which it plays in the education and training of
teachers."

(Deas,

1968)

Deas warned that,

in a time of rising numbers of publications,

"care in book selection becomes particularly important.
of too large a. library are no less real,
more subtle,

The dangers

though they are doubtless

than those of too small a_ library, especially for the

less gifted reader."

(Deas,

1968,

emphasis added)

Deas did not add

that optimally sized library collections are not necessarily less
expensive to develop and maintain than excessively large library col¬
lections,

although superficially this may have seemed to be the case.

Porter noted that the 1972 White Paper for the character and
style of teacher education and training
Science.

Education:

(Department of Education and

a framework for expansion.

London,

1972)

implied

a greater role for education libraries which were "practical and
resource-oriented

.

.

.

[with]

.

.

.

curriculum materials of a mixed
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media kind" while,

at the same time,

providing a "research base for

an increasing number of teachers and others who will require ad¬
vanced material and access to journals" and "something very like a
basic undergraduate collection in education,
and environmental studies."

(Porter,

1973)

liberal creative arts,
The implication of the

White Paper was that resources of the three-fold variety should be
available to inservice as well as preservice teachers and should
ultimately require increased inter-library cooperation on a local,
regional,

and national scale.

Libraries had to move beyond the

"storehouse" and the "service-station"

functions to the "educational

guidance and advisory role" if the goals of the White Paper were to
be achieved.

(Porter,

1973)

A 1980 survey of initial teacher training in library usage,

in

which responses were solicited from 75 colleges of education and
university departments of education,

confirmed the suspicion that

"few training courses are being mounted at the present time,
even fewer are made compulsory for all."

(Oldfield,

1980)

and that
The con¬

clusions drawn from the survey findings were that "much more, very
much more, needs to be included in initial teacher-training pro¬
grammes if present and future pupils are to be enabled to practice
book,

library,

potential."

and study skills effectively and to their full

(Oldfield,

1980)

The issues of the Education Libraries Bulletin recorded several
admirable activities in contemporary British education librarianship.
David Jones,

a librarian at the University of Sheffield,

the objectives,

curriculum,

course work,

of "bibliographic instruction for M.

Ed.

reported on

and assessment techniques
students,'

(Jones,

1981),

and
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Anne Peters and Claire Drinkwater,
London s Institute of Education,
academic library."

(Peters,

librarians at the University of

described "online service in an

1980)

These services rival any existing

American library practices in their conception and execution.
P.

B.

Clarke’s report on library facilities, staff, and services

at Jordanhill College of Education in Glasgow,

Scotland,

the largest

college of education in Europe and in the Commonwealth,

presented a

model description of the relationship between a college and its
library;

it is especially valuable for comparative study.

of twenty-four pages,
physical plant,

Clarke discussed the objectives,

organization,

staff,

readers'

clientele,

advisory services,

materials selection (including audio-visual materials),
tion in library use.

(Clarke,

and instruc¬

1974)

Beswick had the last word for British
librarians when he noted that,

In the span

(and American)

education

in an age of remarkable developments

in communication and information technology, we
.

.

.

know so little, we control so little,

and yet we must

do so much.
Education by itself cannot resolve the major
tensions and blemishes of our world, . . . [and] . . . the
world . . . [that children] . . . will inherit does not yet
exist, and we know even less about it than we do about them.
Yet somehow we must accommodate, adapt,

exploit and improve,

and above all we must try to get it right
quite certain:

.

.

.

One thing is

the future will in many ways be strikingly

different from any past."

(Beswick,

1982)

Education Libraries in Other English-speaking Countries
A 1980 survey of education libraries in Canada,

in which ques¬

tionnaires were sent out to 40 libraries across the country,

revealed

more about the practices and trends to the North than is presently
known about American education libraries.

Generally,

the responding
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librarians identified "increased automation,
forms,

increased user volume,

increased use of micro¬

and widespread financial restraint" as

the major trends of the past five years and anticipated "declining
school enrolments,

further increases in automation,

fessional and support staff,
constantly rising costs."
survey,

reductions in pro¬

and further budget cuts in the face of

(Auster,

1980)

Prior to undertaking the

the authors conducted an "extensive search of manual indexes"

and found that "although an abundance of materials has been published
on Canadian libraries in general, very little has been published on
education libraries specifically."

(Auster,

1980)

The same statement

could be made about the literature of American librarianship and
education librarianship.
A doctoral dissertation completed in 1975 at the University of
Pittsburgh illustrates the need for adequate standards in education
librarianship.

The author investigated the status of education li¬

braries in the 30 teachers colleges which prepare teachers for 2200
secondary schools enrolling over 600,000 students in the Indian state
of Karnataka and found that they were uniformly "poor in their col¬
lections,

poor in staff,

quarters and

.

.

.

poor in services,

.

.

.

[lacking]

[provided with] minimal budgets."

congenial

Even worse,

in the author's opinion, was the "lack of positive guidelines
Being unaware of the potential use of the library,
teachers]

are complacent.

they

.

.

[students and

There are no standards applicable to

teachers college libraries in Karnataka or in India."
1975)

.

(Umapathy,

Much of the dissertation was devoted to the development of

specific standards, modelled on the American Standards
Libraries and adapted for Indian use.

for College

The recommendations specified
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objectives, basic collection figures,
ials,

staff size and training,

services to library users,

and administrative hierarchy.

In conclusion,

th.at the proposed standards are
for all problems of teachers'

methods of organizing mater¬
facilities,

it was acknowledged

'not definitive

college libraries

... not a panacea
.

.

.

[but are]

.

.

.

essential to implementing the purposes of the instructional program
°ffered by the college."

As such,

they were "suggested minimal

standards and need to be reviewed periodically."

(Umapathy,

1975)

An exemplary comparative study of the organization and services
of the English-speaking university libraries in West Africa was
written by A.

J.

E.

Dean of the University of Ibadan.

Although it did

not deal with education libraries in particular. Dean's article is
included in this review of related literature because of the model of
organization it presented for the study of libraries.
Adebayo Olaosun of the University of Ife, Nigeria,

A study by

revealed that

the provisions for the library training of future teachers was "far
from adequate" in much of Africa.

Only five of the English-language

universities in Africa offered a library course to teacher trainees,
and the author's impression was that the subject was given "perfunc¬
tory handling" at best.

(Olaosun,

1978)

Olaosun made a persuasive if

paradoxical case for improving "school libraries at the bottom
giving "proper library education

...

at the top"

education faculties at the universities),

(i.e.,

by

in the

and he outlined a compulsory

course which would equip teachers to "impart basic knowledge of
librarianship"
1978)

to primary and secondary school students.

(Olaosun,
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The library course,

envisioned by Mr.

Olaosun,

in the education

faculties of Nigerian and other African universities seemed espec¬
ially important in light of the following information:
1) most students entering Nigerian universities had never
used libraries; some had never seen a library, having
xStudied for exams by using prescribed textbooks only.
2) Nigerian librarians were experiencing problems in pro¬
viding physical and bibliographical access to a pro¬
liferating number of published and unpublished
materials.
3) Nigerian librarians tended to be more concerned with
the conservation of knowledge than with the transmission
of knowledge via teaching or the creation of knowledge
via research.
4)

"demand upon library service is a function of a
reader's previous educational and cultural experience
and [is] also conditioned by his expectation of the
library's and the librarian's capabilities." (Aguolu,
1982)

In East Africa,

at Kenya Science Teachers College

(KSTC), which

trains secondary school teachers in science subjects in a three-year
course of study,

library user education was made an integral part of

the curriculum.

Students received scheduled "formal lectures on

study skills and research methods in the library .

.

.

and are examined

just in the same way as the other subjects which are taught."

Proper

selection and use of library materials depended upon an "invaluable
cooperation

.

.

. between the library and the teaching staff" which

was stimulated and encouraged by the Principal,
institution,

the head of the

and it was hoped that "as more of the youth go through

Kenya Science Teachers College

.

.

.

and receive this user education,

they will eventually spread continuing education and individualized
study through independent reading throughout the schools in the
country.

Thus,

library user education and the reading habit may be-
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come part of the everyday life of Kenyan youth."

(Musili,

1980)

The librarian at KSTC reported that "teaching staff and students
are using the library for their projects and assignments in the same
way as they make use of laboratories for experiments."
way,

In its own

KSTC was attempting "to emulate the Library College Movement"

which originated but failed to achieve great popularity in the United
States.

(Musili,

from classroom,
counseling,

1980)

In the library—college,

lecture,

the emphasis shifts

and textbook to library, bibliographic

and independent study.

At Hong Kong University,

(Shores,

1970)

a program of library instruction for

education students was first offered in 1978-1979 in order to "cope
with the particular needs of

.

.

.

students in a less developed

country who are working in a second language.

A very small minority

of these students,

are familiar with

even at postgraduate level,

methods of information retrieval."

Vital to the success of the

"library skills workshops" in Hong Kong were the enthusiasm of the
library staff,
staff,

the cooperation of the School of Education’s teaching

in particular with regard to scheduling,

and the development

of a worksheet method which requires "participants actually to handle
and use library materials in situ."
students’

(Morgan,

1980)

An evaluation of

performance in the library skills workshops yielded the

"overall impression .

.

.

that this kind of instruction is essential

for all students and should be given at undergraduate level,
earlier."

(Morgan,

1980)

In the Republic of Ireland,

great advances were made in education

librarianship in the decade between 1966 and 1975.
year,

if not

In the earlier

libraries in teacher training colleges "were in a

.

.

.

state of
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neglect:

.

catalogues

.

.

totally inadequate budgets, little or no staff, no

or classification schemes for any resources held."

A

change from a curriculum-oriented to a child-centered education in
Irish schools, mandated by the Department of Education, made obvious
the need for an improvement of library services in the Irish Repub¬
lic.

(Marshall, 1979)
The more we move out of the instruction box which we call
the classroom, whether through project or extended reading, the more will the resources of the library be neces¬
sary for a satisfying of formal education . . .
The
obvious starting point then must be the training colleges,
and if these colleges are to do their jobs adequately
they must have properly equipped and efficiently run li¬
braries.
(Irish Department of Education official quoted
in Marshall, 1979)

By 1975, each of the three Irish teacher training colleges had become
a recognized college of the national University of Ireland, had ex¬
perienced a rapid growth in education library materials stock, and
had begun construction of a "new purpose-built" library building
scheduled for opening in the fall of 1979.

Entering the 1980s, the

biggest concerns of the Irish education librarians were not collec¬
tion development and staffing requirements, as might well have been
expected, but were instead the lack of cooperation between institu¬
tions and the "rigidity of the university structures .
does not allocate time .

.

.

. which .

.

.

. for courses on school libraries or library

instruction by the college librarians." (Marshall, 1979)

West German Education Libraries
John S. Andrews, an English librarian who was perhaps the only
native English-speaking librarian to visit and write about education
libraries in the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) identified
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Nicholaus Koch,

director of the central education library of the

state of North Rhine Westfalen during the 1950s and 1960s, as "a
leading authority in this

field."

(Andrews,

1968, pp.

20,

24)

Koch deserved to be recognized as the founding father of West
German education librarianship because of his leadership role in and
contributions to the three major achievements in the field:
1)

the formation in 1958 of the Task Force on Education
Libraries (Arbeitsgemeinshaft padagogischer Bibliotheken) intended "to promote the interests of all li¬
braries concerned with educational research, teacher
training, and education in schools." (Andrews, 1972,
p. 359)

2)

the publication in 1962 of the Darmstadt conference pro¬
ceedings (Darmstadter Gutachten) which contain the
task force's recommended standards for education li¬
braries .

3)

the publication in 1965 of Nicholaus Koch's fivevolume introduction to the West German education li¬
brary system (Das Padagogische Bibliothekswesen in
Deutschland. Miinchen: List Verlag, 1965) which analyzes
the functions and operations of the central education
libraries (v.2), the libraries in teachers colleges
(v.3), the district teachers' libraries (v.4), and the
school libraries (v.5) and provides a general over¬
view of the field (v.l).

The recommendations of the Darmstadt conference which pertained
to libraries in teachers colleges were reproduced in volume three of
Koch's introductory treatise and were summarized by Andrews in Platt's
Libraries in Colleges of Education.

Generally,

the drafters of the

Darmstadt recommendations required education librarians
collections of "adequate bibliographical resources

.

.

to develop
. without

descending to the level of introductory works, handbooks,
eneyclopedias,"

to provide "information service," and to make use of

"cooperative facilities between libraries of all types.
specific terms,

and concise

In more

they considered the following library facilities and
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services as minimally acceptable for adequate teacher education:
1) "stack with a capacity of 100,000 volumes"
2) "reading room with seats for one-tenth of the student
body"
3) "open-access collection of about 7,000 volumes"
4) "bibliographical reference section of about 2,000
volumes"
5) "a minimum of 250 current periodicals"
6) "an audio-visual department"
7) "an open-access library consisting of multiple copies
(50 or more) of textbooks for school practice"
8) ". . . one professionally qualified graduate
librarian-in-charge . . . with two qualified non¬
graduates and two technical assistants."*
They were adamant in their insistence that funding standards or for¬
mulae be based on the requirements of educational study and training
and not on the number of students enrolled or the number of teaching
staff employed, and they suggested that education librarians study
the policies and practices of other academic librarians.
1972, pp.

(Andrews,

259-360)

Koch presented data comparing 1958 and 1962 levels for the num¬
ber of students enrolled, the number of library volumes owned, the
number of current periodical subscriptions, the number of library
work places, the number of volumes in open-access reading rooms, the
types of library catalogs available, and the number of library staff
employed in teacher training institutions in the Federal Republic of
*The three levels of librarians qualified for service in academic and
research libraries in the FRG are differentiated by the extent of
professional training.
In descending order, these levels are the
librarian trained in a post-graduate program (der hohere Dienst), the
librarian trained in a graduate program (der gehobene Dienst), and the
librarian trained in an undergraduate program (der mittlere Dienst).
For a description of training program requirements at all three
levels, see World Guide to Library Schools and Training Courses in
Documentation, 2d ed., (Paris: UNESCO Press, 1981), pp. 198-209.
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Germany, presented by state and by institution.

Koch was, in some

ways, the West German equivalent of the USA's Rosenlof.

Both men's

quantitative studies showed that most of the education libraries sur¬
veyed failed to meet minimum standards in the areas of collection
development, staffing requirements, and budget allocations.

(Koch,

1965, pp. 106-115)
Koch's contribution far surpassed that of Rosenlof in that it
presented a historical, philosophical, and education raison d'etre for
education libraries.

Koch saw education libraries as an instrument

of the pedagogy of help toward the realization of self-help ("die
Padagogik der Hilfe zur Selbsthilfe") and, as such, as an evolution¬
ary advancement from the earlier tradition of teacher education
grounded in the use of handbooks and compendia ("Leitfadenlehre").
Traditional teacher education, said Koch, typically attempted to give
the prospective teacher an exposure to a dozen subjects in half the
time that a university student studied two or three subjects compre¬
hensively.

In so doing, teacher training institutions forced students

to rely upon guidebooks and deprived them of the opportunity to use the
library and to become familiar with what Koch calls the critical,
scientific (or scholarly) apparatus ("der kritische, wissenschaftliche
Apparat").

The predictable consequence, according to Koch, was that

prospective teachers in the FRG have memorized and reproduced the pet
theories of their instructors without critically examining them.
(Koch, 1965, pp. 100-101)
In Koch's view, a librarian's responsibility in a world endangered
on one side by totalitarian thought control and by a democratic pro¬
cess which often tolerates a deliberate misleading of public opinion

on the other side, was to call for an end to a closed and conserva¬
tive pedagogy and to advocate a radically new openness which seeks
to explode all ideological boundaries.

Education libraries and

librarians have a role to play, said Koch, in the development of a
pedagogy which encourages and makes possible unrestricted open dis¬
cussion of social issues and political decision-making from the
bottom up.

This can be done by helping future teachers to know where

and how to find that which is necessary to know, to discover the
current state of discussion of issues, and to find their way criti¬
cally through the newest proposals.

In Koch's formulation, an obli¬

gatory introduction to education library facilities and to general
library systems was a necessary component of pre-service and inservice teacher education.

(Koch, 1965, pp. 102, 144-145)

As late as 1965, Koch had found no education library in the FRG
which was adequately staffed and equipped to take on the role of "help
toward self-help."

He could count very easily the number of students

in teacher training institutions who could find their way in an
academic library, and he could see that public school teachers, with
few exceptions, were helpless in the process of identifying, citing,
and critically assessing the literature of their field.

Koch con¬

cluded from his surveys that the critical-scientific library method
("kritisch-wissenschaftlicher Apparat") simply hadn't been dis¬
covered in teachers colleges and teacher education in the West Germany
of the early 1960s.

(Koch, 1965, pp. 102-105)

Symptomatic of the underdevelopment of the education library at
the time was the lack of attention given to library facilities in a
representative work entitled Buildings of teachers colleges in the
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Federal Republic of Germany (Die Bauten der padagogischen HochschnlPn
^ der BRD-

Stuttgart: Aweg Verlag, I960).

Koch asked his readers,

How was it possible,

that such a significant work on teachers col¬

lege buildings devoted only twelve lines in a table on page 20 and
only eight half-lines of text on page 111 to the discussion of the
building and equipment requirements of the college library? (Koch,
1965, pp. 103, 104)
Koch s five—volume treatise and manual was concerned with the
development of a total education library system in which central
education libraries support educational research, district teachers'
libraries and educational institute libraries support practical work,
and teachers college libraries support aspects of educational re¬
search, educational study, and educational practice.

In his study,

the emphasis was placed upon library service in teacher training
institutions.

These libraries must operate on at least three dif¬

ferent levels in order to satisfy the literature requirements of the
general education program, serve the needs of future teachers for
access to practical, didactical materials, and fulfill the literature
requirements of the study and research of education.

Their directors

should be responsible for the introduction of all teacher trainees to
basic library and bibliographical methods, should have the final say
in collection development decisions, and should have the security of
a steady and firm minimal budget from year to year.

(Koch, 1965,

pp. 99, 117, 130)
In the span of ten or eleven pages, Koch outlined the essential
functions of the library staff in teacher training institutions,
sketched a model floor plan for an education library, and discussed
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the elements of a model organizational chart for education libraries
containing a reading room,
closed stacks,
area.

(Koch,

access

a catalog room,

1965, pp.

Clearly,

an audio-visual department, open and
a seminar room, and a circulation

130-140)

in Koch's work. West German education librarians have

to a basic,

if somewhat dated,

document which is superior to

anything available to American education librarians and which compares
favorably with Platt's manual for British education librarians.

In

addition, West German librarians can turn to an excellent general
introduction to academic and public librarianship written by Gisela
von Busse and Horst Ernestus
Deutschland. Wiesbaden:
publication,

(Das Bibliothekswesen der Bundesrepublik

Harrassowitz,

1968) which, despite the date of

is still the best work of its kind and which has been

translated into English by Gregory Walker and John S. Andrews
baden:

Harrassowitz,

(Wies¬

1972).

Von Busse and Ernestus identified education librarians as the
best organized among the sub-groups of academic librarians who spec¬
ialize according to subject.

Much of the information which they pre¬

sented about education libraries was derived from the conference
proceedings of the Task Force on Education Libraries and from Koch s
writings.

Education librarians who wish to study the practices of

other academic librarians but who lack the opportunity to do so will
find von Busse and Ernestus to be superb observers and reporters.
They have described,
depth,

in considerable breadth if not always in great

the organization and functions of academic libraries and the

training and career possibilities of academic librarians.

1968)

(Von Busse,
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Orientation and help in the use of the library has always been a
part of German library services, but von Busse and Ernestus ackknowledge

that "reference and information service" of the American

or British sort is generally only available to the users of special
libraries and central subject-specialty libraries in the FRG.*

The

rule of thumb which West German librarians should follow is: help to
the extent what the library user can help himself further.

Students

who must learn to pull together the literature on a given topic
should expect to receive directions and tips in the use of the li¬
brary materials but should not expect the librarian to find and
recommend specific works on the topic,

(von Busse,

1968,

pp.

198-199)

Although West German librarians intend to place no restrictions
on the use of library materials by adults,
in closed stacks in accession number order,
ject,

they do place most books
sometimes grouped by sub¬

thereby making it necessary for the library user to submit a

written request for the materials he would like to use.

This shelving

arrangement provides greater inventory control of library materials
but deprives the library user of the opportunity to browse and makes
the question of immediate loan
loan

(Vorgestellausleihe)

man librarians.

(Sofortausleihe)

advance notice

a perennially troublesome one for West Ger¬

Von Busse and Ernestus recommended such innovations

as larger reserve reading collections
specialty reading rooms
(Freihandmagazine)
access.

vs.

(Lehrbuchsammlungen),

(Fachlesesaele),

subject-

and open stack collections

as partial solutions to this problem of immediate

(von Busse,

*This statement dates

1968, pp.

195-197)

from 1968.

The system of closed

Whether it is still true,

and to

what extent it is still true, was one of the research questions in
this study.
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stacks inherently requires greater indexing and cataloging competence
on the part of the library staff and greater skill in the use of
bibliographies and catalogs on the part of the library clientele.
Collection development in the academic libraries of the FRG is
the responsibility of subject specialist librarians
who,

(Fachreferenten)

under the direction of the head of the acquisitions department

or the library director, make selections from the new titles appear¬
ing in national and subject bibliographies, book review sources,
publishers'

announcements,

etc.

Because many academic institutions in

the FRG have a two-track library system,
library and its branches,
institute libraries

consisting of the central

on the one hand,

and a myriad of smaller

(Institutsbibliotheken) which are independent

of the central university library,

on the other hand,

there is apt to

be a considerable amount of duplication of materials selected and
acquired.

Such duplication is not necessarily a bad thing.

As von

Busse and Ernestus pointed out, multiple copies of frequently used
titles are to be desired, and the trick is to ensure that the inevi¬
table duplication of library materials is planned and coordinated
rather than accidental and unwanted.
In this study,

68)

(located at UniversitMtsstrasse 4 in Erlan¬

the education branch library

in Nurnberg),

1968, p.

it was interesting and instructive to see how

little the central library
gen),

(von Busse,

(located at Regensburgerstrasse 160

and the independent pedagogical seminar library

cated at Bismarckstrasse 1 in Erlangen)

(lo¬

coordinate acquisitions

planning in the field of education.
The only published literature of recent note about the selection
of library materials at

the University of Erlangen-Ntirnberg (official-
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ly Friedrich-Alexander Universitat, hereafter Erlangen-Nurnberg)
1979 journal article in which Michael Schroedel,
cation branch library,

is a

the head of the edu¬

described the development of a unique collec¬

tion of approximately 10,000 German and foreign language schoolbooks.
This Johannes Guthmann collection, named for its founder, contains
schoolbooks used in nine distinct epochs,
present,

from before 1814 to the

and is used by Germanists, historians,

and methods teachers

for primary sources of information as well as by student teachers
preparing lesson plans.

It continues to grow through the addition of

schoolbooks purchased with a special university allocation,

compli¬

mentary copies donated by publishers,

and gifts contributed by pri¬

vate persons and by other libraries.

It offers scholars a nearly

complete documentation of the development of schoolbooks from the end
of the Enlightenment to the present.

(Schroedel,

1979,

pp.

211-220)

A fairly recent publication on the activities of a West German
education library system is the 1979 report of Jurgen Honscheid,
director of libraries of the Rhineland Teachers College in Cologne.
Because the teachers college needs branch libraries in Aachen, Bonn,
Neuss,

and Cologne as well as a central library in Cologne,

it must

necessarily invest in extensive duplication of basic materials.
HSnscheid described the acquisitions situation as "desolate" in the
early and mid-1970s and acknowledged that improvement has been made
only by careful coordination of the selection activities.

He also

noted a trend toward steady increases in the number and cost of
periodical subscriptions,

a trend which,

if left unchecked, will

eventually result in the commitment of the entire library acquisitions
budget to periodicals,

leaving nothing for the purchase of other types
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of materials.

(Honscheid,

1979,

pp.

245-246)

On the more positive side, Honscheid was able to report con¬
siderable reductions in the time spent processing materials due to a
centralization of technical services,

a very high increase in the

number of materials loaned, and the availability of a professional
librarian for information service all day long at each branch library.
His report also contained five-year statistical summaries of the
extent of acquisitions budgets,

collection development,

library use,

and inter-library loans, which are useful for comparative purposes.
(Honscheid,

1979,

pp.

246-253)

Due to the current

(and persistent)

economic depression of the

industrial nations. West German education librarians may find the
task of materials selection in the 1980s made easier by a "sizeable
reduction of the book production ...
for the coming years."

of the German-language area

A knowledgeable representative of the West

German book trade doubted publicly that the "record heights of the
past years will ever be reached again."

Furthermore, he predicted

that schoolbook publishing and scholarly publishing,

the source of

education library collection development, will be hit more severely
than will belles lettres and general non-fiction.

(Dorn,

1983,

p.

5)

Instruction in library use is a topic seemingly less frequently
and vigorously discussed in the literature of West German librarianship than it is in the literature of East German librarianship (which
will be reviewed in the next section).

Generally,

too the two Ger-

manies use a slightly different form of the term for user education.
the West Germans using the term Benutzerschulung and the East Germans
using the

term Nutzerschulung (cf. Mtlller,

1978,

and Huelpuesch,
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197^) , which suggests, at least,

that librarians in each country have

developed user education programs without reference to what is being
done in the other country's libraries.
In a recent article,

the German Research Society's project dir¬

ector for library user education programs, Hartmut Muller, outlined a
general concept of user education programs,

suggested different

approaches to the user education of first-time and more advanced
library users,

and related the objectives,

content, and methods of

user education to the literature of learning theories and cognitive
processes.

An examination of available literature in English and in

German did not yield any reports of library user education in West
German teacher training institutions;

therefore,

special attention

was given to the orientation and instruction in library use provided
to prospective teachers at Erlangen-Nurnberg during the course of
this study.

(Muller,

1978)

The teacher education programs in the FRG are essentially under
the control of the state,
education and science.

rather than the federal, ministries of

Accordingly,

it is not possible to describe a

monolithic system to which libraries provide service.
though,

In general,

it is accurate to say that teacher training candidates must

have completed 13 years of elementary and secondary schooling and
must have passed the Abitur examination, which is to say,

they have

achieved a rough equivalent of an American community college education
prior to the admission to the teacher training program.
of study,
schulen)

in eighteen separate teachers colleges
or,

increasingly,

(padagogische Hoch-

in the education department

wissenschaftliche Facultaten)

of universities,

The course

e.g.,

(erziehungs-

Erlangen
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Nurnberg,

lasts a minimum of three years

(six semesters)

to the first

state examination (die erste Lehrerpruefung) and a varying period to
the second state examination (die padagogische Pruefung) .
The course to the first examination includes both theoretical
study

(of both pedagogy and subject-specialty material) and practical

experience,

and the first examination covers both theoretical and

practical aspects of teacher education.

Consequently,

library support

of student work in preparation for the first examination must neces¬
sarily include the provision of materials for the academic study of
education and materials for practical experience in schools.
1978,

pp.

(Ready,

35-37)

A student who passes the first state examination is appointed,
without salary,

to the position of probationary civil servant and

assigned to a teacher seminar group
inar)

(Studienseminar or Anstaltssem-

associated with the type of school for which the student has

prepared himself to teach.
study,

observation,

After eighteen months to two years of

and supervised practice teaching,

in which the

teachers college library plays a lesser role and the district
teachers'

library a correspondingly greater role,

eligible to take the second state examination.

the student is

Passing this examina¬

tion will qualify the student for a permanent civil service appoint¬
ment as a teacher.

(Ready,

1978,

p.

38)

Significant for the planning and provision of library service
to West German teacher training institutions are the library needs
of education students who differ not only according to the level of
school

(elementary vs.

secondary school

secondary) but also according to the type of

(Grundschule,

Realschule,

or Gymnasium)

for which
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they are being prepared.

Education librarians in the FRG must relate

their materials selection,
tion services

instruction in library use, and informa¬

to a program of teacher education which combines aca¬

demic study with a significant amount of observation and field prac¬
tice in each year of the program.

How this accommodation is made,

how priorities are established, which aspects of the teacher educa¬
tion program require and receive the support of the library's facili¬
ties and services in Erlangen-Niirnberg was of interest in this study.
In his seminal study of library service in German teacher train¬
ing institutions, Koch included a brief outline of East German educa¬
tion librarianship, but he admitted that the different organization of
teacher education in the German Democratic Republic

(GDR) made

meaningful comparison with data from West Germany and West Berlin
difficult,

if not futile.

which follows,

(Koch,

1965, p.

198)

In the section

the literature of East German education librarianship

is reviewed.

East German Education Libraries
Relatively "little has been written about the development of
higher education in the GDR," indeed,

little has been written about

the ways in which "the administrative process in socialist countries
differs in some respects from that in the West."

The organization

and governance of education and higher education in the GDR is best
described as a centralized system of shared responsibility in which
there are,

at present,

"three ministers with education briefs.

are the Minister for Higher Education,

They

the Minister of Education who

is responsible for the schools and for teacher training,

and the

state secretary in charge of vocational education.
pp.

(Ebbutt,

1980,

132-134)
In the view of Margot Honecker,

the GDR Minister of Education,

teachers and librarians must take responsibility for the development
of a communist morality,

i.e.,

for a

. . . complex process of political and ideological,
mental, physical, and aesthetic education ... in the
spirit of patriotism and internationalism, . . . work and
the influence of the collective, . . . faithfulness to
the cause of the working class, implacability vis-a-vis
the class enemy, . . . zest for knowledge, social activity,
. . . strong will and sense of duty, respect for life, for
working man and older people, courage, sincerity, comradeliness, helpfulness, modesty, and reliability. (Klein, 1980,
p.

37)

Educators and librarians are perceived,

in the GDR,

as playing a sig¬

nificant role in the attempt to create a national society which will
be characterized,
.

.

.

if they succeed, by:

a classless social system,

of the means of production, . .
for all members of the society,

.
.
.

.

.

public ownership

full social equality
. . socially conscious

working people, . . . public self government, . . . labor
for the good of society, and . . . the ability of each
person .
people.

. . employed to the greatest benefit of the
(definition of communism articulated by the 22nd

Congress of the CPSU,

1961,

quoted in Klein,

1980,

p.

35)

The focus of this study was upon the methods and materials which
librarians use in teacher training institutions in the GDR in order
to further the development of the traits which Minister of Education
Honecker considers essential to communist morality.
Karl-Heinz Wirzberger,
Berlin,

Rektor of the Humboldt University in

enumerated three reforms of higher education in the GDR which

have been undertaken with the goal of communist morality in mind.
first,

initiated shortly after the end of World War II,

The

involved the

elimination of "all elements contaminated with fascism from the
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teaching staff no less systematically than the fascist ideology they
propagated" and the destruction of the "privileged position enjoyed
.

.

. by the bourgeoisie."

1950s,

introduced the

theory at all levels

The second reform,

carried out in the

study of the fundamentals of Marxist—Leninist
...

to ensure that it provided the ideologi¬

cal and methodological basis of all academic work in education,
training,

and research.

This second reform also introduced "uniform,

compulsory curricula which put an end to the lack of direction inher¬
ent in the so-called academic freedom of liberal bourgeois institu¬
tions," and it required a "close linking up of study courses and
scientific work with the requirements of practical action."
The third reform,

undertaken in the 1960s,

establishment of a "unified educational system .

gave priority to the
.

.

coordinated

from kindergarten to university" and emphasized the "methodological
aspects and
discipline
to research

.
.

.
.

.

knowledge."

.
.

.

study of the scientific bases of each particular
[with]

.

.

.

.

instruction .

.

.

geared increasingly

involving students in the actual process of winning

In all three reforms,

institutions of higher education

were required to serve the best interests of the community,
"results of scientific research
in practice."

(Wirzberger,

1973,

.

.
pp.

.

[which would]

.

.

producing

. bear fruit

497-499)

As will be seen in this literature review,

the first and second

reforms have had far-reaching implications for library collection
development activities,

and the third reform has produced a flurry

of activity in the area of library user education.
Collection development in libraries all over the world and at
all

times involves not only

the addition of newly acquired materials
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but also the weeding out of materials no longer wanted or needed.
the GDR,

particularly in the years from 1947 to 1952,

In

librarians were

required to remove from their shelves "undesirable books"—bourgeois
literature and all other books which didn't agree with the ideology
of the worker and peasant class—in compliance with the mandate of a
banned book list

(Verbotsliste)

issued at the command of Soviet

Marshall Georgi Konstantinovich Zhukov in 1945.

From 1946 to 1952,

authorities at the Deutsche Bucherei in Leipzig,

the German national

library,

at

the direction of the education department of the Soviet

Military Administration in Germany,

issued at least four additional

lists of books to be weeded

(Listen der auszusondernden Literatur)

from East German libraries,

and,

in 1952,

the East German Minister

of Education indicated in a prefatory statement that these lists
should not be considered comprehensive but should be regarded as list¬
ing examples of the types of literature which must be removed from
library shelves.

The Ministry of Education did not, however,

lists of its own officially.

(Thilo,

1965,

pp.

16,

issue

58-59)

The second party congress of the East German Socialist Unity
Party in 1952 produced a set of "guidelines for the improvement of
the collections

in libraries."

According to these guidelines,

librarians should acquire and make accessible to the reading public
.

.

. books which educate for patriotism,

friendship,

international

love and defense of the homeland,

democratic

impulses, books of the national cultural heritage and
world literature, novels and popular works about the
Soviet Union and the other peoples democracies, works of
Marxism-Leninism, works of natural sciences and tech¬
nology,

industry and agriculture.

(Thilo,

1965, p.

59)

Librarians should remove from their collections and refrain from pur
chasing "...

books of an unscientific content," e.g.,

pacifist,
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militarist,

cosmopolitan, objectivist, or opportunistic texts.

Interestingly,

the drafters of the guidelines also urged that librar¬

ians exercise caution in order to avoid the removal of worthwhile
works,

especially those of national cultural heritage and of world

literature,

through an overzealous compliance caused by sectarian

or radical tendencies or by the provocation of the class enemy.
(Thilo,

1965,

p.

60)

Examples of literature considered unscientific in the early
1950s are Erich Maria Remarque's All Quiet on the Western Front and
John Dos Passos's Three Soldiers, both of which were thought to be
excessively pessimistic and pacifistic.
Dos Passos

The failure of Remarque and

to distinguish between just and unjust wars,

their con¬

demnation of all wars and all forms of militarism, was thought likely
to have a depressing effect on the will of citizens to build and de¬
fend a Socialist homeland at a time when war in Korea increased
tension throughout the world.

(Thilo,

1965,

pp.

60-61)

The guidelines of 1952 made it clear that the director of each
library in the GDR could and would be held accountable for the ideolo¬
gical as well as

the literary content of the library's collection.

After the death of Stalin in 1953 and especially following the revela¬
tions of the 20th Party Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union in 1956,

there was an apparent loosening-up in the area of book

publishing and library acquisitions in the GDR.
years,

the book publishing trade,

Since,

in later

upon which librarians depend for

new acquisitions, became a carefully monitored and controlled activity
in

the GDR,

library collection development ceased to be such a great

cause of concern;

however,

librarians are still expected to play an
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activist role in the "socialist cultural revolution," and collection
development continues to be a part of that role.
pected to assess

the function, value,

Librarians are ex¬

and probable effect of library

materials from the standpoint of Marxism-Leninism,
of dialectical materialism.

from the worldview

They are expected to serve as "comradely

mediators between authors and workers and peasants," as decisive,
partisan propagandists for contemporary,
(Thilo,

1965,

pp.

socialist literature."

60-63)

The report of the international seminar on library work in
universities, held in Weimar in May,

1978,

contained a powerful state¬

ment about the library’s role:
The library must feel itself co-responsible for the
political-ideological and intellectual-cultural life
of the university. . . . The library’s share [of the
responsibility] . . . begins already with the partisan
selection of literature. (Kieser, 1978, p. 75, quoting
Schwarz)
The report of the conference of the Library Association of the
GDR on the problems of providing literature to children by means of
libraries, held in Leipzig in late 1979,

included a reminder from

Dr. Marion Bierwagen of the need to think about which books children
should be requesting and reading and which books do not belong on the
shelves.

Weeding is not necessarily the solution, wrote Dr.

Bier¬

wagen, when a book in the collection fails to meet the high collection
development standards of socialist libraries, but librarians do have
a special obligation to explain,

if the occasion arises,

the circum¬

stances in which such a book came to be on the library’s shelves.
That obligation,

suggested Dr.

Bierwagen,

should reflect upon from time to time.

is something that librarians

(Bierwagen,

1979,

p.

100)
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In a paper read to the conference of the International Federation
of Library Associations in 1979, V.

V.

Serov, head of the Library

Directorate of the Ministry of Culture in the USSR, stated that the
library
• • • legislation of the socialist countries ... is
permeated with the ideas of humanism and genuine inter¬
nationalism.
The laws of the socialist countries pro¬
hibit the propaganda of war, racialism, chauvinism,
cruelty, violence, and pornography in all their forms.
There is no room in the stacks of our libraries for
publications containing materials of this kind.
In
return, all the finest creations of world culture are
available to our readers.
Such works are reprinted many
times and are popularized by librarians.
(Serov, 1979),
p.

10)

In the GDR,

paragraph 146,

sub-paragraph three, of the 1968 criminal

code defined "trashy and dirty literature"
literatur)

(Schund- und Schmutz-

as publications which are apt to create an inclination

toward racial hatred,

cruelty,

cynicism, violence, murder,

and other

criminal acts or sexual deviations in children and adolescents.
Paragraph one,

sub-paragraph two of the legislation for the protection

of children and adolescents,

enacted on March 26,

1969, stated that

"those who are responsible for the education and training of children
and adolescents are required to take appropriate steps to oppose the
influence of

the imperialist ideology and to overcome negative social

and behavioral relationships as well as to fight against the causes
and circumstances of these influences and relationships.’
Handbuch,

2nd ed.,

p.

925)

As was mentioned earlier,

publishing in the GDR has evolved into

a centralized and controlled activity,
sure upon librarians
ials.

(DDR

thereby decreasing the pres¬

to make socially acceptable selections of mater¬

The Central Administration of Publishing and Bookselling,

a
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division of the Ministry of Culture, coordinates the thematic pro¬
grams of the 83 East German publishing houses, occasionally becomes
involved in the approval of an individual manuscript for publication,
and allocates the paper necessary for publishing.

Its head, Klaus

Hopcke, attempts to relate the central planning and leadership of his
administrative office to the "long-range cultural and political
directives of the party of the working class, the Socialist Unity
Party .

.

There has been in recent years in the GDR a conscious

attempt to hold steady the number of titles published (about 6,000
annually) in order to increase the number of editions and copies pub¬
lished.

Paper shortages are, apparently, a serious problem—the GDR

must import wood pulp and pay for it with hard currencies—and not
just a device for the control of the publishing industry.

(Hueting,

1982, pp. 248-253)
Officially,

there is no censorship in East German publishing.

Hopcke's rule of thumb is expressed by the statement that an author
who "doesn't write himself off won't be written off by us."
in Dorn, 1983, p. 14)

(quoted

In other words, an author who insists upon

the original text of his manuscript and who refuses to accept sugges¬
tions for its improvement should not be surprised if his manuscript is
not accepted for publication at all.

It would seem that the situation

of East German authors is somewhat similar to that of members of the
Writers Guild of America who occasionally find that publishers and
television program producers are unwilling to accept and disseminate,
without revision, manuscripts which are socially relevant and critical
but which may offend.

(Cross,

1983, pp. 102-103)
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A recent study of book publishing in the GDR reveals that parti¬
cipation and observation techniques are necessary for the collection
of information about the country's institutional activities, because
the response to questionnaires
or too intrusive

possibly considered too time-consuming

is likely to be disappointing and because of the

difficulty of obtaining "sufficient objective information" through
literature reviews and interviews, given the excess of propaganda in
both Germanies.

Despite the frustrations, studies of the sort con¬

ducted by Gail Hueting of Syracuse University are worth the effort,
because they provide information which was not previously available.
When one compares the figures for the United States or the FRG
with the data, collected by Hueting, in such categories as the number
(and distribution) of book stores and public libraries, the number of
titles published, the amount of leisure time spent reading, the range
of literature available, and the price of new books, the conclusion
has to be that the "GDR appears very successful."

Hueting exposed

the misconception that the publishing industry in the GDR concentrates
heavily on political and technical titles to the detriment of literary
publishing.

Fully 25-30 percent of all East German titles published

in recent years are "literary titles and books about literature"
while 20-25 percent is the norm in the FRG.

All types of literature

are published, except those deliberately excluded by state policy,
i.e., pornography and trivial literature.

In general, Hueting could

see a "trend toward greater liberalization and diversity
German publishing.

in East

(Hueting, 1982, p. 256)

A study of the extent to which East German education can be con¬
sidered successful, undertaken recently by Suzanne M. Shafer of
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Arizona State University, also revealed that traditional methods of
survey research generally cannot be used with satisfactory results by
outsiders in the GDR.

(Shafer, 1978, pp. 99-100)

Although she be¬

lieved that the "restrictions placed on freedom of thought and ex¬
pression dim any image of success," Shafer acknowledged that the many
book stores and libraries indicate widespread success and enjoyment in
reading.
Shafer also emerged from her study of a national educational
system quite different from her own wondering whether a clear linkage
between ideology and educational theory and practice (including
librarianship) isn’t necessary in order to give teachers (and librar¬
ians) a clear understanding of their role in the socialization of the
young.

Shafer asked herself how eclectic educational theories and

practices can be without jeopardizing the learning process.

The con¬

trast between the steadiness and continuity of the admittedly dog¬
matic East German system and the flux and uncertainty of the American
system raised questions which the study of either one in isolation
would not.

(Shafer, 1978, pp. 112-114)

The most noticeable consequence of the third reform of East Ger¬
man higher education has occurred in the sphere of library user
education (Nutzerschulung)—frequently called "bibliographic instruc¬
tion" in the literature of American academic librarians.
22, 1977,

On December

the East German Ministry for Higher Education promulgated

"Guidelines for the Execution of Library User Education in Universi¬
ties .

.

."

Beginning with the school year 1978-1979, all newly

matriculating students were required to take part in six obligatory
hours of instruction, lecture or seminar, introducing them to the
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methods and materials of library and information retrieval work.

The

presentations were to be divided between the first and third years.
More importantly, the Ministry's guidelines indicated an intention
to make bibliographic instruction an integral part of the exercises
and assignments which students complete in seminars in their subject
fields rather than treat it as an independent, separate subject of
study.

(Hiilpilsch, 1979, p. 61)

Although the Ministry of Education had already started library
user education in grades two, five, and eight in 1976, it was clear
that library and information retrieval skills were not being taught
adequately to students in the GDR and that comprehensive use of the
nation's library resources was not being realized.

Consequently,

library user education in universities was elevated to the status
of ".

.

. an important factor in the communist education of students."

Moreover, it had become apparent that "before we teach the students,
we must teach the teachers" how to be good library users.

(Schmid-

maier, 1977, pp. 529-531)
Compliance with the Ministry's directive meant that librarians
had to prepare library tours and library lectures which would intro¬
duce first-year students to the methods of selection, verification,
acquisition, and processing of information and had to confer with
teaching staff concerning the integration of library—related assign¬
ments into the work of third-year students.

This activity resulted

in the development of overview materials, library guides and hand¬
outs, literature pathfinders, discipline-oriented examples of library
assignments (with the key to their solution), etc., which were col¬
lected and analyzed as a part of this study.

(Hulpusch, 1977, pp. 61 63)
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It also led to the discovery of the need for more research of
the following types:
1) identification of study habits which result in saved
time and creative independent work
2) relationships between programs of study, occupa¬
tional needs, and library use techniques
3) comparison of teacher-assigned reading lists and
library circulation files
4) analysis of library use and reading behavior by
course of study, year of study, and seminar group¬
ing (Kieser, 1978, p. 75)
Gradually, tips about ways to make library user education effec¬
tive began to appear in the literature.

Among the lessons learned by

East German librarians were the need to make the often "dry material"
come alive in visually attractive, lively, and relevant discussions,
the need to present library content through practical exercises which
are "everything other than economical of time," the need to limit
attendance at the sessions to small groups, and the need to secure
the close cooperation of the faculty.

(Schmidmaier, 1977, p. 531)

In this study, attention was focussed upon the execution of li¬
brary user education in the teachers college in Erfurt.

Its library

director, Goetz Kuhr, has learned that bibliographical instruction for
the purpose of preparing teachers to pass on library knowledge and
skills to school children is not likely to succeed unless prospective
teachers have a sufficient number of opportunities to use their li¬
brary skills in practice-related exercises (praxisverbundene Ubungen).
In his attempts to persuade teaching staff to make assignments re
quiring the independent and creative use of library materials, Kuhr
has been thwarted by considerable variation in the conceptions of
faculty concerning the organization and direction of the bibliographic
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instruction program and by the differing degrees of library apprecia¬
tion and experience among faculty members.

(Kuhr, 1980, pp. 19-20)

Kuhr recommended the following steps be followed by education
librarians in order to ensure success for the library user education
program in East German teachers colleges:
1) an explanation and elaboration of the purposes and
procedures of the program in a meeting of the library
liaison persons of all departments (Sektionen) and
branches (Bereiche) of the college
2) discussion of the bibliographic instruction theme in
a meeting of the trade union representing faculty
(Gewerkschaftsgruppenversammlung)
3) presentation of the problems of the program to the
members of the college's academic council (wissenschaftlicher Rat der Hochschule)
4) inclusion of the supervisors of degree work in the
bibliographic instruction lectures and seminars planned
for third-year students.
5) distribution of written material, with suggestions for
library-related assignments, to the teaching staff.
6) one hour devoted to a library tour soon after the
matriculation of the first-year students
7) a two-hour session for first-year students, approx¬
imately two months after the library tour, involving
both library lecture and practical exercises in the
library
8) integration of library information and practices into
the subject specific work of third-year students (Kuhr,
1980, pp. 20-21)
Kuhr reported that the library user seminars in Erfurt are con¬
ducted in a room especially equipped with reference materials, cata¬
logs, microfiche readers, materials in microfiche format, etc.

The

seminars make use of library guides prepared in advance, and they
involve practical exercises which take place in the catalog room.
The facilities,

the materials, and the methods employed for library

user instruction in Erfurt seem to represent the state of the art in
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East German teachers colleges.

(Kuhr,

1980,

p.

20)

In the Ministry of Education’s sphere of responsibility,
are the Central Library (in Berlin)
Leipzig)

and the two branch libraries

of the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences,

nine teachers colleges

there
(in

the libraries of

(of which Erfurt is one), which prepare

teachers for grades five through twelve,

the libraries of 27 insti¬

tutes for teacher training, which prepare teachers for grades one
through four,

and the libraries of 15 pedagogical schools for kinder¬

garten teachers.

Since 1968,

there has been a concerted effort to

raise the quantity and the quality of the teachers college libraries
from the level of normal school libraries to the level of fullfledged university libraries,

and the amounts budgeted for teachers

college library acquisitions and personnel skyrocketed between 1967
and 1975.

As a consequence,

collections,

noticeable improvements in the libraries

user education programs, networking arrangements,

cultural-political activities, material and technical equipment,

and

continuing professional education of staff were reported in late 1977
(Ho11,

1977,

pp.

559-563)

The typical student in an East German teachers college will have
completed the compulsory ten-year coeducational general polytechnical
school program,

the selective two-year extended secondary school

(grades 11-12),

and one year of practical training,

ter an appreciation of labor,
p.

98)

intended to fos¬

prior to matriculation.

(Keefe,

1981,

After the Abitur examination, he must complete a two-year

basic program followed by a two-year program of subject specializa
tion in the teachers college.

Generally,

include principles of Marxism-Leninism,

his program of study will

a major and a minor subject
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specialty,

educational studies

(pedagogy,

psychology,

introduction to logic and scientific theory
cybernetics and data processing),

and methods),

(or introduction to

liberal arts courses,

sports and

physical education, and military or civil defense training.

Practica

are an integral part of the four-year course and are conducted
throughout the duration of the entire program.

Continuing education

of teachers is obligatory but is accomplished primarily through home
study

(self-directed study)

and occasionally in specially organized

and conducted classes.
The role of librarians in teacher education in the GDR is to
support and supplement classroom work with the specific means at
their disposal,
word,

i.e., with literature in the broadest sense of the

to acquaint students with the treasures of the German and other

peoples,

to encourage a historical consciousness,

interest in free-time reading,
of research.

to stimulate an

and to foster an interest in reports

East German librarians fulfill

(or fail to fulfill)

role by the ways in which they develop their collections,
students in the use of library materials,
ory duties.

must define what the library,
should attempt

to do,

instruct

and perform readers'

As adjuncts to the teaching staff,

this

advis¬

librarians in the GDR

as a cultural institution,

can and

decide which organizational and methodological

measures make libraries effective cultural institutions, and assess
the extent and effects of students'
(Bierwagen,

1979,

pp.

reading interests and habits.

99-102)

Speaking in Berlin on the occasion of the 30th anniversary of the
founding of the pedagogical faculty at Humboldt University, Minister
of Education Honecker declared the East German educational system a
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success to the extent that it had extended the right of high-quality
education to all citizens and had eliminated the unfairness of the
earlier system which had reserved higher education for the children
of property owners and had limited the children of laborers to an
elementary education.

In her opinion,

the communist future depends

essentially upon the "education of the educators," as Marx called it.
Among the goals of Minister Honecker which will have implications for
libraries and librarians is the desire not necessarily to make students
into researchers in the first year of their training, but to make
them aware and respectful of the reports and uses of creative scienti¬
fic research.

(Honecker,

1976,

pp.

336,

340)

Conclusions drawn from the review of literature
On the basis of the foregoing review of the relevant literature,
it seemed fair to conclude that library service to teacher training
institutions in the two Germanies is,

in many respects, a more care¬

fully planned and more vigorously pursued academic undertaking than it
is in the United States.

Despite, or rather because of, noticeable

differences in approach to publishing,
education,

librarianship, and teacher

a study of East and West German education library policies

and practices promised to inform and to influence the American
perspective.
The review of book,

journal,

and dissertation literature avail¬

able in American academic libraries revealed that most of the litera¬
ture which is relevant is printed only in the German language.
thermore,

Fur¬

the available literature served merely to whet the re¬

searcher's appetite and did not suffice to satisfy his curiosity.
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The paucity of literature available in American academic libraries
reinforced the notion that American librarians must,
and Everett more than a century ago,
observe,

interview,

as did Ticknor

travel abroad in order to

and collect relevant documents.

The literature review also suggested the conclusion that quan¬
titative studies of the survey research type were not likely to
succeed for two reasons:

the policies and practices which are of the

greatest interest and importance in this study do not lend themselves
readily to narrow and rigid categorization, and the institutional
obstacles to the collection of survey research data are practically
insurmountable for an outsider.
In sum,

the foregoing review of the relevant literature was

useful to the extent that it has raised and clarified the research
questions of this study.

It did not provide answers to the research

questions, because the available literature was inadequate for that
purpose.

If it had been adequate,

this study,

executed, would not have been necessary.

as conceived and

The investigator has

attempted to report in chapters four and five the extent to which
contemporary practices differ from the theory and descriptions pre¬
sented in the review of the relevant literature.

CHAPTER

III

DESIGN OF THE STUDY
The general research approach used to fulfill the purpose of
this study was the case study approach.

According to sociologist

Howard S. Becker, the case study approach is appropriate for the
development of
1) a comprehensive understanding of the group(s) under
study . . . their stable and recurring modes of
activity and interaction .... their relation to
the rest of society.
2) more general theoretical statements about regularities
in social structure and process.
(Becker, 1970, p. 76)
In this research,

the institutions under study were selected educa¬

tion libraries in Erlangen, FRG, and Erfurt, GDR.

What were their

stable and recurring modes of activity and interaction?

What was

their relation to teacher training institutions, to elementary and
secondary schools, to the academic community, and to society in gen¬
eral?

What policies and practices had their librarians developed in

order to accomplish the propagation of the society's dominant and
alternative ideologies?
Research Methodology
The specific methodology used in this study was the methodology
of participant observation.

George McCall listed the following

methods of the participant observer:
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1) direct observation, which, he says, is "virtually
indispensable in obtaining certain types of data."
2) informant interviewing, which he views as an "economical
means of learning the details and meaning of highly
institutionalized practices and norms."
3) respondent interviewing, which gives the participant
observer the opportunity to record the "personal feel¬
ings, perceptions, motives, habits, or intentions of
the interviewee."
4) document analysis, which is the examination of
"archives . . . official statistics and reports ..."
and other institutional documents
5) direct participation, the method in which "the observer
participates in the daily life of the people under
study, either openly in the role of researcher or
covertly in some disguised role, observing things that
happen, listening to what is said, and questioning
people, over some length of time." (McCall, 1969,
pp. 61-64; Becker, 1969, p. 322)
Everett Hughes described participant observation as
. . . finding them where they are, staying with them in
some role which, while acceptable to them, will allow both
intimate observation of certain parts of their behavior,
and reporting it in ways useful to social science but
not harmful to those observed. (Hughes, 1960, p. v)
Buford Junker defined participant observation as the observing,
recording, and reporting of "the behavior of living people in con¬
temporary situations with no intention of changing them, in any
direct way, and with, rather, every intention of avoiding disturb¬
ances to their natural activities." (Junker, 1960, p. 2)

Both Hughes

and Junker attested to the value, indeed the indispensability, of the
method of participant observation to the advancement of the social
sciences.
Becker stated categorically that
. . . the most complete form of the sociological datum,
after all, is the form in which the participant observer
gathers it: an observation of some social event, the
events which precede it and follow it, and explanations
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of its meaning by participants and spectators, before,
during, and after its occurrence.
Such a datum gives us
more information about the event under study than data
gathered by any other sociological method.
Participant
observation can thus provide us with a yardstick against
which to measure the completeness of data gathered in
other ways, a model which can serve to let us know what
orders of information escape us when we use other
methods.
(Becker, 1969, 1970, p. 322)
The value of such qualitative methods of research in the library
field was acknowledged by Shores who believed that "librarianship has
all but gone overboard in its commitment to quantitative measures."
Shores doubted that quantitative methods were "either valid or
reliable in comparative librarianship" and recommended that we "tread
carefully with the accoutrements of scientific research or perhaps
eschew the method entirely and without apology."

He believed that the

impotence of the scientific method "when confronted by ultimates"
makes necessary a "return to other approaches to the riddle of the
universe."

In his opinion,

"elements of comparison simply could not

be studied quantitatively with any significant results," and he cited
the example of controversial subjects such as book selection and
censorship.
statistics,

"To demonstrate quantitatively, with United States
that our

.

.

.

libraries select and that Iron Curtain

libraries censor is superficial,
this

to say the least.

is ugly American librarianship."

(Shores,

To say the most,

1966,

pp.

204-206)

McCall said that "the two most important decisions in a parti¬
cipant observation study are determining the specific organization or
situation to be investigated and the substantive topic of research.
(McCall,

1969,

p.

65)

In this study,

education libraries in Erlangen,

FRG,

the specific institutions were
and Erfurt,

GDR,

the topics of
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research were book selection,
and information services.
choice

...

library use instruction,

According to McCall,

tors of the presence,
.

.

(McCall,

In the area of book selection,
the form,

.

.

[and]

or measures of the magnitude, of

concept or variable."

ject focus,

the "next sampling

is that of theoretical variables pertinent to the topic

in the context of the social organization .

.

and reference

the language,

1969,

p.

.

.
.

.
.

indica¬
.

[the]

66)

research indicators were the sub¬
and the ideological orientation

of the materials available for selection and actually selected for
acquisition.
tives,

With regard to instruction in library use,

content,

the objec¬

and methods of library instruction programs were

useful indicators.

The presence and magnitude of reference and

information services was indicated by the nature of staffing arrange¬
ments,

the nature of information provided,

offered,

etc.

the hours of service

Appendix A lists specific research questions which

guided the observation in this study.
Other indicators for which the participant observer must watch
are
1)

incidents which the community under study defines as
"trouble" or "conflict"—incidents which reveal viola¬
tions of norms or expectations, e.g., issues in librarianship

2)

"special meanings given to ordinary words" by the
community under study,

3)

e.g.,

library terminology

the "existence of situations,

events,

and persons

.

.

.

distinctive enough to merit being singled out
by the
community being observed, e.g., emphases in library
programs and services

(Becker,

According to Anselm Strauss,

1970,

p.

78)

the participant observer "usually

does not enter the field with specific hypotheses and a predetermined
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research design."

Instead, he approaches the task in three stages:

1) general observation,

in which he has general problems

in mind, e.g., book selection, instruction in library
use, reference services in an education library
2)

specific observation, in which he pays "greater atten¬
tion to particular aspects . . . [and to an] . . . emerg¬
ing set of propositions," e.g., who participates in the
book selection process, how is the budget allocated
among the various types of materials to be purchased,
which materials are excluded from the selection process,
etc.

3)

intensive observation, in which he makes a "systematic
effort to pinpoint specific hypotheses." (Strauss, 1969,
p. 25)

Specific Hypotheses
Among the working hypotheses which influenced the work of the
researcher in this study were:
1)

collection development in German education libraries places
greater emphasis upon the selection and acquisition of
practice-oriented materials than is generally the case in
American education libraries

2)

user education in German education libraries is accorded
a higher priority than is generally the case in American
education libraries

3)

reference and information service receive lower priority
and involve a different approach than is generally the
case in American education libraries

It should be stressed that the "exigencies of the field usually
prevent the collection of data in such a form as to meet the assump¬
tions of statistical tests,
been called
numerical,
p.

31)

so that the observer deals in what have

'quasi-statistics.'

His conclusions, while implicly

do not require precise quantification."

(Becker,

1970,

Examples of quasi-statistics are frequency counts sufficient

to disprove a null hypothesis of infrequent occurrence, comparisons
of positive and negative instances,

or ranges of incidents.
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Among the common kinds of conclusions made possible by the field
work of participant observers are
1)

"statements of necessary and sufficient conditions
for the existence of some phenomenon" in librarianship

2)

identification of "important" or "basic" phenomena
as elements in an academic or social organization
such as a library

3)

identification of specific instances of phenomena
which are described more abstractly in the litera¬
ture of sociology, education, or librarianship

4) descriptions of relationships among elements of an
academic or social organization (Becker, 1970, pp.
33-34)
In participant observation studies,

there is frequently not the rigid

demarcation of research design and presentation of data which is
generally typical of quantitative studies.
phase,

In the post-field-work

the participant observer "considers

clusions,

.

.

.

the character of his con¬

decides on the kind of evidence that might cause

their rejection,

.

.

. deduce[s]

logical consequences,

tain^] whether or not the evidence refutes
theses,

.

.

.

establish[es]

[his]

.

.

.

.

ascer¬

alternative hypo¬

interconnections between partial models."

He presents his data in the form of ".
natural history of

.

.

conclusions,

.

.a description of the

presenting the evidence as it

came to the attention of the observer during the successive stages
of his conceptualization of the problem."

(Becker,

1970, p.

37)

Summary
The methodology of participant observation seemed to be an
acceptable and widely,

if not universally,

accepted research approach

which could be used to add to the model building operation which
characterizes

the search for knowledge in the social sciences.

Its
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applicability to the investigation of the nature and extent of
library service to teacher training institutions seemed selfevident, and, properly applied, it seemed to promise a more compre¬
hensive and more comprehensible collection and analysis of data than
would have been possible with exclusively quantitative methods.
choosing this research methodology,

In

the author hoped to avoid duplicat

ing the sort of limited and unused research study which both President
Cremin of Teachers College, Columbia University, and Dean Graham of
the Harvard Graduate School of Education deplore.

(Please refer to

the introductory section of this dissertation.)
The field work portion of this study was conducted in August,
1983, when the investigator participated in and observed education
library and teacher training activities in Erlangen and Niirnberg, FRG
and in Erfurt, GDR, on an almost daily basis.

Important activities

and interviews are recorded in Appendix E of this report.
principal contact persons appears in Appendix F.
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Teacher Education in Erfurt,

GDR

Teacher education in the GDR is differentiated according to the
level at which the future teacher will be employed.

Kindergarten

teachers are trained in educational vocational schools
Fachschulen),

elementary school

teachers

institutes for teacher training
secondary school teachers
colleges

(padagogische

(grades one to four)

in

(Institute fiir Lehrerbildung) , and

(grades

five through twelve)

(padagogische Hochschulen),

in teachers

of which the teachers college in

Erfurt/Muhlhausen is one of the largest.

The following description of

the padagogische Hochschule Erfurt/Muhlhausen

(PHEM)

is generally

typical of the other eight teachers colleges in the GDR which are
shown on

the accompanying map

(see the following page).

The main campus of the "Padagogische Hochschule Erfurt-Miihlhausen"
(hereafter PHEM)
streetcar ride

is located on Nordhauser Strasse in Erfurt,

to the north of the center of the city.

street from the PHEM is

a short

Across the

the campus of the city’s medical academy.

The

facilities of the PHEM’s enclosed campus include administrative offices,
two multi-storey instructional buildings,
dormitories,

sports fields,

a dining commons,

four

and a book store.

Branch campuses with the attendant instructional buildings,
mitories,

etc.

dor¬

for art education and chemistry/biology education pro¬

grams exist in the Am Hugel section of Erfurt and in the neighboring
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Map 1.
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city of Muhlhausen respectively.

Additional dormitory space is pro¬

vided by two high-rise buildings in the suburb of Rieth on the northern
edge of Erfurt.
The PHEM evolved from a teacher education institute which had been
founded in Erfurt on September 1,

1953, and which was united with a

similar teacher education institute in Muhlhausen on September 1,
at which time it received recognition as a university—level
schulebene)

teachers college.

1969,

(Hoch-

It enrolls between 2000 and 2400 stu¬

dents in four— and five-year programs leading to teaching certificates
in Mathematics,
technical,

Physics,

Biology,

and Art Education.

Chemistry,

Since 1958,

German, Russian, Poly-

international summer

courses for teachers and teacher trainees from essentially non¬
socialist European nations have been held on the Erfurt campus of the
PHEM.
The PHEM is named in honor of Dr.

Theodor Neubauer who attended

the Konigin Luise Schule and later taught in Erfurt before serving as
a Communist Party of Germany

(KPD)

representative in the Reichstag from

1925 until 1933.

1933,

Dr.

In August,

"witness" in the Reichstag fire trial,
by Nazi officials.
ary,

1945,

Dr.

From October,

1933,

Neubauer was arrested as a
tortured,

and interrogated

until his execution in Febru¬

Neubauer was imprisoned in various concentration camps,

including nearby Buchenwald,
boring city of Gotha.

or assigned to forced labor in the neigh¬

Naming the PHEM after Dr.

Neubauer honors the

memory of an anti-Nazi resistance leader and dedicated Communist
Party member and provides inspiration for the political leadership
of future teachers.
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Admitted to the programs of the PHEM are those students who
have earned the Abitur,

the school leaving certificate which only 20%

of ^11 GDR school children earn by completing 12 years or equivalent
of schooling and by passing the subsequent examinations.

A bit more

than 50% of the students matriculating at the PHEM in any one year are
the children of working class parents,

a proportion which roughly

equals the percentage of working class families in the society.*
Students at the PHEM receive a minimum of 200 Mark per month as
financial aid,

not an extravagant amount, but an adequate sum when one

considers that a room in the dormitory costs 10 Mark per month and a
meal in the Mensa costs less than one Mark.

There is no tuition, and

books are relatively inexpensive.
Each teacher trainee is required to achieve and demonstrate com¬
petency in German language,
and two subject fields.
Math and Physics,

pedagogy and psychology, Marxism-Leninism,

Typically students choose to specialize in

Biology and Chemistry, German and Russian,

technical education or art education.

poly-

The latter two fields comprise

so many aspects of human scientific and cultural endeavor that stu¬
dents majoring in these fields are not normally required to choose a
second specialty.
Time spent on individual subjects during the students

four- or

five-year period of study is distributed approximately as follows:

*Members of other classes in the socialist state of the GDR are the
intellectuals (Intelligenzler), the farmers (Genossenschaftsbauer),
the craftsmen (Handwerker), the non-labor employees of the state
(Angestellten), and merchants (Kommissionshandler).
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two subject fields

55%

Marxism-Leninism

10%

Methods of teaching

8.5%

Foundations of education

4.5%

Psychology

4.5%

General education

5.5%

Sport and aesthetic education

6.5%

Public speaking

2%

Civil defense

1%

Foreign language

(for non-language
majors)

2.5%

Throughout the four- or five-year period of study,
provision of

there is ample

time for practical work by the teacher trainee.

ing the first year of study,

Follow¬

the student spends a few months as an

observer and counselor in the summer camp of a Young Pioneer troop.
During the second year of study,

the student spends a total of at

least four weeks in a local school and makes the first attempts at
actual instruction.

In the third year of study,

time spent in a local

school is increased to one-half day per week all year long.
semester of the fourth year of study is

The last

typically reserved for an

extensive practicum in a local school in which the student gradually
assumes a full

teaching load under the guidance of a supervising

teacher.
The annual budget of the PHEM is approximately 31,000,000 Mark,
of which circa 150,000 Mark is spent on the library acquisitions,
i.e.,

one-half of one percent of the total PHEM budget it spent on
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library resources and services,

a somewhat disappointing percentage

from the perspective of American academic librarians who are accus¬
tomed to expect between three and seven percent of the total institu¬
tional budget for library expenditures.

Educational costs per student

per year amount to between 12,000 and 16,000 Mark, depending upon the
course of study.
The PHEM is arranged organizationally into academic departments,
called Sektionen,

rather than Abteilungen or Fakultaten.

Many of the

Sektionen are further organized into sub-units called Bereiche
will be translated as divisions in this study)..
departments

(Sektionen)

(which

The PHEM contains

for

Marxism-Leninism
Pedagogy
Psychology
Chemistry/Biology Education
German/Russian Education
Math/Physics Education
Polytechnical Education
Art Education
History and Geography Education
Students are assigned to Sektionen according to the subject
specialty

(Hauptfach) which they select.

Within the Sektion students

are divided into seminar groups which provide the focus for their
cooperative study and which are ranked according to group performance
at the end of each year.
seminar group,

Learning is a collective effort m each

encouraged and abetted by tutors,

research assistants
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(wissenschaf tliche Mitarbeiter), who work with the seminar group
throughout the entire course of study.
tween groups,

Competition is encouraged be¬

not between individuals.

Fundamental principles of the teacher education programs in the
GDR are the progression from the general to the specific in the con¬
tent of all disciplines,

the unity of theory and practice, and the

early involvement of students in research activities.
year,

In the third

seminar groups decide upon the research topic which will provide

the focus of

the master's theses

(Schlussarbeiten) which each member

of the group must complete in order to graduate.
known as Wahlobligatorische Arbeiten
name which conveys

a seemingly contradictory

the elective and the obligatory nature of the

graduation requirement.
obligatory,

(WOA),

These theses are

The requirement to write such a thesis is

the choice of the topic is elective.

Generally,

research

topics at the PHEM deal with some aspect of family education, work
education,

or local school practices.

One year before the completion of the teacher education program,
the student is notified of the location of his first teaching assign¬
ment.

He is obligated,

in return for his

tuition-free education and

the financial assistance he received during his period of study,

to

work for three years in the assigned place before he can request a
transfer.

After a two-year probationary period on the job,

successful

teacher candidate becomes an employed

with all of

the

(angestellt)

the rights and responsibilities of a teacher.

teacher

He will

normally carry a teaching load of 21 - 23 class hours per week,

can
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only be dismissed with the concurrence of the local teachers union,
and can retire at age 65.
In every five-year period of service,

the East German school

teacher is required by law to participate in at least one continuing
education course in each of his

two subject specialties and in the

fields of pedagogy,

and Marxism-Leninism.

districts,

psychology,

In most school

continuing education courses are offered once a month by

the local area or regional master teacher
requirement can be easily met.

(Fachberater)

so that the

Library resources and services do not

seem to play nearly as important a role in continuing programs as they
do in pre-service teacher training programs.

Library Organization in Erfurt,
The library of

GDR

the PHEM exists to serve the informational needs

of approximately 500 faculty and staff members and approximately 2000
students.

It is organized into the following components:
a central library containing the catalog room,

the

circulation station, the closed stacks, the open
stacks, and the technical services stations (all
located on the ground floor of instructional
building number one in the Nordhaeuser Street of
Erfurt)
a universal reading room containing an extensive ref¬
erence collection, the standard literature of the
various subject areas studied at the PHEM, and one
copy of all reserve reading materials (located on the
first floor of instructional building number one in
the Nordhaeuser Street of Erfurt)
a periodical reading room containing ca. 500 current
periodicals and serials (including ca. 60 Russian
language and ca. 40 English language titles) and
bound copies of back issues (located on the second
floor of instructional building number one in the
Nordhaeuser Street of Erfurt)
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a biology/chemistry education branch library
(located in the nearby city of Muhlhausen)
an art education branch library (located in
instructional building number three in the
Am Huegel Street of Erfurt)
various "Handbibliotheken" in the offices of the
various departments (Sektionen) and divisions
(Bereiche) , containing reference works and
standard literature, the location of which is
noted in the central library's catalogs
The library of the PHEM is essentially a closed stack library
(as opposed to a library permitting open access
a circulating mission

(as opposed to a library permitting use of its

materials only on the premises).
circulating closed collections
in the view of PHEM librarians,
1)

to its shelves) with

The advantages of providing such

(ausleihbare Magazinbestande)

are,

that

the extent of the collection and the amount of free
space available for collection growth can be easily
seen

2) books can be easily found and reshelved by library
staff members
3)

the hours of opening can be curtailed since library
users can examine library materials at home or in
the office

4)

the separation of books and periodicals, which gen¬
erally do not circulate, makes a more efficient
use of space

Special demands created by the "ausleihbare Magazinbestande" sort of
library are the need to provide the library user with superior biblio¬
graphical access to collections which he cannot physically browse and
the need to employ library staff members who retrieve and reshelve
requested books which are housed in the closed stacks.
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Because the library of the PHEM is open to the public relatively
few hours

(approximately twenty hours per week — no weekend hours)

during which it experiences relatively heavy use (ca.
75,000 circulations per year),

32,000 users and

there is much coming and going in the

catalog room and circulation station during the semester.

Library use

during the summer and vacation periods is considerably lighter.
The library offers its users bibliographical access to its closed
stacks through three card catalogs.
Katalog

(AK)

The first is an "alphabetischer

in which works by three or fewer authors are entered by

author's name and works by more than three authors are entered by
title.

The AK is divided into separate sections:

1976 and earlier

appearing works are filed according to the rules of the old Preussische Instruktionen"

(PI) while 1977 and later appearing titles are

filed according to the rules of the "Regeln fur alphabetische Katalogisierung"

(RAK).

In the older section of the catalog,

titles appear under the first noun in the title, but,
section,

in the newer

the same title would appear under the first word which is not

an article.
is

for example,

This difference between the rules of the PI and the RAK

illustrated by the following example:
2.
PI

1.

Die kleine padagogische EnzyklopSdie
1.

RAK

3.

2.

3.

Die kleine padagogische Enzyklopadie

Further complicating matters for the library user is the filing of
cards for Russian language materials in two separate alphabetical catalog sections.

Russian titles appearing before 1977 are transcribed
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and filed according to the rules of a "Transkriptionstabelle" which
focusses on the sound of the Russian word (lautgetreu).

Titles appear¬

ing after 1976 are transcribed and filed in a separate section accord¬
ing to the rules of a "transliterationstabelle which is based on the
letters of the Cyrillic alphabet (buchstabengetreu).
The second way to find a book in the PHEM library is through the
use of the key word subject catalog (Schlagwortkatalog = SWK).

Although

there is some friendly disagreement, most librarians at the PHEM seem
to think that a SWK is more useful than a comprehensive title catalog
which the AK, with its predominance of author entries,
use of the SWK might be enhanced,

they agree,

is not.

The

if a thesaurus of subject

terms were developed and made available for consultation by library
users.

The SWK does include indexing,

staff members,

done locally by cataloging

of selected periodical articles as well as subject cata¬

loging of all book titles.
The third way to find a book is through the use of the "systematischer Katalog"

(SK),

a classified catalog which presents the collec¬

tion to the user in terms of subject focus.
scheme is available for use by library users;

A printed classification
indeed,

the SK remains

inaccessible to anyone who is not familiar with this "Systemmatik."
Briefly,

the large letters in the classification scheme represent sub¬

ject areas,

e.g.,

P = pedagogy and N = natural sciences, while small

letters and numbers following the large letters represent sub-divisions
and special emphases,

e.g.
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Pd

Pd
Nf

German language instruction

21

physical education

27

history of physics

13

The progression in the classification scheme of the SK is from the
general to the specific with relevant periodicals
only,

(periodical titles

not periodical article titles as would be found in the SWK)

always at the end of the other entries.
The user who is unable to find what he needs in any of the three
catalogs is encouraged to ask for assistance at the circulation sta¬
tion which,

by virtue of its proximity to the catalog room,

an information station.

doubles as

The library staff member on duty in the circula¬

tion station generally makes certain that the enquirer has used the
catalogs properly and then attempts
works available in the PHEM library,

to find and recommend alternative
or,

request for an inter-library loan (ILL)
acceptable alternative.

failing in that,

to take a

of the desired title or of an

From January to July of 1983,

the PHEM

library processed approximately 1300 such ILL requests for materials
which its collections could not provide.

Frequently,

library user will be referred to the public library
Allgemeinbibliothek)

on the Cathedral Square

short streetcar ride away,
or Weimar,

the PHEM

(wissenschaftliche

(Domplatz)

in Erfurt, a

or to academic libraries in Jena, Leipzig,

all easily reached by train.

In mid-1983,
170,000 volumes,
ca.

too,

the collections of the PHEM library included ca.
ca.

500 current periodicals and serial subscriptions,

650 dissertations,

and ca.

4000 masters'

These dissertations and masters'

theses

(Diplomarbeiten).

theses are the work of former PHEM
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students.

Dissertations and masters’

are available through ILL.

theses from other institutions

The collections of the PHEM include aca¬

demic literature in each subject specialty (Fachliteratur), litera¬
ture for the study of Marxism-Leninism (philosophy, political science,
and economics), schoolbooks, lesson plans, teacher’s manuals, required
reading materials (Pflichtliteratur), and works of fiction (Belletristik, Kriminal- und Abenteuerliteratur, etc.).

The library collec¬

tions presently grow at an annual rate of 3000-5000 volumes.
Of the 170,000 volumes in the PHEM library collections, perhaps
3,500 are physically accessible to the library user in an open stacks
area behind the card catalog area.

This Freihandbestand, also called

the Lehrbuchsammlung, contains multiple copies (often as many as 3040) of the materials designated required reading by the faculty.
are frequently copies of schoolbooks,
guides and lesson plans.

These

teacher's manuals, curriculum

These materials, which are heavily used, can

be taken directly from the shelves and charged out immediately by the
library user.
The 4,000 - 5,000 books which are on open shelves in the universal
reading room, i.e., the important reference works and standard works
and one copy of each required reading title, cannot be borrowed and
must be used on the premises.

The remainder of 170,000 volumes are

shelved in closed stacks behind the circulation station in an area to
which the user has no way of gaining access.

Consequently, efficient

use of the library’s catalogs is extremely important in Erfurt.
Effective instruction in library use is correspondingly important.
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The desire of
atmosphere"

the PHEM librarians

to create a "user friendly

(benutzerfreundliche Atmosphere)

is based on the premise

that a socialist educational system makes an increasingly greater de¬
mand upon its library sub-system.
ture for research,

teaching,

who can do independent

The optimal use of academic litera¬

and study, and the training of teachers

(selbstandig)

and creative

(schopferisch)

literature reviews are the goals which guide the work of the PHEM li¬
brarians.
who,

Increasingly,

the emphasis is upon the training of teachers

as students and as future teachers,

are capable of making indivi¬

dual and independent selection of materials and who need not depend
upon a faculty advisor for a list of recommended citations.
all

Although

teachers and teacher educators must share the same socialist

educational objectives in the DDR,

the teaching methods

they employ

may vary.
The role of the education librarian in the DDR is to be educa¬
tionally effective

(erzieherisch wirksam)

in the selection and the

recommendation of literature and in the instruction of students in
the use of library collections.
their opportunities

Librarians at the PHEM realize that

to guide and influence library users are somewhat

more limited than are the opportunities of their colleagues in public
and children's libraries.

Furthermore,

of reference and information services
this chapter)

due to the unique arrangement

(discussed in a later section of

in East German academic libraries, much of the work of

discovering and recommending literature on a specific topic is carried
out in the Sektionen and Bereiche rather than in the library itself.
In the many academic libraries of the GDR,

the reference and informa-
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tion staff members are trained in librarianship and documentation.
the PHEM,

At

subject specialists who do this work are not librarians

but work under the direction of a professional librarian.
To meet the needs of its
3,000 potential users,

teachers college constituency of 2,500 -

the library staff is organized into four depart¬

ments and two branches as shown on the following page.
brary staff consists of 12 librarians,
technical assistants.

The total li¬

13 library assistants, and 3

To the work of these 28 staff members must be

added the information and documentation work of 11 library liaison
people who,

although organizationally assigned to various departments

of the PHEM,

perform a reference and information function under the

overall direction of

the information services librarian.

All in all, a

total of 39 library and information staff members to serve 2,500 3,000 users of library resources yields a ratio of one information
specialist per 60 - 75 information users.
Because,

in the GDR,

every citizen is guaranteed a position and

because it is virtually impossible to fire an employee, much of the
library director's

time is spent trying to "convince" library staff

members that it would be in their

(and the library's and the society's)

best interest if they were to acquire new or different working habits,
produce more during their working hours,

etc.

In his tenure at the

PHEM,

the library director has seen situations in which two staff mem¬

bers,

one of whom does

twice the productive work that the other does,

earn approximately the same salary and benefits,

and he has seen a

generous system of sick leave, maternity leave, child care leave,
vacation,

and other social benefits wreak havoc with his mission of
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Fig.

1.

Organization Chart of the Teachers College
Library in Erfurt/Miihlhausen
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acquiring and making accessible current pedagogical and subject area
literature.

Statistically, he can count on at least one absence dur¬

ing every working day of the year.

In a more discouraging vein,

the

library director also confronts situations involving employees who are
willing to work harder but are simply incapable of producing more or
better work.

These instances trouble him as much as

the cases involv¬

ing employees who are capable of more or better work but are unwilling
to work harder.
Nevertheless,

the library director remains committed to the need

to convince and to re-educate,

since threats of dismissal or punish¬

ment and promises of merit payments and promotions are not viable
means of motivation in libraries in the GDR of the 1980s.

In a society

in which greater individual effort and production is not directly re¬
warded by a greater portion of the society’s wealth,

it is necessary

to convince each worker that he and his family can only achieve a
higher standard of living when the wealth of the entire society in¬
creases,

that

this can only occur when each worker produces more.

Even

this logical formulation can lead to disappointment and frustration,
since factors other than collective effort and talent inevitably in¬
fluence

the production and distribution of material and cultural goods.

Collection Development in Erfurt, GDR
Selection of new book titles

for purchase by the library is

essentially

the responsibility of

the library director and his depart¬

ment heads,

although they frequently solicit the advice of faculty

members and attempt to follow faculty research interests.

Special
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emphasis at the PHEM is placed upon research in the areas of family
education, work education,
tion,

didactic methods,

and local school practice

and family life,

(student motiva¬

in particular).

Faculty members play an important role in the selection of mater¬
ials for inclusion in the small open stacks area behind the card
catalog room.

It is upon their recommendation that multiple copies of

required reading titles as well as multiple copies of schoolbooks,
teacher's manuals,

curriculum guides,

and lesson plans are acquired

and made directly accessible to the students.

Generally,

the faculty

members are responsible for recommending the acquisition of practical
school materials

(praxisverbundene Schulliteratur)

future teachers and the required reading literature

for examination by
(Pflichtliteratur).

With the funds which remain after purchases have been made in
these

two categories,

literature

the library staff selects and acquires academic

(wissenschaftliche Fachliteratur)

fields of the PHEM.

in the various subject

The ratio of practical school literature to aca¬

demic literature in the collections of the PHEM is estimated to be
roughly one - to - one;

this estimate depends upon the definition of

"practical" and "academic," varies widely from subject field to sub¬
ject field,

and is not prescribed by any written collection develop¬

ment policy.
There is,
ment

in fact, no written collection development policy state¬

(festgelegte Anschaffungspolitik)

and no plan to write one.

Only

rarely are there book selection conferences of the library staff
(Kaufsitzungen).

Selection sources are circulated among department

heads,

and returned to the library director for a final

annotated,
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decision.

The principal sources of book selection are the weekly

Borsenblatt fur den deutschen Buchhandel.

the semi-monthly announce¬

ment of forthcoming books in the Vorankiindigungsdienst of the VEB
Fachbuch

Verlag in Leipzig, and,

for Russian language materials,

the

Novyii Knigi and the Fremdspracheninformationsblatt.
Since the PHEM has no English studies or English education sec¬
tion,

there is no attempt to purchase English language books which are

not specifically requested by faculty members.

Much of the acquisi¬

tions money which is spent on English language materials each year is
spent on subscriptions to journals or serials such as the Physical
Review,

the Math Review and Current Contents.

Rather than deal directly with publishers,

the PHEM librarians

make purchases through vendors, most often through the Volksbuchhandlung "Dr.

Theodor Neubauer" which is located on the campus of the PHEM,

through the Humboldtbuchhandlung in downtown Erfurt, or,
chase of

foreign materials,

Grosshandel.

Once a year,

for the pur¬

through the Leipziger Kommissions- und
library staff members travel to the Leip¬

ziger Buchmesse where they are authorized to bid on and purchase the
literature which remains when the book fair exhibits are closed.
Books which are purchased and received are examined during the
processing period

(which lasts approximately four months)

determine whether they belong in the closed stacks
they are shelved by accession number
subject focus,

(Magazin) where

(numerus currens)

in the circulating open stacks

in order to

regardless of

(Freihandbestand),

or in

the non-circulating universal reading room collection (UniversalLesesaal).

In these latter two collections, books are grouped first
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by broad subject area and then by accession number.
The principle of open stacks (Freihandprinzip) is viewed quite
favorably by the librarians of the PHEM who would like to see an
expanded open stacks area for various reasons, including:
1) reduced stress on the circulation staff which
now fetch and reshelve the books in the closed
stacks
2) increased opportunity for the users to browse
the collection
Due to space limitations in the present quarters, an expansion of the
open stacks is not feasible; however, a new four-storey library build¬
ing projected for completion in the period 1985-1990 will offer new
possibilities for an expansion of the open stacks area.
Four times a year, a list of new acquisitions (Neuerwerbungsliste) is prepared and circulated to the PHEM section heads in an
attempt to publicize and promote the use of the new materials.

These

new acquisitions lists are also sent to other libraries in exchange
for the new acquisitions lists of those libraries which are then
scanned for the presence of useful but previously overlooked titles.
The PHEM library receives an annual acquisitions budget of
120,000. - 150,000. Mark, approximately half of which is committed to
the payment of periodical and serial subscriptions.

Approximately

50,000 Mark are paid out for about 100 western European and North
American periodical and serial titles, while 10,000 Mark buy about 400
eastern European (including GDR) and Soviet periodical and serial
subscriptions.
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Rates for periodical and serial subscriptions in the east bloc
countries increase seldom, but the steady rise in the price of western
publications is viewed with alarm in Erfurt, where the cancellation of
one or two titles each year is becoming a fiscal necessity, and where
microfiche subscriptions (generally less expensive than paper subscrip¬
tions) are viewed as a partial solution.

The question of acquiring

western publications to which faculty need access for research pur¬
poses is a serious one for libraries in the GDR which has a continuing
balance of trade accounts problem.
The library director at the PHEM views the situation as very
unhealthy and admits that he doesn't know what will happen in future
years (".
soil ).

.

. sehr ungesunde Lage .

.

. weiss nicht, wohin das fuehren

In 1983, he could project 20,000

Mark for the purchase of

West German books, periodicals, and serials and 35,000 Mark for the
purchase of other foreign, mostly English language, books, periodicals
and serials; however, he knows that in each future year the same amount
will purchase fewer western titles.

Library User Education in Erfurt, GDR
Library user education at the PHEM (and in the teacher training
institutions of the GDR generally) is accorded a greater importance
than is the case in the typical American or West German teacher educa¬
tion institution.

There is, in the GDR, a Ministry-level guideline

which mandates the integration of library user education into the
teacher training program of study and which requires faculty coopera¬
tion with librarians in the development and execution of the library
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user education programs.
The program at the PHEM is fairly typical of what is being done in
similar East German institutions although there are variations from
one teachers college to another; e.g., Gilstrow uses a film in the firstyear orientation of students, and the teachers college in Dresden
experiments extensively with the use of pre-printed worksheets.
In Erfurt, first-year students are given a one-hour library tour
of the central library and both reading rooms in the first few weeks
following their matriculation in the fall.

Approximately two months

after this introductory library tour, when the first-year students have
had a chance to settle in, they receive their first assignments, and
begin, one hopes,
sources.

to experience a need for library services and re¬

They are given an hour-long library session which stresses

the theoretical foundations of library use and includes a brief
historical overview of the development of libraries and library systems
as social institutions.

This theoretical seminar is followed by a

practical library seminar of one or two hours duration in which the
students actually complete assignments involving the use of the
library’s catalogs.
The theoretical library seminar for first-year students was
initially presented in the form of a lecture conducted with overhead
transparencies before large groups of students.

This approach was

abandoned after one year in favor of presentations to smaller groups
of twenty students each.

Large handwritten posters have been substi¬

tuted for the overhead transparencies.

An outline of the content of

the first-year theoretical orientation includes.
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I. Types of library catalogs and catalog cards
II. Alphabetical catalog (AK) use
III. Classified catalog (SK) use and the classification
scheme
IV. Use of the key word subject catalog (SWK)
V. Transliteration and transcription of Russian titles
VI. Periodical literature and indexes
VII. Forms of citation
In a typical year,

twenty seminar groups of approximately twenty

first-year students each receive the theoretical orientation and then
spend an hour or more attempting to put the newly acquired theory
into practice.

The subject focus of the practical exercises corres¬

ponds to the focus of the Sektion in which the students are enrolled.
Examples of the first-year practical exercises are:
1) "Find out which dramas by Armin Stolper are listed
in the AK.
Give complete bibliographical details."
2) "Find a journal article about a work by the West
German author Uwe Timm in the SWK.
Copy down the
name of the author, the title of the article, the
name of the journal, the year of publication, the
volume number, and the page numbers."
3) "Find a comprehensive work dealing with the history
of the German labor movement in the SK.
Record the
author's name, the title, and the classification
number."
and
1) "Find the title of Melcher's work on the theory of
relativity in the AK.
Record the bibliographical
data."
2) "Find a collection of physics assignments in the SWK.
Give the author's name, the title, and the classifica¬
tion number."
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3)

Find a teacher's manual on mechanics in the SK.
Author, title, classification number.

The third-year library user education program required by the
Ministry guideline was begun in the 1979-1980 school year, parallel
with the first-year library orientation.

Although the guideline

specifically mandates a two—hour library lecture and a two-hour
library session for third—year students, the large group lecture has
been found to be ineffective at the PHEM and has been replaced by
small group session meetings.

Since 1981-1982, the user education

librarian at the PHEM has offered library sessions to third-year stu¬
dents grouped according to the subject of their thesis work (the
Wahlobligatorische Arbeit = WOA).
In a typical year, twenty WOA groups, comprising between six and
18 and generally averaging ten students each, attend library sessions
which have been deliberately organized to focus upon the topic of the
thesis work being undertaken by the group.

The students are most often

motivated to learn library skills when they can see a concrete relation¬
ship between library use and the achievement of a personal goal such as
the successful completion of the master's thesis.

The library sessions

for the third-year students cover the following points:
1) review of the material about the use of the
library's catalogs presented in the first-year
program
2) main points of a literature review (the most often
asked question is : "Where and how do I find litera¬
ture on . . . ?")
3) discussion of general and specialized bibliographies
and indexes (photocopies of pages from bibliographies
or actual copies of issues of the Deutsche National—
bibliographie, the Jahresverzeichnis der Hochschul-
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> or the Bibliographie Padagogik are
used in place of overhead transparencies.)
A) use of subject specialty periodicals
5) use of current contents publications
(Schnellinformationsmittel)
6) explanation of library systems in the GDR and of
inter-library loan possibilities
7) discussion of proper methods of citation
Students in the third-year library user education program are
given a copy of a 72-page brochure entitled "Rationell informiert —
rationeller studiert: Bibliotheken, Information und Dokumentation im
Studienprozess" (Berlin: Methodisches Zentrum fur wissenschaftliche
Bibliotheken, 1978) which addresses in detail such topics as the
need and

rationale for a literature review, sources of information,

library systems, and citation formats.
Subject-related library use manuals are also being developed for
distribution to students in the GDR.

In 1983, manuals for German

studies and electronics technology were available.

The handbook en¬

titled Wege zur Information auf dem Fachgebiet Germanistik, prepared
by the Methodisches Zentrum in 1981, describes and discusses universi¬
ties and academies, learned societies, libraries and archives, pub¬
lishing houses, periodicals and serials, bibliographies, and reference
works as potential sources of information to the student doing a
literature review in the field of German language and literature.

In

the span of 69 pages, the handbook provides a comprehensive overview,
with addresses and bibliographical citations as appropriate.
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Librarians at the PHEM concede that, although they have a ministrylevel guideline for direction, the biggest problem is how to get the
necessary support and cooperation from the teaching faculty.

They

know that their instruction in library use will have little or no last¬
ing effect if faculty members do not follow up by making assignments
which require the use of newly acquired library skills.

At the PHEM,

as in American and West German teacher training institutions, there are
considerable differences in individual faculty members' conceptions of
the value and nature of instruction in library use.

Generally, stu¬

dents and faculty in the German studies/Slavic studies department tend
to be the most frequent users of the library collections, students in
the mathematics/physics department seem to be the quickest to learn
to use the library and are regarded as the most adept library users,
and students in the polytechnical education department use the library
less often than students in other sections.
Although the stated aim of the PHEM is to produce teachers who
are capable of independent and creative work and although an increas¬
ing number of teacher educators at the PHEM realizes that citations
jotted down during lectures and seminars do not suffice for the inde¬
pendent study (Selbststudium) of the student,

there is in actual prac¬

tice a large number of PHEM graduates each year who have never found
and read anything which was not recommended by a faculty member or
fellow student.

That these students will become secondary school

teachers whose pupils will enter the work force or institutions of high¬
er learning with the same limited ability to discover what others have
thought and written seems almost certain.

There remains a disturbing
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gap between theory and practice at the PHEM in the area of instruction
in library use.
Interestingly,

too,

despite the heavy emphasis upon formal,

organized library use education at the PHEM,

there is a noticeable lack

of other instruments for instruction in library use.

The system of

library signs leaves much to be desired in any case and especially so
when considered in comparison with the sign systems employed in West
German and American libraries.
There is,

furthermore, no printed library guide for distribution

to library users.

One copy of the library regulations lies on top of

the card catalog and must be read by applicants for library cards, but
library regulations are much less useful to the serious user of the
library than are written instructions and tips in the effective use of
catalogs, bibliographies,

etc.

These deficiencies are due not to a lack of effort or imagination
on the part of the PHEM library staff but to a more serious problem.
The GDR simply does not have the natural resources available to make
widespread distribution of printed materials possible.

It must import

wood pulp at tremendous expense to its balance of payments account.
Nor does it have the necessary technology to permit extensive, highquality reproduction of printed materials at lower-echelon units such
as teacher training libraries.

A staff member in the PHEM library has,

in fact,

carefully worded library guide which

drafted an attractive,

cannot be reproduced and distributed due to the shortages mentioned.
Situations such as this,

in which a better way of doing things can be

visualized but cannot be realized for fiscal or technical reasons,
tend naturally to have a somewhat negative effect upon staff morale.
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Reference and Information Service In Erfurt, GDR
Reference and information service of the sort which is commonly
provided in American, British, and Canadian education libraries is not
considered a function of the central library in Erfurt and in other
teacher training centers of the GDR.

Librarians in Erfurt regard the

acquisition of appropriate literature and the provision of biblio¬
graphical access to that literature (through the preparation of cata¬
logs and bibliographies) as their primary functions.

Teaching students

to use the bibliographical apparatus through formalized instruction in
library use, giving directional assistance from the circulation sta¬
tion, and developing an adequate system of library signs are seen as
very important but secondary functions of the library staff.

There is

in Erfurt no separate reference and information station in the central
library of the teachers college.

Queries from library users are

routinely handled by the staff in the circulation station; these quer¬
ies tend to require directional, rather than informational, responses,
although the distinction is never as precise in practice as it may seem
in theory.
The description above should not leave the impression that there
is no reference service in East German teacher training institutions:
there is, and the remainder of this section will be used to outline its
essential characteristics.

Nor should the reader infer that reference

and information service of the Anglo-American sort is unknown in the
GDR.

In the city's public library on the Cathedral Square (Domplatz),

there is a reference desk in a prominent location, close to but sep¬
arate from the circulation station, and library users receive the same
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sort of reference and information service at this desk, that they would
receive in the public or academic libraries of the English-speaking
nations.
At the PHEM,

reference and information service is provided not by

professionally trained librarians but by faculty or staff members of
the various academic departments and divisions who have been designa¬
ted "information specialists"

(Informationsfachkrafte) and released

from other duties in order to fulfill the reference function.
eleven so-called "information specialists" at the PHEM are,
be stressed,

subject specialists rather than librarians.

consequently,

The

it should

They are,

often more in tune with the interests and needs of their

fellow academicians and correspondingly less aware of the realities
and restrictions of library systems.

Frequently,

they make suggestions

concerning library procedures which the library staff members find
unacceptable,

infeasible,

or both.

Coordinating the interaction between the library staff which em¬
phasizes method in its work and the "information specialists" whose
focus is upon content is a professionally trained librarian,

a depart¬

ment head, who supervises and facilitates the work of the "information
specialists."
available,

In an ideal world,

in which time and money are abundantly

the "information specialists" would receive a systematic and

professional training in "information and documentation services" prior
to assuming their positions.
five years of study,
at

This training generally involves four or

following the passing of the Abitur examination,

the Institute for Library and Information Sciences at Humboldt

University in Berlin or completion of a two-year course at the same
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institute following graduation from a university-level course of study
in an academic field.

The GDR is one of the first nations to pro¬

vide formal training for subject-related information specialists.
Graduates of the institute’s programs are designated "subject informa¬
tion specialist" (Fachinformator), a recognized job title in the GDR,
a title to which the PHEM "information specialists" are not entitled,
since they lack the requisite training.
Despite the lack of training and title, the PHEM "information
specialists" provide the same type of reference and information ser¬
vice which their trained counterparts render.

Their mission is essen¬

tially a support mission in which they systematically organize and
annotate the current literature of their subject fields in card files,
route relevant articles and books to researchers and teaching faculty,
assist faculty, staff, and students in literature reviews and prepara¬
tion of bibliographies, etc.

A partial list of their responsibilities

includes:
1) select and extract information useful to the research
and teaching of the academic department from various
sources of information
2) synthesize various pieces of information on behalf of
researchers and teaching faculty
3) organize and store information for later recall and
use by researchers, teaching faculty, and students
4) process and analyze pieces of information which are
relevant to the work of the academic department
5) reproduce and distribute relevant information to
interested researchers, faculty members, and students
The "information specialist" of the PHEM does not serve in a role
analogous to the role of the West German subject specialist (Fachref-
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erent) who is first and foremost a bibliographer, a collection de¬
velopment specialist whose commitment to reference service is second¬
ary, at best.

The PHEM's "information specialists" do get involved

in library collection development to the extent that they are con¬
sulted frequently by librarians who need to keep abreast of faculty
interests and needs.

They can and do submit requests for the purchase

of specific titles by the library, but collection development and
materials selection remain the prerogative of the library director and
his department heads.

Reference and information service is the re¬

sponsibility of the eleven "information specialists" who work under
the direction of a professional library staff member but are organiza¬
tionally part of the academic departments which they represent.
Although he concedes that the present arrangement looks efficient
on paper, works relatively effectively, and is certainly better than a
system in which no reference service is provided, the library director
of the PHEM would prefer a system of Fachreferenten who work directly
and solely under his control.

He points out that the present system of

divided control, with "information specialists" assigned to academic
departments and supervised by a library staff member, permits politi¬
cally astute "information specialists" to play one unit of the teachers
college against another.

It inhibits his attempts to plan and reallo¬

cate personnel and tasks according to perceived needs, and it prevents
him from holding staff members accountable for reference and informa¬
tion service in the way that he would like.
In the present system, reference and information service is only
as thorough as the individual who provides it is conscientious.

The
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job of

information specialist" does not attract the more ambitious

members of an academic department.

Rather it is often assigned, in

the view of the library director, to a faculty or staff member who
does not especially like to teach in the classroom or whose research
has not yielded as much as might have been expected.

It is not a job

which can be viewed as a stepping stone to bigger and better things in
an academic career.
Speaking candidly,

the PHEM library director admits that the num¬

ber of publications in every subject field is so large and the extent
of subject specialization of researchers so great that it would be
impossible, economically infeasible, for an East German teacher train¬
ing library to employ an adequate number of subject—specialty informa¬
tion specialists (Fachreferenten).
ists'

Not even the "information special¬

at the PHEM, most of whom have earned doctoral degrees in an

academic field, have the overview and command of their entire disci¬
pline, whether chemistry or germanistics, which is necessary for com¬
prehensive reference and information service or for comprehensive book
selection duties.

Given this situation, caused by the proliferation

of publications and specializations in academia, the library director
concludes that it is all the more important that every teacher, every
researcher, and every student learn to use the bibliographical appara¬
tus which is available in libraries.

Since reference and information

service cannot be provided in adequate measure to every library user,
it is perhaps a better investment of time and effort to emphasize
instruction in library use which can be accomplished with some degree
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of success, given faculty cooperation and student motivation.

Time

and effort invested in bibliographical instruction should yield a two¬
fold return.

Not only does it reduce, theoretically at least, the need

for reference and information service by enabling the library user to
help himself; it should also empower the teacher or future teacher to
help his students to help themselves in libraries.

Teacher Education in Erlangen/Nurnberg, FRG
The provision of teacher education in the Federal Republic of
Germany (FRG) is the primary responsibility of the state (Land) rather
than the federal (Bund) government.

Consequently, there are greater

regional differences in the teacher training programs of the FRG than
in those of the German Democratic Republic (GDR) which has a central¬
ized educational system.

Teacher training in the FRG is further

differentiated according to the type of school and the grade level for
which the future teacher is being trained.

Students preparing for a

position in primary and lower secondary grades (Grund -, Haupt -, und
Realschulen) generally study for a minimum of six semesters, frequently
eight semesters, at a teachers college or a university.

Students pre¬

paring for a career at the upper secondary levels (Fachoberschulen,
Gymnasien) generally study for a minimum of eight semesters at a
university.
In the states of Bremen, Hamburg, and Hesse, all teacher training
has traditionally taken place in the university.

In Bavaria, the for¬

mer teachers colleges (PMdagogische Hochschulen) were incorporated into
the universities as departments of education in 1972.

In all other
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states of the FRG,
— in 1983,

teachers colleges remain the normative institution

there were at least 19 teachers colleges still extant,

some with multiple regional campuses — although the trend in Lower
Saxony, Rhineland-Pfalz,

and North-Rhine-Westfalen,

is clearly toward

the provision of teacher training on university campuses
schulen).

(Fachhoch-

The maps on the following two pages show the locations of

the major West German teacher training institutions.
Typically,

education students in West German teachers colleges

and universities must have earned the Abitur in order to gain admis¬
sion to a teacher education program.

Nearly all education students

have been eligible for a state stipendium which is generous by Ameri¬
can standards;

an excess of teacher supply over demand and a change of

government and government policy in 1983 may alter the financial
prospects of education students for the remainder of the decade.
return,

In

teacher trainees are expected to attend courses in pedagogy,

psychology,

and two subject specialties and to complete a teaching

practicum.

The course of study is divided into two segments by an

intermediate examination

(Zwischenpriifung)

after two or more years of

study and is followed by the first state examination
prufung).

(erste Staats-

The state examination consists of oral and written tests of

the students’

knowledge of pedagogy, psychology,

ject fields.

In addition,

and the chosen sub¬

candidates for graduation are required to

submit a major paper on an educational topic

(die schriftliche Haus-

arbeit).
Following successful completion of the first state examination,
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Map 2.

Teachers Colleges in the Federal
Republic of Germany
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Teachecr Colleger
in the FRG

REGIONAL CAMPUSES IN
BRAUNSCHWEIG, GOTTINGEN,
HILOESHE1M, ANO LliNEBURO
REGIONAL CAMPUS IN BIELEFELD
REGIONAL CAMPUSES IN KOBLENZ,
LANOAU ANO WORMS
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Map 3

University Departments of Education in the
Federal Republic of Germany
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-.
University Department./
of Education in the FRG
v_)
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the teacher trainees are eligible for service as a probationary teacher
for two years.
examination

After two years,

they may take the second state

(zweite Staatspriifung).

Successful completion of the

second state examination qualifies the teacher trainee for the status
of civil servant on probation.

After five additional years of satis¬

factory service, he is appointed civil servant for life (Beamter auf
Lebens zeit).
The cost per student of a university education in Bavaria in 1980
averaged 12,328 deutsche Mark (DM),

ranging from a high of 25,148 DM

for each medicine student to a low of 2,632 DM for each law student.
The education of future school teachers cost the Bavarian taxpayer
5,622 DM per student.
In predominantly Catholic Bavaria,

the Friedrich-Alexander

University of Erlangen has long been the center of Protestant higher
learning and has traditionally served as a training center for the
minority group of Protestant school teachers in the state.
overall consideration of Bavarian teacher training,
of

In any

the contribution

the University in Erlangen has been a relatively minor one.

as late as 1983,

Even

the enrollment of teacher trainees on the main cam¬

pus in Erlangen, primarily in the Institute for Education at Bismarckstrasse 1, was relatively small:

perhaps as many as 200 or 300 stu¬

dents preparing to become teachers at any one time.
It was

the incorporation of the former teachers college in

Nllrnberg into the university structure of the Friedrich Alexander
Universitat in 1972 which substantially increased the number of
teacher trainees enrolled in the university,

adding as many as 1200 to
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1300 students and 80 to 90 faculty members to the rolls.

Actually,

the incorporation of the former teachers college into the university
system was not consummated in Erlangen/Nurnberg to the degree that it
was accomplished in other Bavarian university cities such as Regens¬
burg and Wurzburg.
The city managers of Nurnberg wanted to keep the teachers college
in its Regensburger Strasse 160 facilities,

and the faculty and staff

of the teachers college also resisted the move to Erlangen, a neighbor¬
ing city,

twenty kilometers distant and connected to Nurnberg by a

heavily travelled inter-city highway (Stadtautobahn).

Political and

personal intransigence prevailed over educational considerations,

and

the two elements of teacher training remain separate and distinct to
an extent which is not typical of other teacher training institutions
in Bavaria and which was not intended by the original advocates of
the integration of

teachers colleges into the universities.

versity of Erlangen/Nurnberg operates what are,
training programs:

in effect,

a small one in Erlangen which tends

The Uni¬
two teacher

to stress sub¬

ject field competence and a larger one in Niirnberg which continues

to

emphasize pedagogical preparation in a way which was typical of the
former teachers colleges.
Among the fields of study offered to teacher trainees in Erlangen
and in Nurnberg are the following:
Art education
Biology

(Biologie)

Chemistry
English

(Kunsterziehung)

(Chemie)

(Englischunterricht)
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Geography

(Landeskunde)

German (Deutschunterricht)
History

(Geschichte)

Mathematics
Music

(Mathematik)

(Musikerziehung)

Pedagogy (Padagogik)
Philosophy
Physics

(Philosophie)

(Physik)

Political Science

(politische Wissenschaft)

Primary School Teaching Methods
Psychology

(Grundschuldidaktik)

(Psychologie)

Religion (Religionslehre)
Secondary School Teaching Methods

(Haupt - und
Realschuldidaktik)

Social Work (Soziallehre)
Sport and physical education (Sportunterricht)
The extent to which students pursuing a course of study in any
two of

the above subject fields require library support and resources

varies considerably.

The variety of library services and resources

which are available to education majors in Erlangen and Nurnberg is
discussed in the following sections of this chapter.

Library Organization in Erlangen/Niirnberg,

FRG

Education library resources and services comprise only one part
of the total university library organization in Erlangen and Nurnberg.
The education library resources and services of the central library
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located at Universitatsstrasse 4 in Erlangen, a few blocks from the
center of the city,

are augmented by the collections and services of

the education branch library
thek),

(erziehungswissenschaftliche Zweigbiblio-

formerly the library of the teachers college,

Strasse 160 in Nurnberg,
professorial chair

at Regensburger

and by numerous pedagogical institute and

(Instituts -,

Seminar -, und Lehrstuhlbibliotheken)

libraries in Erlangen and Nurnberg.

As such,

the library organization

of the Friedrich-Alexander Universitat in Erlangen/NCirnberg continues
to reflect the traditional German two-track library system already
described by Danton, von Busse,

and others.

An organization chart of

the Universitatsbibliothek Erlangen/Numberg (UB Erlangen/NCirnberg)
illustrates

the dual nature of the system clearly.

(see the chart on

the following page).
The central library in Erlangen,

consisting of an older building

(Altbau)

and a newer building (Neubau)

strasse,

is arranged into administrative offices,

areas,

on opposite sides of Schuhtechnical service

and the following public service stations:

in the new building:
circulation station (Ortsleihe)
Inter-library loan station

(Fernleihe)

open-access, non-circulating reading room
collections (LesesSle) housing approxi¬
mately 15,000 volumes
open—access,

circulating stack collections

(Freihandmagazin) housing approximately
35,000 volumes
reference collection

(bibliographischer Apparat)
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Fig.

2

Organization Chart of the University Library
in Erlangen/Nurnberg
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reserve reading collection (Lehrbuchsammlung)
housing 8,500 volumes
student collections

(Studentenbiichereien)

language laboratory (Sprachlabor)
closed-access,

circulating stack collection (Magazin)

in the old building:
dissertation collection (Bestand an Dissertationen)
special collections
bindery
In summer,

(Handschriften)

(Buchbinderstelle)

1983,

the University of Erlangen/Nurnberg owned approxi

mately 3,460,000 volumes,

including bound periodicals and dissertations

of which approximately 1,740,000 volumes were housed in the central
library facility in Erlangen, approximately 1,430,000 volumes were
divided among the 15 institute libraries
university,

(Teilbibliotheken)

of the

and approximately 290,000 volumes were available in the

three branch libraries of the central library system.
mately 290,000 volumes in the branch libraries,

Of the approxi¬

circa 160,000 volumes

were housed in the Economics and Social Sciences Branch Library
(Wirtsschafts - und Sozialwissenschaftliche Zweigbibliothek)
Nilrnberg,

in

circa 64,000 volumes in the engineering branch library

(Ingenieurwissenschaftliche Zweigbibliothek),
in the education branch library
bibliothek)

in Nurnberg.

chair libraries,

i.e.,

and circa 66,000 volumes

(erziehungswissenschaftliche Zweig¬

The pedagogical institute and professorial

those twenty—five faculty office and academic

department library collections which collectively comprise the Teil~
bibliothek 15

(see the chart on the preceding page) housed about

40,000 volumes.
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It is evident from the above figures that the collections are
divided more or less equally between the two tracks of the library
system in Erlangen/Nurnberg.

The central library and its three

branches own approximately 2,100,000 volumes,

or approximately 58%,

and the collections of the 15 institute libraries, distributed among
hundreds of sub-units and locations,

constitute about 1,430,000 volumes,

or roughly 42% of the total collections.
the same ratio seems

to hold true:

In the field of education,

for every three volumes in the educa¬

tion branch library of the central library system,
umes

there are two vol¬

in one of twenty-five collections which make up the pedagogical

institute library

(Teilbibliothek 15)

Professional library staff members exercise much more influence
and control over the policies and practices of the institute librar¬
ies

(Teilbibliotheken)

than was the case in years past when the insti¬

tute libraries were completely autonomous of the university library
system.

By 1983,

cooperation between the two tracks of the library

system had progressed to the extent that a professional library staff
member

(Fachreferent)

library,

served as a library advisor to each institute

consulting on a regular basis with the institute library’s

liaison person (Bibliotheksbeauftragter).

Technical services were

centralized and provided to the institute libraries by central li¬
brary staff.

Indeed,

in 1982,

four times as many books were cataloged

for the pedagogical institute library collections as for the educa¬
tional branch library;

in the previous year,

twice as many cataloged

books went to the pedagogical institute libraries.
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It is in the areas of collection development and reference ser¬
vices

that the two-track system continues to give cause for concern.

Although there has been some progress

toward an integrated shelving

of the education library materials of the pedagogical institute li¬
braries and the education branch library,
tilhle)

and the academic departments

the faculty chairs

(Lehrs-

(Abteilungen) which build and main¬

tain the various collections, which collectively considered, comprise
the institute library for education (Teilbibliothek 15)

are not will¬

ing to relinquish their materials selection prerogatives,
attempts

frustrating

to coordinate acquisitions activities.

Similarly,

the faculty chairs and the academic departments are not

ready to give up the ready access and control which their office col¬
lections provide in order to make materials more accessible to out¬
siders.

Consequently,

approximately 40% of the education materials out¬

side the central library facility in Erlangen are stored in faculty and
departmental offices,

accessible only to the faculty and students of a

particular program or department.

The complications caused by the two-

track library system will be elaborated upon in the collection develop¬
ment and reference and information services sections which follow.
The total library staff of the UB Erlangen/Niirnberg consists of
approximately 160 permanent staff members,

distributed in the follow¬

ing civil service levels:
im hoheren Dienst

(highest level)*

18

im gehobenen Dienst

55

im mittleren Dienst

63

im einfachen Dienst

19

Arbeiter
*see Glossary in Appendix D

5
160
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Whenever funds permit,

an addition 24 temporary workers

(Arbeiter)

are

added to the staff rolls and perform clerical and custodial duties as
needed.
To serve the nearly 20,000 students and over 600 faculty members
engaged in study and research in 11 faculties
tutes

(Institute),

18 clinics

(Kliniken),

(Fakultaten),

72 insti¬

and six central offices,

the UB Erlangen/Niirnberg is open at least 275 days each year.
reading rooms are typically open 64 hours per week,
station at least 33 hours per week.

In 1982,

The

the circulation

the central library

facility logged a total of 322,676 circulations and borrowed an addi¬
tional 36,000 items on inter-library loan.
The education branch library staff in Nilrnberg consists of a
library director and a deputy library director, both at the level of
gehobener Dienst,

a cataloger in gehobener Dienst,

a circulation clerk

in the mittlerer Dienst,

a clerk/typist in einfacher Dienst, and var¬

ious student assistants.

The clientele consists of approximately 80

professors and

their research and teaching assistants and approxi¬

mately 1200 students.
During the semester,

the education branch library catalog room

and reading rooms are open approximately forty hours per week,
circulation station approximately 12 hours per week.
open approximately 220 days per year.
library circulated 22,465 volumes.
was extended.

In 1982,

the

The library is

the education branch

For 6,253 loans,

the loan period

The number of active education branch library users

totalled 1,252 in 1982.

These figures may be compared with similar
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data for selected West German teachers college libraries; however,
it should be remembered that education branch library users in Nurnberg
do make use of pedagogical institute collections and central library
materials.
Hours
Open:

Active
Users:

Esslingen

50

2,461

49,461

Flensburg

—

1,805

76,287

Freiburg

54

5,355

128,674

Kiel

53

—

121,296

Lorrach

58

870

24,000

Ludwigsburg

—

2,268

103,853

Reutlingen

52

5,952

135,981

Weingarten

55

2,024

49,996

Institution:

(Source:

Deutsche Bibliotheksstatistik.
Bibliotheks-institut, 1983)

Berlin:

Collection Development in Erlangen/Niimberg,

Local
Loans:

Deutsches

FRG:

Collection development in the area of education and educationrelated subjects at the UB Erlangen/Niirnberg is carried out by three
separate and distinct entities of the library organization.
describe each of these entities in turn.

I will

The descriptions are based

upon observations and interviews conducted in the summer of 1983.
DFG Sondersammelgebiet "Bildungsforschung"
In 1949,

the UB Erlangen/NUmberg was assigned primary national

responsibility for collection development in the subject areas of
pedagogy,

philosophy,

and psychology by the German Research Society
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(Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft - DFG).

Other academic and research

libraries in the FRG — twenty-five in all — were assigned similar
collection development responsibilities in other special subject
fields called Sondersammelgebiete

(SSG).

With the assistance of

supplementary acquisitions funds from the DFG,

these libraries were

expected to develop specialized collections which would be as compre¬
hensive as possible for the period from 1930 to the present and which
would serve as national repositories from which other libraries could
draw materials as needed.

(See the map of selected DFG library sites

on the following page)
DFG subject-specialty libraries,
is one,

of which the UB Erlangen/Niirnberg

are expected to purchase all German language materials in the

assigned subject area and 25% of the "standard literature" in foreign
languages with their own locally allocated acquisitions funds.

The

DFG provides supplementary funds for the purchase of the remaining
75% of the "standard literature" in foreign languages which each DFG
library is expected to select and acquire.
Until 1965,

the DFG materials selection guidelines were very

narrowly focussed,

permitting only the purchase of the so-called

"academic literature"
field.

In 1965,

psychology,

(wissenschaftliche Literature)

in a subject

the responsibility for the DFG subject specialty

including psychology of education, was transferred to the

library of the University of the Saarland in Saarbriicken.
As a consequence of years of compliance with the narrow DFG col
lection development guidelines and the loss of DFG supplementary
acquisitions funds for psychology of education materials,

the UB
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Map 4.

Selected Deutsche Forschungsgemelnschaft
Subject Specialty Libraries in the
Federal Republic of Germany
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Erlangen/Nurnberg collections developed during the 1950s and 1960s
were simply inadequate to fulfill the inter-library loan requests
which were received.

Even as late as

the early 1970s,

the UB Erlangen/

Nurnberg was able to meet only 64% of the obligations placed upon it by
other institutions.
Perhaps 40 - 45% of the unfulfilled requests in the late 1960s
and the early 1970s were for materials which should have been classi¬
fied as psychology of education and sent to Saarbrucken rather than to
Erlangen.

The remainder of the requested by unavailable materials were

materials which should have been classified as education materials
but which,

for the most part,

could not be acquired according to the

DFG collection development guidelines.
showed that,

A study completed in 1969

of 600 education titles requested from but not owned by

the UB Erlangen/Nurnberg,

only ten could have been purchased legiti¬

mately according to the DFG guidelines.
By the beginning of the 1970s,

it had become apparent that a new

modus operandi had to be found for the handling of the DFG subject
specialty pedagogy.

Three proposals were considered at length:

1)

develop a central library for education (Zentrale
Fachbibliothek fur Padagogik) similar to the ones
for technology in Hannover, for medicine in Cologne,
for agriculture in Bonn, and economics in Kiel, or

2)

leave the responsibility for the collection of aca¬
demic literature in pedagogy in Erlangen/Nurnberg and
assign the collection of school practice literature
(schulpraxisverbundene Literatur)
library,

3)

to another DFG

or

extend the collection prerogatives of the UB Erlangen/
Nurnberg to include the collection of non-academic as
well as academic literature in pedagogy.
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By 1975,

the library committee of the DFG was convinced that the

establishment of a Z_entrale Fachbibliothek fur Padaeoeik was the best
of the three options;
reasons.

however,

the project was held up for financial

The effect of the world economic crisis in 1973 was beginning

to be felt in the FRG, and it was no longer feasible to fund the
optimal education library system.
Under pressure from the UB Erlangen/Nurnberg staff, which had
been struggling for more than a decade to provide resources for which
it had received inadequate funding support,

the DFG library committee

agreed to expand the education collection development responsibilities
of the UB with special funds

(Sondermittel)

allocated expressly for

that purpose.
New DFG collection development guidelines,

promulgated in 1975,

authorized the UB Erlangen/Nurnberg to collect education materials in
the following categories in addition to the category of academic
literature:
1)

"unconventional literature"

(wissenschaftliche,

unkonventionelle Literatur), e.g., conference re¬
ports, research reports, statistical reports, annual
reports of associations, etc., the sort of education
materials which do not commonly appear in the announce¬
ment sources of the world's book trade
2)

school practice literature (praktische Literatur,
schulpraxisverbundene Literatur), e.g., reports and
documents from schools, school districts, local and
regional

3)

etc.

ephemera (graue Literatur), e.g., unpublished materials
about schools and schooling, pamphlets, brochures,
flyers,

By 1983,

teacher and parent organizations,

etc.

staff members of the UB Erlangen/Nurnberg estimated that

the pattern of acquisitions of education materials was approximating
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40% of expenditures for academic literature and 60% for practical and
gray literature.

The expansion of the special subject area, now named

Bildungsforschung (educational research) instead of Padagogik (peda¬
gogy), carried out from 1975 to 1983, with the special funds received
from the DFG, proved to be such a successful undertaking that the per¬
centage of fulfilled inter-library loan requests rose from 64% in the
early 1970s to 84% by 1983, an increase of 20% during a period when
the number of requests also rose.

The chart on the following page

outlines the subject classification of education materials for which
the Erlangen University Library has primary collection development
responsibility in the FRG.
The details of the UB Erlangen's endeavor to fill gaps in its
education collection should be of interest to librarians and teacher
educators in all western European and North American countries.

Since

it has not been reported in the English language library literature, I
will outline the retrospective buying plan followed by the UB Erlan¬
gen's acquisitions staff.
Beginning in 1975, the library staff attempted to acquire all
back issues, from 1965 forward, an arbitrarily chosen date, of educa¬
tion and education—related periodicals listed in the Ulrich's Inter¬
national Periodicals Directory and not already held by the library.
Among American education periodicals, those indexed in the Education
Index (New York: H.W. Wilson, 1929-

) were of most interest.

The

gaps in the periodical holdings proved to be expensive to fulfill and
troublesome, in terms of staff time and effort, to pursue.

The library

was most successful in acquiring back issues of German language educa-
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Fig. 3.

Subject Categories Designated for

Acquisition by the University
of Erlangen/Niirnberg
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Sondersammelgebiet Pgdagogik:
Subject Categories Designated for Acquisition
by the University of Erlangen/Niirnberg

1.

Reference works

2.

Foundations of Education

3.

History of Education

4.

Personality development

5.

Pre-school education

6.

Elementary and secondary education

7.

Higher education

8.

Teacher education

9.

Adult education

10.

Vocational education

11.

Family education, social work, education of minorities

12.

Special education

13.

Audio-visual education

14.

Methods of teaching

15.

Curriculum studies

16.

Learning theory

17.

Reading education

18.

Methods of instruction in individual subjects

19.

Problems in education

20.

Educational psychology

21.

Education-related subjects, e.g., information science,
cybernetics, etc.

22.

Play and leisure studies

23.

Educational systems of various lands
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tion periodicals, because the retrospective buying plan went into
effect at a time when many former teachers college libraries were
merging with university libraries and duplicate holdings were made
available for purchase.
In 1979,

the retrospective buying plan was expanded to include

the purchase of Anglo-American monographs.

The British National Bib¬

liography and the American Book Publishing Record were used as pri¬
mary selection sources.

Approximately 70 - 80% of the desired mono¬

graphs were still available for purchase and were obtained.

With the

money which remained unencumbered for Anglo-American education mono¬
graphs,

the UB Erlangen's staff selected and purchased education lit¬

erature which had been announced in the national bibliographies of
Denmark,

the Netherlands, Sweden, Belgium, and Spain.

At the same time, i.e., in 1979, an effort was made to obtain the
practical and ephemeral education literature of North America and
western Europe.

Since these materials are generally not announced in

standard bibliographical sources, the UB Erlangen/Nurnberg developed
a mailing list of 2500 educational organizations, of which 450 are lo¬
cated in the United States, by systematically searching through
directories such as the World of Learning, UNESCO publications, col
lege catalogs, etc.

The acquisitions staff then sent a form letter,

requesting materials on
educational organization.

a gift, exchange, or purchase basis, to each
About 50% of the 2500 addressees eventually

responded, many by sending packages of materials gratis.
In 1983,

the retrospective buying project came to an end and was

declared a success.

The UB Erlangen staff had set itself goals of
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1300 education periodical title backfiles and 80% fulfilled interlibrary loan requests in the field of education.

By 1983, it had

achieved these goals by acquiring 1344 education periodical backfiles
and by meeting 84% of the inter-library loan requests for education
materials.
Its most recent serials list, the Zeitschriften und Serien der
Bildungsforschung (ZSB), contains the titles and holdings of approxi¬
mately 1800 current and ceased serials and over 1000 current perio¬
dical subscriptions.

The majority of the ZSB entries are for German

language publications from the FRG, Austria, and Switzerland.

A

breakdown of the entries in the languages of the major North American
and western European countries is illustrated on the following page.
In a period characterized by increasing numbers of publications
and rising prices, the co-operative library system established by the
DFG, in which designated libraries collect domestic and foreign liter¬
ature in a subject or regional specialty field, make it accessible
bibliographically and physically to library users throughout the
nation, and announce its availability through new acquisitions lists
(produced and distributed quarterly), serials holdings lists, and
current contents services, etc. undoubtedly provides a model for
librarians in other countries to consider.
It should be noted, however, that the DFG system places consider¬
able burdens upon the designated libraries (SSG Bibliotheken).

Des

pite the DFG subsidies, which can be expended only for the acquisition
of certain types of materials, there are numerous other costs which
must be met with local library funds.

Among these are
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Fig. 4.

Foreign Language Titles in the University of
Erlangen's Education Serials Record
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE TITLES
IN ERLANGEN'S
EDUCATION SERIALS RECORD*
CURRENT
SUBSCRIPTIONS

NO
LOMCR
CURRENT
HOLDINGS

AMERICAN
AUSTRALIAN
BRITISH **
CANAOIAN
EAST 6ERMANY
FRENCH
INDIAN
IRISH
ITALIAN
SCANDINAVIAN ***
SLAVIC AND EAST EUROPEAN****
SPANISH*****

176
119
25
9
IT
4
2
16
22
12
3

126
15
4
32

TOTALS

412

495

*
**
***
****
*****

155
a

7

0

2
I
81
52
16
3

TOTAL OF 2,743 SERIAL ENTRIES OF WHICH
OVER 1000 ARE ENTRIES FOR CURRENT
PERIODICALS
SERIALS FROM ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, WALES,
AND NORTHERN IRELAND
SERIALS FROM NORWAY, SWEDEN, DENMARK,
AND FINLAND
NOT INCLUDING SERIALS FROM THE GERMAN
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
SERIALS FROM SPAIN ONLY (NOT INCLUDING
SERIALS FROM CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA)
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1) all personnel costs
2) 25/o of the costs of the standard literature in
foreign languages
3) all costs for the purchase of special literature in
foreign languages
4) all costs for the acquisition of German language
literature
5) 20/o of the costs for foreign language literature
in microformat
6) 20% of the costs for foreign language and German
language antiquaria
7) all costs for the purchase of duplicate copies,
e.g., in cases in which both a circulating copy
and a non-circulating copy of a title are needed
8) all bindery costs
9) all costs for supplies and furniture
10) all postage and photocopying costs
The UB Erlangen/Nurnberg experience has shown that a library
staff which must expend extra effort and time in the selection and
acquisition of the non-academic and ephemeral literature, more fre¬
quently generated and requested in the field of education than in
other fields of study, must also budget extra personnel and bindery
costs for the processing of these unconventional materials.

These

are extra expenses which defy exact calculation and for which DFG
subsidies have not been available.
Problems of a jurisdictional nature also arise frequently.

The

DFG collection development guidelines are not sufficiently specific
probably cannot be made sufficiently specific
tion of effort in all cases.

to preclude duplica¬

Sometimes, the content of a publication
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may straddle the border between two DFG libraries, e.g., literature
about rehabilitation counseling and education (Rehabilitationspadagogik) may belong in the SSG library for medicine in Cologne or
in the DFG library for educational research in Erlangen.
The content of other publications may not have been assigned to
any DFG library and is lost if the publications are not acquired by
the UB Erlangen/Nurnberg.

This is the case with publications in the

areas of environmental education (Umweltserziehung), transportation
education (Verkehrserziehung), and instruction in science and tech¬
nology (naturwissenschaftlicher and technischer Unterricht).
Although the UB Erlangan/Niirnberg is the DFG designated library
for educational research,

the focus of its collections is primarily

upon education in North American and western European countries.

It

does not collect education materials from South and Central America,
from Asia or Africa, or from the USSR and eastern Europe (excluding
the GDR).

Materials from and about the Soviet Union, including mater¬

ials about education in the Soviet Union, are the collection responsi¬
bility of the Bavarian State Library (Bayerische Staatsbibliothek) in
Munich.

Similarly, although the UB Erlangen/Nurnberg collects numer¬

ous education materials in the English language, it does not dupli¬
cate the collection of English language and literature materials,
including instructional materials, by the DFG designated library at
the University of Gottingen.

Nor does the UB Erlangen attempt to

collect schoolbooks since this category of materials is the collection
responsibility of the library of the Georg Eckert Institut in Braun¬
schweig.

The most extensive collection of ephemeral literature on
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American education,
(ERIC)

the Educational Resources Information Center

documents on microfiche,

Education Center

is purchased by the library of the

(Padagogisches Zentrum)

in Berlin and is not avail¬

able in Erlangen/Nurnberg except on inter-library loan from Berlin.
Generally,

the DFG collection development guidelines require the

UB Erlangen/Nurnberg and its sister libraries to comply with the fol¬
lowing conditions:
1)

collect as comprehensively as possible in the assigned
subject or regional specialty area, basing selection
of materials not only upon present user needs but also
upon anticipated future needs

2)

collect not only books and periodicals but also other
forms of information (Informationstrager) including
microforms but specifically
excluding records, tapes,
and other audio-visual materials

3)

collect periodicals which are indexed in major indexes
as comprehensively as possible

4)

collect all available literature which is requested on
inter-library loan (copies of American dissertations
are not purchased in advance, for example, but are
acquired from University Microfilms International
in Ann Arbor, Michigan,

only in order to fulfill an

inter-library loan request)
5)

duplicate another library's acquisition of a title
only when the title in question addresses two or more
subjects in detail

6)

pay for multiple copies of a title with local funds

Under the rules of the DFG library system,
tions

periodical subscrip¬

in the assigned subject or regional specialty may not be can¬

celled.

Instead,

periodical subscriptions in other subject fields

and the purchase of current monographs must be sacrificed in times in
which projected expenditures exceed available funds.
Erlangen/Nurnberg,

At the UB

the preference given to the DFG subject specialty
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fields means

that 40 — 45/£ of the total acquisitions and processing

budget is spent for education and philosophy materials even though the
university library must support active programs in eleven other fields:
theology,

law, medicine,

languages and literature, mathematics and

physical sciences, biology and chemistry,

social sciences,

and engin¬

eering.
The system of inter-library co-operation which makes it possible
for the UB Erlangen/Niirnberg to supply the education and philosophy
materials needed by students and faculty in regions far beyond the
state of Bavaria necessarily places the UB Erlangen/Niirnberg in the
position of borrower on behalf of its own students and faculty in
other subject fields.

In fact,

inter-library loan requests
(31,000 in 1982).

the library generally sends out more

(36,000 in 1982)

than it receives

The chart on the following page presents data about

the acquisition of education materials in the UB Erlangen/Niirnberg and
in its peer institutions.
The UB Erlangen/Niirnberg experience with education library mater¬
ials requested by other institutions shows that
1)

a "surprisingly high" number of German language
materials, especially German language periodical
articles,

2)

is requested

the highest percentage of unfulfilled inter-library
loan requests is for education materials in languages
other than German and English, mostly Dutch or
Scandinavian language materials

3) the number of inter-library loan requests for educa
tion materials is rising steadily
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Fig.
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Education Materials Acquisitions in West
German Universities
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EDUCATION MATERIALS ACQUISITIONS
IN

WEST GERMAN UNIVERSITIES
: DEUTSCHE

SOURCE

BIBL10THEKSSTAT1STIM

1983

1

LOCALLY
INSTITUTION :

ALLOCATED

ACOUISTIONS
BUDGET

IN

1982:

IN
RAVARIA •*
111 DAVnKIn

EDUCATION

MATERIALS

EDUCATION MATERIALS

TOTAL VOLUMES

TOTAL ACQUISITIONS

AOOED IN

EXPENDITURES

1982:

~T~

1

AUGSBURG
BAMBERG
BAYREUTH
E1CHSTAETT

3,821,324 DM
2,940,996
3,253,340
3,227,427

4%
5
2
3

2%
3
1
2

ERLANGEN

1 826,028

29

19

MUNICH
REGENSBURG
WUERZBURG

558,902
2,838,394
1,621,272

2
4
6

I
2
3

4,091,538
3,237,853
2,920,911

3
10
2

1
3
1

1,128,000
3,938,426
1,238,324
2,720,577
1,237,472

3
3
3
7
2

1
1
2
2
1

,

IN CITY STATES:
BERLIN (FREE UNIV.)
BREMEN
HAMBURG

IN HESSE:
DARMSTADT
FRANKFURT
GIESSEN
KASSEL
MARBURG

IN

1982:
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Er_ziehungswissenschaftliche Zweigbibliothek Nurnberg
Whereas

the emphasis in the collection development effort of the

UB Erlangen's Sondersammelgebiet "Bildungsforschung" is upon the pro¬
vision of materials for a regional and national clientele,

the focus of

collection development in the education branch library (erziehungswissenschaftliche Zweigbibliothek)

in Nurnberg is upon the support of

local teacher education programs.

There is no written collection

development policy statement in effect for the education branch li¬
brary,

nor is one planned.

One unwritten desideratum is

the holding of the percentage of the

acquisitions budget expended for serials to the present 60 percent.
Materials selection and acquisition in the education branch library is
more dependent upon the amount allocated and the purchasing power of
the deutsche Mark than upon other factors such as program needs,
enrollments,

etc.

Under a centralized purchasing and bookkeeping plan called Aktion
Buchanschaffung,

the education branch library receives and processes

the materials selection lists of the 25 academic department and pro¬
fessorial chair libraries which,
institute library

collectively,

(Teilbibliothek 15).

its own acquisitions budget,

form the pedagogical

Each of the 25 libraries has

selects its own materials for purchase,

and determines the hours and means of access
education branch library orders

to its collection.

the selected materials,

The

catalogs and

processes

the materials when they arrive, and sends the processed

materials

to the appropriate department or office.
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Duplication of education materials occurs in the UB Erlangen/
Numb erg library system in two ways.

In the first instance,

the

staff members responsible for the development and maintenance of the
DFG collection in educational research (Bildungsforschung)
by the DFG guidelines

are required

to acquire (or attempt to acquire) a copy of any

requested on inter-library loan which is not already in the
Erlangen collection.

In effect,

this regulation requires the acquisi¬

tion of all such requested materials which are in the education branch
library collection in Nurnberg but not already in the educational re¬
search collection in Erlangen.
A second form of duplication occurs in Nurnberg whenever one
of the Teilbibliothek 15 libraries orders a copy of a book or periodi¬
cal which is already in the education branch library collection or has
already been ordered for the education branch library collection.
While

the education branch library selection of materials is made

independently of the holdings and selections of the DFG educational
research collection in Erlangen,

the holdings and selections of the

25 Teilbibliothek 15 library collections are a factor in the collection
development of the education branch library.

Generally,

though,

the

relative inaccessibility of the materials in the academic department
offices and professors'

offices forces the education branch library

staff to duplicate materials already on the premises at Regensburger
Strasse 160.

There is no evidence,

on the other hand,

that the

faculty members who select materials for the Teilbibliothek 15 collec¬
tions are influenced by the availability of materials in the education
branch library,

although Bavarian library legislation requires that
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such duplication be taken into account for all serial subscriptions
and for all purchases of expensive materials.
Duplication of materials in the UB Erlangen/Nurnberg system is
clearly not always

the result of the planned purchase of multiple

copies of titles for which it is possible to predict many user re¬
quests.

Instead,

it is often the result of an uncoordinated mater¬

ials selection process.

Worse than the duplication of materials,

intentional or unintentional,

is the relative inaccessibility of the

education materials acquired by the Teilbibliothek 15 libraries.
The budget of the education branch library in 1982 amounted to
49,765 DM,

distributed as

follows:

35,239 DM for acquisitions
7,107 DM for bindery expenses
7,417 DM for processing expenses
Of

the 35,239 DM expended for library materials,

roughly 60%,

22,270 DM, went for serial and periodical subscriptions,
40% for monographs.

the remaining

Very few or no audio-visual materials are pur¬

chased for the education branch library collection.
academic

or

The ratio of

to practical literature acquired by the education branch

library is approximately 1:1 although this may vary from year to year.
Materials selection in the education branch library is the
responsibility of the branch library director who uses the Deutsche
Bibliographie,

publishers'

catalogs and brochures,

as his primary selection sources.

and faculty requests

The chart on the following page com¬

pares the 1982 collection development activities of the education
branch library in Niirnberg with the same collection development acti-
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Fig.

6.

Library Acquisitions in West German Teachers
College Libraries
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LIBRARY ACQUISITIONS
IN WEST GERMAN
TEACHERS COLLEGE LIBRARIES
SOURCE : DEUTSCHE BIBLIOTHEKSSTATISTIK. 1983
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vities

in other West German teachers colleges.

(The data reported

therein was gathered from the Deutsche Bibliotheksstatistik pub¬
lished by the Deutsches Bibliotheks-institut in 1983.)

The education

branch library materials seem to be inadequate when compared with the
materials of selected teachers college libraries,
ber

and one must remem¬

that the users of the education branch library also have access

to materials in the pedagogical institute libraries in Nurnberg and
in the central library in Erlangen.
Teilbibliothek 15
It is especially disheartening for the director of the education
branch library in Nurnberg to compare his total 1982 acquisitions
budget of 49,765 DM (over 1,000 DM less than in the year before) with
the amount budgetted for the acquisitions and bindery costs of the 25
Teilbibliothek collections over which he exercises no control:
97,539 DM in 1982
only do
funds,

(down from 103,265 DM in the previous year).

Not

the pedagogical institute libraries receive more acquisitions
collectively,

than does the education branch library, but their

newly acquired materials also increase the amount of acquisitions and
technical processing work which the education branch library staff
must do on their behalf.
TB 15 materials which are cataloged by the education branch
library personnel are recorded in the central catalogs of the univer¬
sity library so that they are at least bibliographically,
physically,

accessible.

if not always

This increased access represents an improvement

of past library service and probably justifies the time and effort
expended by the library staff members.
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The collection development policies and procedures of the peda¬
gogical institute libraries are as varied as are the programs they
support.

Library User Education in Erlangen,

FRG:

Instruction in library use has not and does not constitute an
especially important part of the professional activities of library
staff members in Erlangen/Nurnberg.

It is mentioned only briefly in

the narrative text and not at all in the statistical charts of the
library director's annual reports.

In addition to the routine ser¬

vices which librarians perform for a university community,

i.e.,

acquisition of materials,

organization of materials,

and reference

and information services,

the librarians in Erlangen/Nurnberg have

expended considerable effort on two projects which have improved
access to library materials.

In the decade from 1972 until 1981,

they have increased the central library staff's control and influence
over the services and materials in the hundreds of institute libraries
which had

heretofore

remained relatively inaccessible to the

university community at large.

From 1982 on,

they have implemented

an automated cataloging system and produced a computer-output-micro¬
fiche catalog,

thereby laying the foundation for an online catalog.

That more attention has been directed to the centralization of
the collections and the automation of the catalogs than to instruction
in library use does not mean that the latter has been totally ne¬
glected.

Instruction in library use has had a definite impact upon

library users in Erlangen/Nurnberg despite its low profile.

Its
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execution offers a model for library staffs which also cannot afford
to expend large amounts of staff time and money on bibliographic
instruction.
The approach to instruction in library use in the central library
in Erlangen is essentially a three-pronged one consisting of:
1)

an elaborate system of well-designed and wellplaced signs describing the procedures to be
followed in each of the library's public service
stations,

2)

general orientation tours at the beginning of each
semester,

3)

the widespread distribution of a series of brief
and colorful information sheets (InformationsblStter)
which are laden with the right mixture of explana¬
tions and examples.

The public services department of the central library has begun
to offer library orientation tours
benutzung)

to new students,

(Einfuhrungen in die Bibliotheks-

library tours

(Bibliotheksfuhrungen)

college bound students from the academic secondary schools

to

(Gymnasien)

in the middle Franconian region, and library information to new stu¬
dents during the annual "information days" in mid-October.
services librarians hope
ized presentations

The public

to expand their program to include special¬

(Seminarubungen)

to advanced students who need to

learn the methods and materials of literature reviews.
More specialized instruction in the use of library materials is
either given to the enquiring library user by a reference librarian
(discussed in the next section of this chapter)

on a one-to-one basis

or presented to an entire class by a faculty member.

It is not yet

a major part of the public services program in the central library in
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Erlangen nor in the education branch library in Nurnberg.
The series of information sheets used in the central library
seems

to have been carefully thought out and written and is obviously

easy and inexpensive to produce and distribute.

Since the series may

serve as a model for other libraries and librarians,

it merits some

further discussion here.
The introduction to the series of information sheets is entitled
"Brief information about library use" and explains who is eligible to
use the facilities, how one applies for and uses a borrower's card,
what

the hours of opening are,

etc.

It outlines briefly the informa¬

tion sheets which follow and directs library users to the central
reference and information station on the first floor
the entrance on the ground level)
(i.e.,

the new building)

(one floor above

of the public services building

for more detailed information.

Information sheet number one explains the use of the author and
title catalog which is located on the first floor of the new building.
The text deals with the university's union card catalog (Gesamtkatalog der Universitat) which records:
1)

all central library materials with a publication
date between 1900 and 1981 excluding serial titles,

2)

the materials of most other university library
collections, e.g., institute and branch library
collections, without regard to publication date
but again excluding serial titles.

The text of the first information sheet next addresses the use of the
red book catalog

(roter Bandkatalog) which records the central li¬

brary's holdings as of 1956 and which is necessary if one wants to
find central library materials with a publication date of 1899 or
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earlier.

The text of this information sheet concludes with an ex¬

planation,

illustrated by examples,

of the filing rules which are

followed in the book, and card catalogs.
Information sheet two discusses the use of the computer-outputmicrofiche catalog which records:
1)

all central library materials with a publica¬
tion date of 1982 or later,

2)

all central library reading room collections
regardless of publication date,

3)

all central library reference materials regard¬
less of publication date,

4)

all holdings of the three branch libraries,

5)

the holdings of institute libraries (Teilbibliotheken) 1, 13, and 15 (see organization chart pre¬
ceding page 115).

Information sheet three introduces

the catalogs and holdings of

the periodical department (Zeitschriftenabteilung) which administers
the ca.

5000 current periodicals of the central library and coordi¬

nates periodical acquisitions with the various institute libraries.
Card catalogs list current periodical holdings while a printed copy
of the Erlanger Zeitschriftenverzeichnis lists all periodical hold¬
ings as of 1973.
logs.

Examples explain the filing order used in the cata¬

Instructions concerning the use of coin-operated copy machines

appear on this information sheet, but there are no warnings about
copyright infringements.
The central library's reading rooms and ready reference collec¬
tion (Handbibliothek)

are the topic of the information sheet four.

The use of these open-access but non-circulating collections is ex-
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plained,

and the use of bibliographies and reserve reading materials

is recommended.
The procedures for submitting and receiving materials on interlibrary loan and the attendant costs form the focus of information
sheet five.

Of special interest here are the following points:

1)

prior submission of the desired title for veri¬
fication by library staff members,

2)

submission of a typewritten request for the
verified title,

3)

the average time for verification is two days; the
average time for completion of the interlibrary
loan transaction is three weeks;

4)

submission of a notification card
gungskarte),

5)

one month loan of books,
periodical;
mitted ,

6)

(Benachrichti—

two week loan of a

two extensions of the loan period per¬

international inter-library loan is possible with
special forms.

Information sheets six and seven explain the use of the keyword
subject catalog (Schlagwortkatalog = SWK)
fiche respectively;

in card form and in micro¬

the library does not have a classified catalog

(systematischer Katalog).

The older SWK,

on catalog cards,

records

the circulating and non-circulating materials of the central library
which were published between 1900 and 1981.
catalog records

The newer, microfiche

the books of the central library which appeared after

1981 and all books of the
includes serial holdings.

three branch libraries.

Neither catalog

Both information sheets contain excellent

examples of various types of subject headings and explain the use of
"see" and "see also" cross references.
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Instruction in library use in the education branch library in
Niirnberg follows the model established in the central library in
Erlangen.

There are clear and explicit explanatory signs at all

public service stations,

and there is a six-page information sheet

(Hinweise zur Benutzung)

for distribution to all new users of the

facility.

During the 1970s,

library lectures

the branch library director offered

(Bibliotheksvortrage)

to first-year students, but he

decided that they were not effective in improving library users'
and stopped giving them.

Some faculty members

(Dozenten)

skills

do continue

the practice of giving their students a guided tour of the library
(Studentenfuhrungen), but the five-person library staff does not gen¬
erally become involved in library tours for groups of students.
The education branch library staff believes

that it must com¬

plete more important tasks which leave no time for instruction in
library use.

Furthermore,

the six-page instruction is so well-written

that it should familiarize literate newcomers with the library's
policies and procedures.

Persons with further questions are encour¬

aged to ask for reference assistance.
The Hinweise zur Benutzung describes the location, hours of
opening,

materials,

and organization of the branch library.

The

types of materials available include both scholarly literature (rein
wissenschaftliche Literatur)
Schulpraxis),

lections :

(Literatur zur

the second largest schoolbook collection in a public

institution in the FRG,
newspapers.

and practical literature

scholarly periodicals,

and daily and weekly

These materials are organized into the following col¬
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1)

PRASENZBESTAND in the reading room (LESESAAL):
an open-access, non-circulating (except over the
weekend for certain materials) collection of
dictionaries, encyclopedias, handbooks and other
ready reference materials as well as current
periodical issues.

2)

FREIHANDBESTAND (also including the LEHRBUCHSAMMLUNG:)
an open access, circulating collection of all books
with a publication date of 1974 or later, all school¬
books with a publication date of 1945 or later, and
all reserve reading materials.

3) MAGAZIN: the closed-access, circulating collection
of all books with publication dates prior to 1974,
all schoolbooks with publication dates prior to 1945,
and all bound periodical volumes more than three
years old.
4)

HANDAPPARATE: ready reference materials shelved in the
FREIHANDBESTAND area but treated like PRASENZBESTAND
materials.

The information sheet explains

that materials are shelved accord¬

ing to subject group in the Prasenzbestand and in the Freihandbestand
but only by accession number in the Magazin.
information sheet,

A further section of the

entitled "How to find a book," gives a detailed

explanation of the use of

the branch library’s author-title and key¬

word subject catalogs which are in catalog card format for materials
published prior to 1981 and in microfiche for later publications.

The

catalogs list most of the holdings of the various pedagogical insti¬
tute libraries which collectively comprise Teilbibliothek 15 as well
as the holdings of the branch library itself.
A bit more than one page of the six-page handout has been given
over to an explanation of how one requests and charges out a book
which is available in Nurnberg, which can be obtained from Erlangen
(one week waiting period),

or which must be ordered through inter—
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library loan.
ful hints

The final section of the information sheet offers use¬

to education students concerning the use of general and

specialized subject bibliographies which are available in the library.
In particular,

students are encouraged to learn to use the Biblio-

graphie Padagogik and the Internationale Bibliographie der Zeitschriftenliteratur which are shelved in the reading room (LESESAAL).
Although there is no formalized course of instruction in library
use for education students in Erlangen/Numberg,

it is clear that

they can learn to make proficient use of library facilities if they
will make the effort and can follow instructions.

Those students who

need additional help can request reference assistance in both Erlangen
and Nurnberg.

The following section describes the reference and

information service available to education students in the Erlangen/
Nurnberg library system.

Reference and Information Service in Erlangen/Nurnberg,

FRG:

The reference and information service which is available in the
central library in Erlangen is quite similar to the service which one
would expect
Minnesota.

to receive in a university library in Massachusetts or
There is on the first floor of the newer building,

public services building,

a central reference counter

the

(Informations-

schalter) which is conveniently located between the author-title and
key-word subject card catalogs.

It is only a short distance from

the central reference counter to the central library s reading rooms
and periodical rooms.
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The central reference counter is staffed from 8:30 a.m.
8:00 p.m. Monday through Friday and from 8:30 a.m.
on Saturdays during the semester;

from 8:30 a.m.

Monday through Friday during vacation periods.

until

until 12:30 p.m.

until 6:00 p.m.
It is staffed during

all of the hours that the card catalog room and the reading rooms
are open,

and it is staffed more hours

than the circulation station

and periodical rooms are open.
Since approximately 90% of the central library's materials are
kept in the closed—access stacks

(Magazin) which cannot be browsed

and since most Erlangen/Nurnberg students receive no formal instruc¬
tion in library use, many of the queries heard at the reference
station concern the proper use and interpretation of the book, card,
and microfiche catalogs which provide bibliographical access to the
collections.
answered,

There is also a myriad of directional questions to be

as well as numerous questions about the use of the reference

materials in the adjacent reading rooms.
Attendants in the various periodical and reading rooms also answer
directional and informational questions and many of the simpler refer¬
ence questions

themselves.

Complicated and extensive reference

questions which require a specialist's knowledge of the materials
available are referred by the central reference counter staff to the
appropriate subject bibliographer

(Fachreferent) who will then work

with the library user.
Reference and information service in the central library in
Erlangen is essentially available in three distinct tiers:

directional

and informational and quick reference answers are provided by reading
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room attendants or central reference staff* more difficult but still
short-range reference questions are answered by the staff in the
central reference counterJ and complicated,
queries are handled by subject specialists.

long-range reference
Reference and informa¬

tion service in the education branch library is considerably less
complex.
The reference and information service which is provided in the
education branch library is the primary responsibility of the library
director and his assistant director, although any member of the fiveperson staff can and does provide answers to questions of a purely
directional or informational nature.

There is a great number of

these directional and informational questions because there is no
systematic program of instruction in library use and because students
cannot or will not read and follow the directions in the six-page
user's guide.

The director of the branch library remains unconvinced

that a thorough and effective program of bibliographic instruction
would significantly reduce the number of reference and information
queries by library users.

In his opinion,

it makes more sense to

place greater emphasis upon reference and information service than
upon instruction in library use.
Of those questions which can legitimately be considered refer¬
ence questions,

i.e., not merely directional questions,

library director estimates
with in-house materials.

the branch

that about 50 percent can be answered
Referrals of students and faculty members

to the collections and central reference staff in Erlangen are both
necessary and common.
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Reference work with students generally takes the form of helping
the student find the materials which are most likely to provide the
desired information.

The branch librarians do not believe that they

must actually find the information which the student needs.

Search¬

ing and discovering is part of the learning process which the student
must experience himself.
For faculty members,

the branch librarians will on occasion go

beyond the recommendation of materials and will actually search for
and deliver the desired information.

There is no written policy

statement which makes clear when research
sort should be undertaken.

(Rechercherien)

of this

Among the factors to be considered be¬

fore agreeing to conduct a literature search for a faculty member are
the effect upon the timely accomplishment of other library tasks,
likelihood that a satisfactory answer can be found in Niirnberg,
urgency and importance of the query,

the

the

and the status of the enquirer.

Future changes in the nature of reference service to education
students and faculty can be predicted from the recent experiences of
the central library and the engineering branch library with computer
literature searching (Literaturdatenbankenrechercherien).
the computer searching station
banken)

(Verbindungsstelle zur Literaturdaten-

conducted 154 computer literature searches:

of medicine,
sciences,

27 in the area of technology,

and three in economics.

119 in the field

five in the natural

131 of the requests for a computer

search came from the university community,
university.

In 1982,

23 from outside the
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With electronic access to over 150 databases,
50 million citations,
Information Services

containing over

supplied by the database vendor DIALOG
(Palo Alto, California),

the librarians foresee

increased use of the service by students and faculty in the social
and behavioral sciences,

including those in teacher education.

A

fee schedule which is intended only to cover costs makes use of the
service feasible for most students and faculty.

As

the number of

German language citations in available databases increases,
will the use of

so too

the computer literature searching service increase.

Eventually increased use of literature databases will cause a change
in current perceptions of the reference role.

CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSIONS AND AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY

Conclusions
The structure of the teacher education program influences the
type and the nature of library services needed and provided.
both German institutions,

In

there is a more rigid program of instruc¬

tion, with less opportunity for student choice of elective courses,
than is

the case in most American teacher education programs.

The

somewhat smaller range of courses offered and the narrower focus
provided by the requirement that all students pass standard examina¬
tions

limits

implemented.

the scope of library services which must be planned and
German librarians can predict with some degree of

certainty which materials will be needed without variation from
semester to semester.
On the other hand,
education,

the German program of two years of general

followed by two years of concentration on two major sub¬

jects, with concurrent study of pedagogy and psychology and frequent
opportunities for practice teaching during all four years,
heavy burden on library planners.
in both German institutions,
liberal arts and sciences,
pedagogy and psychology,
select as major subjects.

places a

An adequate library collection,

must contain the basic works in all

in modern languages and literatures,

in

and in all disciplines which students may
The requirement that all students write
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the equivalent of a master's thesis (the wahlobligatorische Arbeit
in the GDR,

the schriftliche Hausarbeit in the FRG) necessitates

the provision of current and historical research materials includ¬
ing periodical and serial subscriptions.

The requirement that stu¬

dents prepare lesson plans and curriculum materials for their prac¬
tice teaching assignments makes necessary the provision of nonacademic, practical educational materials.

In institutions in which

funds for library materials and services are limited, the competi¬
tion among the diverse components of the teacher education program —
general education, pedagogical studies, subject specialization, and
practical preparation — requires the establishment of priorities for
which there can be no empirically-derived basis.
Typically, too, differences in library organization have a
definite effect upon the type and nature of library services pro¬
vided to teacher trainees.

In both German institutions, the shelv¬

ing of most materials in closed stacks requires the placing of
greater emphasis upon adequate bibliographical (as opposed to physi¬
cal) access to collections and dictates the development of programs
of instruction in library use or reference and information services
or both.

The differing emphases in the responses of the two German

institutions to the common stimulus of the closed-stack arrangement
is thought-provoking for American librarians.

Similarly, the

relatively fewer hours of opening in the German libraries influence
work patterns and the arrangement of service stations.
Neither education library has sufficient staff and materials to
meet the needs of its users.

Library users in Erfurt must also use
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the public library and university libraries in Jena and Leipzig.
Their counterparts in Nurnberg are fortunate to live and study in

fairly close proximity to the educational research collection in
Erlangen,

the best in the FRG.

In effect,

the teacher education de¬

partment of the University of Erlangen/Niirnberg continues
as a separate teachers college,

to function

and the majority of its teacher

trainees are being taught at a facility 20 kilometers away from an
excellent- education library collection.
With the above preliminary remarks about the impact of the
structure of teacher education and the nature of library organization
upon the provision of library services,

it may be advantageous to

consider what American librarians can learn from the approaches of
both German institutions

to the problems of collection development,

instruction in library use,

and reference and information services

respectively.
Collection Development:
In Erfurt/Muhlhausen,

the selection and acquisition of mater¬

ials is firmly fixed in the hands of the professionally trained li¬
brarians,

and

the library director is determined not to relinquish

responsibility for this

task to

the faculty.

Faculty members do

exert considerable influence upon the librarians'
ials

through

selection of mater¬

their recommendations and assignments;

they are often

consulted by the librarians concerning the purchase of materials,
particularly when the purchase of multiple copies is contemplated.
In Erlangen/Niirnberg,
nearly half of

the direct allocation by the university of

the materials acquisitions funds to the academic
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departments is resented by the professional library staff which
regards

the continuation of this traditional practice as wasteful.

In their subject specialties,

the West German library Fachreferenten

are as well educated and qualified to select materials for purchase
as are faculty members,

and they devote considerably more time to

their collection development duties.
It must be admitted that the selection of materials for purchase
in Erfurt is more of a cut-and-dried affair than is the case in
Erlangen/Nurnberg.

The range of materials from which to select is

much greater in the FRG than in the GDR.

On balance,

though,

there

are more similarities than differences in the collection develop¬
ment practices of the two German libraries: both must deal with the
problem of allocating limited funds
literature,

for both academic and practical

for both German-language and foreign-language materials,

for both monographic and serial publications,
of certain titles.

and for multiple copies

Both have had to deal with and will continue to

face the problem of serial subscription prices which rise steadily
and at a rate greater than the rise in the acquisitions budget.

The

East Germans are considerably more vulnerable to problems caused by
deficits in balance of payments accounts and fluctuating currency
exchange rates.
Neither the teachers college library in Erfurt/Muhlhausen nor
the education branch library in Niirnberg has a written collection
development policy.

The collection development guidelines for

educational research

(Bildungsforschung)

of study; however,

are extensive and worthy

they are intended for the development of a
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regional or national subject-specialty collection rather than for
the development of teachers college library collections.
In both German education libraries, variations in collection
development activities seem to correlate as positively with varia¬
tions in budget allocations and publishers'

offerings as they do

with variations in programs of instruction and the research needs of
library users.

The practice of collection development in the German

education libraries resembles an art rather than a science.
this respect,
Actually,

In

it does not differ significantly from American practice.

collection development in American education libraries in¬

volves less decision-making,

since American education librarians

normally need not concern themselves with the purchase of as many
foreign-language materials and as many multiple copies of individual
titles as is required of German education librarians.
There does not seem to be much that American education librar¬
ians can learn from their East and West German counterparts in the
area of collection development.

There are more similarities

differences between the American and the German practice.
there are differences,

than

Where

the differences are directly related to dif¬

ferences in the teacher education or library organization.
German collection development practices,

Adopting

e.g., buying more foreign-

language materials or more multiple copies of textbooks, would make
no sense if there were no corresponding changes in the structure of
teacher education or library organization.
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Instruction in library use:
In both German education libraries,

some form of user education

and assistance is important because the predominantly closed-stack
arrangement of the collections makes adroit use of the catalogs and
bibliographies necessary.

The program of instruction in library use

has been much more extensively developed and much more intensively
implemented in Erfurt/Muhlhausen than is the case in the education
library in Numberg.

Indeed,

the Erfurt program of mandatory,

formal

instruction in library use for all first- and third-year students
could serve as a model, with adaptations of the content,
German and American education librarians.

for West

American education librar¬

ians could learn much about bibliographic instruction by observing
and participating in the Erfurt program.
It was a surprise to learn of the East German desire to train
teachers and teacher educators who are capable of "independent and
creative research," a phrase which was often heard in interviews
with teacher educators and librarians.

This goal is being pursued

in all East German institutions of higher education in the 1980s be¬
cause the GDR cannot hope to improve its standing in a competitive
world economy unless its researchers are capable of innovation.
country with few natural resources,

a small labor force,

A

and a balance

of trade deficit cannot prosper materially if it must always copy the
technology of other nations.

However dangerous "independent and

creative research" may be ideologically,
the growth of the economy.

it is viewed as necessary for
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Unfortunately, it was not possible to test the extent to which
the East German program of instruction in library use is effective.
This could be done by comparing the bibliographies of the master's
theses, the teaching methods, and the number and quality of reference
questions of library-trained students with those of students not
similarly trained; however, such a study requires more time and
financial support than was available for the writing of this disser¬
tation.
The program of assistance to library users in the education
branch library in Nurnberg differs considerably from the program
in Erfurt, both in emphasis and in method.

The Nurnberg library has

a superior system of signs and an excellent library user's guide,
both of which are badly needed in Erfurt, but there is no formal
program of library instruction in Nurnberg.

The library staff in

Nurnberg prefers to emphasize reference and information services and
to downplay the importance of bibliographic instruction, a reversal
of the emphases in Erfurt.

Which German education library has

established the right priorities is difficult to say.

In fact, it

is difficult to devise empirical tests which would demonstrate to
superiority of one approach over the other.

Generally, though

American library use would improve if the better German approaches to
instruction in library use were studied and adopted.
Reference and information services:
Reference and information service in Erfurt/Muhlhausen deviates
considerably from the model established in the United States and the
Federal Republic of Germany.

All directional and informational
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assistance, including help in using the library's card catalogs and
printed bibliographies, is rendered by professional librarians on duty
in the circulation station.

Reference service and literature reviews

on specific topics are provided by subject specialists who are not
librarians but who are members of the academic departments.
Educators and librarians in Erfurt occasionally mentioned with
pride that the GDR was a pioneer in the training of the information
and documentation specialists who provide genuine reference service
in their country's academic institutions.

They also conceded that

a certain tension is often caused by the professional librarians'
emphasis upon the importance of method and the documentation
specialist's equally insistent stress upon the importance of content.
Both parties agreed that the effectiveness of their work would be
enhanced if only they could afford to implement the automated tech¬
nology which they know is available in academic libraries in North
America and western Europe.
Reference and information service in the central library in
Erlangen and in the education branch library in Nvirnberg are nearly
identical with the standard practice in similar libraries in the
United States.

The major difference is the range of duties which

the Fachreferent, the West German library subject specialist, usually
the holder of an earned Ph.D. in a subject field as well as a library
degree, performs in addition to giving specialized reference service.
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He is also responsible for the selection and subject classification
of materials in his subject field.

The resulting familiarity with

the literature of a particular field makes the Fachreferent an
especially valuable consultant for library users if his time and ener¬
gies have not been over-committed.
American education librarians can learn more from their German
counterparts in the area of reference and information services than
they can in the area of collection development.

The education and

work of the East German Fachinformator and the West German Fachrefedeserve more consideration than they have received from their
American counterparts until now.
Views of the future
The library directors of both German education libraries spoke
pessimistically of the short-range future for their libraries.

Of

constant concern are the escalating prices of library materials,
particularly materials for which standing commitments have been made.
Both library directors anticipate a moratorium on the establishment
of new positions,

the filling of vacated positions, and promotions.

The amounts expended for personnel will probably have to be held
constant so that the materials acquisitions budgets can be increased.
Both library directors hope that the automation of library
processes and services will make the future bearable.

In Nuraberg,

an upsurge in the applications of electronic data processing to
library procedures seems to be very likely.

In Erfurt where it is

more critically needed, the advent of computer technology in the
library seems considerably less imminent.
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The scheduled construction of a new teachers college library
building in the mid-1980s gives the Erfurt library staff the oppor¬
tunity to plan new arrangements of collections and services.

Enroll¬

ments in the East German teachers college are expected to remain
fairly constant during the 1980s even though the GDR, which has had a
shortage of qualified teachers since its founding, is now approach¬
ing an equilibrium in the relationship between teacher supply and
teacher demand.
The library facilities in Numberg can easily accommodate the
growth of the collections at the present rate for another ten years;
however,

the library director fears the effect of a possible decline

in enrollments upon his library’s budget.

In the FRG, an estimated

30,000 qualified teachers were unemployed in 1983.

Entering the

1980s, teacher education was the eighth most often chosen field of
study in the FRG with over 30,000 students enrolled in the various
institutions of teacher training.

Only law, medicine, German,

business administration, mechanical engineering, electrical engin¬
eering, and economics attracted more students.

Whether teacher

education will continue to attract so many German students, in the
face of high teacher unemployment, seems problematic, and the effect
upon education library budgets is a matter of concern.
In both Germanies, it seems likely that education libraries and
librarians will need to become more active in the continuing educa¬
tion of in-service teachers.

Such a change in clientele will

necessitate some changes in collection development, instruction in
library use, and reference and services of these libraries.
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Areas for further study
This dissertation reports the findings of one of a very few
investigations of various library activities in German teacher train¬
ing institutions.

It presents information which may be useful in

subsequent attempts at comparative study of education librarianship.
Before such comparisons can be made, more information must be collec¬
ted and reported.

The following projects seem worthy of recommenda¬

tion:
1) further study of the objectives, content and methods
employed in programs of instruction in library use in
German institutions other than Erfurt/Muhlhausen and
Erlangen/Numb erg
2) longitudinal study of the effects of programs of
instruction in library use upon the academic per¬
formance and subsequent teaching performance of Ger¬
man teacher trainees
3) photographic report of library sign systems in educa¬
tion libraries in Germany
4) investigation of the educational background and dayto-day work of the East German Fachinformator and the
West German Fachreferent
5) statistical analysis of the amounts allocated in
German education library budgets for foreign language
materials, for non-academic practical literature, for
multiple copies of selected texts, and for serial
subscriptions
6) examination of the effects of teacher surplus and
enrollment decline upon the services of German educa¬
tion libraries
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Appendix A
Research Questions:
Name der Lehrerausbildungsstatte:
Zahl der Lehrkrafte:
Zahl der Studierenden:
Zahl der Bibliothekaren:

Zahl der technischen Krafte

... im hoheren Dienst:
... im gehobenen Dienst:
... im mittleren Dienst:
Zahl der Bande (Titel) in der Bibliothek:
... im Prasenzbestand (Lesesaal)
... im Freihandbestand
... im Magazin (vie aufgestellt?)
... in der Lehrbuchsammlung
Zahl der laufenden Zeitschriften:

Zahl der Arbeitsplatze:

Zahl (und Typ) der Kataloge:
... alphabetischer Katalog:
... systematischer Katalog:
...

Schlagwortkatalog:

... anderer Typ:
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Zahl der im vorigen Jahr ausgeliehenen Bande:
Zahl der im vorigen Jahr an andere Bibliotheken ferngeliehenen Bande
Zahl der im vorigen Jahr von anderen Bibliotheken geborgten Bande:
Leihfrist der Bande:
... aus dem Magazin
... aus dem Prasenzbestand (Lesesaal):
... Schulbucher:
... aus dem Freihandbestand
... aus der Lehrbuchsammlung
... Zeitschriften:
Offnungszeiten:

im Semester

_
in den Semesterferien

Mo
Di
Mi
Do
Fr
Sa
So
Jahrlicher Etat fur die gesamte Lehrerausbildungsstatte:
... fur das Bibliotheks-Personal:
...

fur die Buchbeschaffung:

...

fur die Zeitschriftenbeschaffung:

...

fur die andere Bibliotheksausgaben:
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(vorgesehen)
ausgegeben:

Prozentsatz des Vermehrungsetats fur
deutschsprachig
...

fur Zeitschriftenliteratur:

...

fur Bucher:

fremndsprachig

... fur Lehrbucher:
.. . fur Schulbiicher:
...

fur Kinderbucher:

...

fur A-V Medien:

...

fur Mikroformen:

...

fur Dissertationen:

...

fur andere Unterrichtsmedien:

Zahl der Bande:

(welche?)

deutschsprachig

... laufende Zeitschriften:
... Bucher:
... Lehrbucher:
... Schulbiicher:
.. . Kinderbucher:
... A-V Medien:
... Mikroformen:
... Dissertationen:
... andere Unterrichtsmedien: (welche?)

fremdsprachig
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Prozentsatz der Bande nach Orientierung:
... theoretisch-wissenschaftliche

_

... fachwissenschaftliche
... allgemeinausbildende
... auf die Praxis vorbereitende

_

... sonstige (welche?)

_

Forderung der verschiedenen Fachbereiche der Lehrerbildung. . .
grossere Forderung

wenigere Forderung

nach Materialien

_

_

nach Auskunftsdienste

_

_

nach Benutzerschulung

_

_

Beteiligung an der Buchauswahl- und Erwerbungstatigkeit:
. .. wissenschaftliche Bibliothekare
... Diplom-Bibliothekare
... Bibliothekare im mittleren Dienst
... Dozenten
... wissenschaftliche Mitarbeiler
... Hochschulassistenten
... andere Lehrkrafte (welche?)
Offnungszeiten des Auskunftdienstes:
Zahl der am Auskunftdienst teilnehmenden Bibliothekare:
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Zahl der Forderungen nach Auskunft in Semester:
personliche:
telefonische:
schriftliche:
Unterrichtsformen und Unterrichtsmedien in der Benutzerschulung:
bei Erstbenutzern

bei fortgeschrittenen
Benutzern_

... Bibliotheksfuhrung
... Vorlesung
... praxisverbundene Ubungen
... Aufgaben- und Losungsbeispiele
... fachorientierte Handmaterialien
... Tonbildschau
... andere (welche?)

Lernziele der Benutzerschulung:
bei Erstbenutzern
... Ausleihverfahren erklaren
... Lehrbuchsammlung erklaren
... Grundregeln des alphabetischen
Katalogs erklaren
... Besonderheiten der Literaturrecherche erklaren
... Benutzung von Fachbibliographien
erklaren (von welchen?)
... aktive Bibliotheksbenutzung
verstarken
... andere Lernziele (welche?)

bei fortgeschrittenen
Benutzern
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(continued)

Nichtbenutzer unter den Studierenden:

Zahl der an der Benutzerschulung Teilnehmenden pro Semester
... Erstbenutzer
...

fortgeschrittene Benutzer

Verantwortlicher fur _ ist:
...

fur Benutzerschulung

...

fur Auskunftdienst

... fur Buchauswahl u. Erwerbungsverfahren
.. . fur Ausleihverfahren

Appendix B
Translation of Research Questions:
Name of the institution:
Number of faculty members:
Number of students:
Number of librarians:
Number of library assistants:

Number of volumes (or titles) in the library:
... in the reading room:
... in the reserve reading room:
... in the closed stacks (and how arranged):
Number of current periodical subscriptions in the library:
Number of work places in the library:
Number (and type) of catalogs in the library:
... alphabetical catalog:
... classified subject catalog:
... key word subject catalog:
... other type:

(specify)

Number of volumes loaned to individuals in the past year:
Number of volumes loaned to other libraries in the past year:
Number of volumes borrowed from other libraries in the past year
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(continued)
Loan period for volumes in the library:
...

in the closed stacks:

...

in the reading room:

...

in the schoolbook collection:

...

in the reserve reading room:

...

in the periodical collection:

...

in other categories:

Hours of operation:
...

Mondays:

...

Tuesdays:

(specify)

during the semester:

... Wednesdays:
...

Thurs days:

... Fridays:
...

Saturdays:

...

Sundays:

Annual budget for the entire institution:
...

for the library staff:

...

for book acquisitions:

...

for periodical acquisitions:

...

for other materials acquisitions:

...

all other library expenditures:

during vacation:
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(continued)

Percentage of the acquisitions budget expended for __:
...

periodical literature:

. ..

books:

...

textbooks:

. ..

schoolbooks:

...

children's books:

...

a-v materials:

...

microforms:

...

other materials:

Number of volumes:

(specify)
German language:

foreign language:

... current periodicals:
... books:
...

textbooks:

...

schoolbooks:

...

children's books:

...

a-v materials:

...

microforms:

...

other materials:

(specify)

Percentage of library volumes emphasizing _:
...

theoretical aspects of teacher education:

...

the subject specialty of the future teacher:

...

the general education of the future teacher:

...

practice-related aspects of teacher education:

...

other aspects of teacher education:

(specify)
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Need of various teacher education components for library services:
greater need:
...

for materials:

...

for information services:

...

for user education:

lesser need:

Participants in the materials selection process:
... professionally trained librarians:
...

faculty members:

...

teaching assistants:

...

others:

(specify)

Number of librarians qualified for and available to give information
service:

Number of requests
...

for information service during the past semester:

in person:

... by telephone:
... by letter:
Form of instruction and type of materials used in library user
education:
for first-time users:
...

library tour:

...

library lecture:

...

practical exercises:

... worksheets:
...

a-v presentation:

...

subject-oriented guides
to library materials:

for experienced users:
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(continued)

Form of instruction and type of materials used in library user
education: (continued)
for first-time users:
...

other forms of instruction:

...

other types of materials:

for experienced users:

Objectives of library user education:
for first-time users:
...

explain circulation
procedures:

...

explain reserve read¬
ing room procedures:

...

explain basic principles
of catalog use:

...

explain intricacies of

for experienced users:

literature review:
...

explain use of subject
bibliographies

(which?):

...

reinforce appreciation and
use of the library:

...

other objectives:

(specify)

Who are the non-users of the library among teacher education students
Among faculty?:
Number of students given library user instruction per semester:
...

first-time users:

...

experienced users:

Who is responsible for _?:
...

library user education:

...

information service:

...

materials selection and acquisition:

...

materials circulation

...

stack maintenance:
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APPENDIX C
GLOSSARY: ENGLISH - GERMAN
acquisitions department

Erwerbungsabteilung

bibliographer/book selector

Fachreferent (West German)

borrow

entleihen

branch library

Zweigbibliothek

card catalog

Katalog; e.g., alphabetischer Katalog, systematischer Katalog,
Schlagwortkatalog

cataloging rules

Regeln fur alphabetische Katalogisierung (RAK), superseding the
older Preussische Instruktionen

circulation desk

Ausleihstelle

closed stacks

geschlossenes Magazin

collection development policy

Anschaffungspolitik

department

Abteilung (in West Germany)
Sektion

(in East Germany)

ephemera

graue Literatur

German Research Society

Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft

high school

in West Germany, there are four
distinct types of high schools:
Gymnasium, Realschule, Hauptschule,
and Gesamtschule.
In East Germany, one type serves
nearly all pupils: zehnklassige
allgemeinbildende polytechnische
Oberschule.

institute library

Institutsbibliothek

instruction in library use

Benutzerschulung (in_ the FRG)
Nutzerschulung

interlibrary loan

Fernleihe

(in the GDR)

librarian

Bibliothekar

library

Bibliothek

non-circulating collections

Prasenzbestande

open stack collections

Freihandbestand

organization chart

Stellenplan

reading room

Lesesaal

reference desk

Auskunftsstelle

reference librarian

Auskunftsbibliothekar

subject specialist

Fachreferent (in the FRG)
Fachinformator (in_ the GDR)

textbook collection

Lehrbuchsammlung

university library

Universitatsbibliothek
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GLOSSARY: GERMAN - ENGLISH
Abitur

the diploma earned upon completion of
the 13th year of schooling in the West
German Gymnasium or the 12th vear of
schooling in the East German erweiterte
allgemeinbildende polytechnische
Oberschule; a prereauisite for admission to teacher training institutions
in both Germanies.

Abteilung

an administrative or academic unit in
West German institutions of higher
education comparable to the academic
department in American colleges and
universities; frequently a sub-unit of
a Fakultat (see also: Sektion)

alphabetischer Katalog

a public card catalog in which the
library's holdings are entered pri¬
marily by author's name, not necessar¬
ily by both title and author's name

Angestellter

a salaried employee of non-profes¬
sional standing in West German civil
service

Anschaffungspolitik

collection development policy
(anschaffen = to acquire)

Auskunftsstelle

reference or information desk

Ausleihstelle

circulation desk
(ausleihen = to lend)

Beamter

a salaried professional employee at
one of three levels in the West Ger¬
man civil service (in descending order,
the levels are: der hoehere Dienst,
der gehobene Dienst, and der mittlere
Dienst): there are no Beamten in the
GDR.

Benutzerabteilung

a public services department

Benutzerschulung

the West German term for instruction
in 1ibrarv use (see also: Nutzerschulung)

Bereich

see: Wissenschaftsbereich

Bibliothek

library

Bibliothekar

librarian

Bildungsforschung

educational research

Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG)

the West German Research Society

Diplom

university degree
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(or teachers college

degree) conferred following successful
completion of course work and examina¬
tions; roughly equivalent to the
American master's degree
einfacher Dienst

the lowest level in the West German
civil service; not a professional level

erste Staatsprufung

the first state examination, an exam¬
ination which is a requisite for prac¬
tice in medicine, law, pharmacy, and
education

erweiterte allgemeinbildende

the extended East German secondary
school (grades 11-12) preparing
approximately 20% of the age cohort

polytechnische Oberschule

for higher education
erziehungswissenschaft-

education branch library

liche Zweigbibliothek
Fachinformator

an East German specialist in informa¬
tion and documentation services

Fachreferent

a subject specialist in a West German
library, responsible for book selection,
subject classification, and reference
assistance

Fakultat

faculty, a branch of learning and
instruction in a West German university
(an administrative unit)

Fernleihe

inter-library loan

Freihandbestand

open-stack collection

gehobener Dienst

the second highest academic level in
the West German civil service .
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graue Literatur

ephemeral materials generally not
available in the stablished book trade

Grundschule

the West German primary school;
grades 1 to U

Gymnasium

a West German college-preparatory
high school; typically, grades 5 to
13

Hauptschule

a West German secondary school prepar¬
ing pupils in grades five through
eight or nine for subsequent employ¬
ment or apprenticeships

Hochschule

any institution of university-level
education

hoeherer Dienst

the highest level in the West German
civil service

Institutsbibliothek

a West German library attached to an
academic institute, usually financially
and administratively independent of a
university’s central library system;
other academic units (Fakultat,
Lehrstuhl. Seminar) may have similar
library collections

Lehrbuchs ammlung

textbook collection; usually an openaccess, non-circulating collection of
reserve readings

Lehrstuhl

professorial chair in West Germany,
often allocated an independent budget
for the purchase of library materials

Lesesaal

reading room, generally housing
materials which may only be used in
the room
library stacks, generally closed
stacks accessible only to library

Magazin

staff
mittlerer Dienst

the middle level in the West German
civil service

numerus

currens

the shelving of books in library stacks
in accession sequence

Nutzerschulung

the East German term for instruction
in liViT-n-ry nsp (See also: Benutzerschulung)
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Ortsleihe

local loan of library materials

padagogische Hochschule

teachers college

Prasenzbestand

non-circulating, open-access library
collection

Preussische Instruktionen (PI) Prussian instructions, rules for
cataloging followed in many German
libraries prior to 1977
Realschule

a West German secondary school pre¬
paring pupils in grades seven to ten
for apprenticeships, further voca¬
tional education, or a combination of
both

Regeln fur alphabetische
Katalogisierung (RAK)

rules for alphabetical cataloging, the
rules followed by many German libraries
after 1977

Sammelgebiet

area of collection emphasis, usually
a subject area or a geographic area

Schlagwortkatalog

a key-word subject card catalog,
generally considered more useful than
a title catalog by German librarians

Seminarbibliothek

see:

Sondersammelgebiet

a special area of collection develop¬
ment; usually refers to a collection

Institutsbibliothek

obligation undertaken by a library to
collect comprehensively in a speci¬
fied subject, geographic area, or
format; a national plan sponsored by
the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
(q.v.) divides 105 special collec¬
tion tasks among 25 West German
libraries
zweite Staatspriifung

the West German state examination
taken after the completion of a
period of probationary service;
successful completion is a necessary
prerequisite for permanent appointment
flp n tPArlipr: often called Staatsexamen
(see also:

Stellenplan

erste Staatsprufung)

organization chart
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Systematik

the classification scheme used by a
German library in its classified sub¬
ject catalog

systematischer Katalog

a public card catalog in which the
holdings of a German library are
classified by subject (see also:
Systematik)

Teilbibliothek

a branch library; the term used in
Erlangen/Numberg to distinguish
institute libraries, independent
from but affiliated with, the univer¬
sity library system from the univer¬
sity library system’s branch
libraries which are called Zweigbibliotheken (q.v.)

Universitatsbibliothek (UB)

university library

Wissenschaftsbereich

an East German sub-unit of the aca¬
demic department which is called the
Sektion (q.v.)

zehnklassige allgemeinbildende polytechnische

the 10-year general education, polytechnical high school attended by all

Oberschule

but a few pupils in the GDR

Zeitschriftenlesesaal

periodical reading room

Zweigbibliothek

a branch library in a central library
system; usually restricted to the
collection of materials on a single
subject

Zwischenprufung

an intermediate examination taken
after two or more years of study in
West German teacher training institu¬
tions ; separates the first stage of
basic studies from the second stage
of more specialized studies
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Appendix E
Field Work Agenda

August 3,

1983

Attended lecture and participated in seminar on the
development and the perspective of the GDR

August 4, 1983

Attended lecture and participated in seminar on the
goals and content of the educational system of the
GDR

August 5, 1983

Attended lecture and participated in seminar on the
role of the family in the GDR

August 6, 1983

Attended lecture and participated in seminar on the
training and professional development of teachers
in the GDR

August 8, 1983

Observed classroom and library facilities in the
’’Friedrich Engels" Polytechnical High School #46
in Erfurt.
Discussed the training and continuing
education of teachers with local teachers

August 9, 1983

Took a tour of and received an introduction to the
resources and services of the central library, the
universal reading room,
room of the PHEM

and the periodical reading

August 10, 1983

Attended lecture and participated in seminar on
the role of the society, the collective, and the
individual, in the educational system of the GDR

August 10, 1983

Participated in an introduction to the library use
education program given to first-year students at
the PHEM

August 11, 1983

Participated in an introduction to the library use
education program given to third-year students at
the PHEM

August 13s 1983

Attended lecture and participated in seminar on the
role of youth organizations in the educational
system of the GDR

August 15» 1983

Discussed various library issues with the Library
Director of the PHEM

August l6,

1983

Observed resources and services in the public
library of Erfurt and in the Rieth branch of the
public library
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(continued)

August IT, 1983

Observed educational activities in the Pioneer
Camp in Reinhardsbrunn

August 18, 1983

Continued discussion of library issues with the
Library Director of the PHEM

August 22, 1983

Attended lecture and participated in seminar on
the vocational education system in the GDR

August 23, 1983

Collected library documents and materials in the
PHEM central library

August 26, 1983

Toured the library of the German Institute for
International Pedagogical Research in Frankfurt
am Main, FRG, and the City and University Library
of Frankfurt am Main in the company of Dr. Hartmut
Mueller, director of the library of the German
Institute for International Pedagogical Research.
Discussed library service in West German teacher
training institutions with Mr. Mueller

August 29, 1983

Participated in a tour of and conducted observa¬
tions in the University Library in Erlangen.
Dis¬
cussed collection development, instruction in
library use, and reference and information services
with library staff members.

August 31, 1983

Took a conducted tour of and observed activities
in the Educational Sciences branch library in
Niirnberg.
Discussed library service to teacher
trainees with the Library Director

September 1, 1983 Collected library documents and materials from the
University Library in Erlangen
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APPENDIX F
Principal Contact Persons

ERFURT, GDR
Mr. Goetz Kuhr, Library Director
Mrs. Eva Kuhr, Head of Technical Services
Mrs. Eva Schreppel, Head of Library Instructional Services
Mrs.

Inge Moller, Head of Circulation Station

Mrs. Manuela Wilbricht, Reading Rooms Supervisor

ERLANGEN, FRG
Dr. Jurgen Theuerkauf, Deputy Director for Acquisitions
Dr. Michael Schrodel, Director of the Educational Sciences
Branch Library

FRANKFURT AM MAIN, FRG
Dr. Hartmut Muller, Library Director of German Institute for
International Pedagogical Research

